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Foreword

The Subcommittee on Radiochemistry is one of a number of subcommittees working under the

Committee on Nuclear Science within the National Academy of Sciences—National Research

Council. Its members represent government, industrial,, and university laboratories in the areas

of nuclear chemistry and analytical chemistry.

The Subcommittee has concerned itself with those areas of nuclear science which involve

the chemist, such as the collection and distribution of radiochemical procedures, the

radiochemical purity of reagents, the place of radiochemistry in college and university

programs, and radiochemistry in environmental science.

This series of monographs has grown out of the need for compilations of radiochemical

information, procedures, and techniques. The Subcommittee has endeavored to present a series

that will be of maximum use to the working scientist. Each monograph presents pertinent

information required for radiochemical work with an individual element or with a specialized

technique.

Experts in the particular radiochemical technique have writien the monographs. The

Atomic Energy Commission has sponsored the printing of the series.

The Subcommittee is confident these publications will be useful not only to radiochemists

but also to research workers in other fields such as physics, biochemistry, or medicine who wish

to use radiochemical techniques to solve specific problems.

Gregory R. Choppin, Chairman

Subcommittee on RadiochemistW

...
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Preface

Since the publication of the Radiochemistry of Mercury monograph (NAS-NS-3026) in 1960,

the number of papers on mercury analysis, particularly by activation methods, increased at an

almost exponential rate. One explanation “for the increasing interest in this element might be

the need to know details of the path and fate of mercury which has been and still is spread

through the biosphere in fungicides, drugs, and chemicals.

The revised edition has been completely rewritten. The chapter on nuclear methods of

mercury analysis has been greatly enlarged. The number of detailed radiochemical procedures

was increased; these procedures were selected with the intention of presenting tried and proven

separation methods from matrices ranging from human blood to meteorites, based on many

different properties of mercury. The information presented in this edition includes the

pertinent literature up to June 1968.

I wish to emphasize that no attempt was made to be exhaustive since that is not the

purpose of this moncgraph. Thus it is likely Ihat some important contributions may have been

overlooked. I shall be grateful to readers who call such omissions, as well as suggestions and

criticisms, to my attention,

The management of Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory generously provided secretarial

and other assistance which is gratefully acknowledged.~1 also wish to thank Linda Dudash for

patiently converting my illegibly written manuscript into the final draft, ready for printing.

Josef Roesrner
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Radiochemistry of Mercury
by Josef Roesmer

WestinghouseAstronudearLaboratory

Pittsburgh,Pennsylvania

1. GENERAL REVIEWS OF THE INORGANIC,ANALYTICAL,AND
RADIOCHEMISTRYOF MERCURY
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II. ISOTWIK3 OF MERCURY

TABLE I. Mercury Isotopes
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TABLE I. Mercury Isotopes (Continued}
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Table II. Decay schem& of the more importantmercury isotopes.
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Figure 1. Section of the Chart of Nuclides around

mercury. (Taken from reference 2)

Seepage201forcopyrightcitation.
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III. REVIEW OF FEATURESOF MERCURY CHEMISTRY
OF CHIEF INTERESTTO RADIOCHEMISTS

1. MetallicMercury

Some of the more importantphysicalproperties of mercury are

summarizedin Table III.

Table III. Some physical propertiesof metallicmercury.

Atomic weight (1956 Internationalvalue)

Crystal structure

Meltingpoint, ‘C.

Boilingpoint, ‘c., at 760 mm Hg

Latent heat of fusion, kcal/g.-atom

Latentheat of vaporization,kcal/g.-atomat b.p.

Specificheat, cal/g.-atom,at 20°C.

Heat of formation,kcal.

Free energy of formation,kcal.

Entropy,cal/degree

Density, g/cc, at O°C.
at 200C.
at 30°C.

Coefficientof linear thermal expan5ion,per
Oc., at 20°C.

Coefficientof cubical thermal expansionover
range O to 100° C.: (~toc = (V)ooc(l+at+btz+
Ct3) ,

~ermal conductivity,cal/sec/cm2/QC./cmat O°C.

Electricalresistivity,ohm/cm, at 20°C.

200.61

rhombohedral,a=3.005°A

-38.87

356.6

0.557

14.2

6.67

14.54 (vapor)

7.59 (vapor)

41.8 (vapor),18.5 (liq.)

13.595
13.546
13.522

3 x 10-5

a=l.816904x l~j”
b=2.95127 X lCIIO
c=l.1456 X 10

0.0248

-5
9.58 X 10

lhe position of mercury in the electromotiveseries and its standard

electrodepotentialsindicateits ‘noblemetal’ character. The standard

electzvdepotentialsat 25 ‘C of some”mercurycouples are:4’5

7



2Hg ~ Hg~ + 2e- -0.789 volts,

Hg ~ Hg++ + 2e- -0.854 volts, and

Hg~ ~ 2Hg++ + 2e- -0.923 volts.

Brief mention should be made here of the use of mercury in pola~graphy.6

Metallicmercury is not oxidizedby dry air at room temperature,but,

when heated, slowly forms red HgO, which in turn decomposesat about

500 ‘c. The metal is inert toward most gases except the halogens ~d

sulfur vapor which combine directlywith it even at room temperature.

In fact, sulfur powder has been recommendedas a means of renderingspilled

mercury less toxic, since it coats the metal with HgS. Mercury does not

react with hydrochloricor dilute sulfuricacid, but dissolvesin nitric or

hot concentratedsulfuricacid formingmercury (II) salts.

Metallicmercury is perceptiblyvolatile at room temperature”which

accounts for the presence of traces of mercury in many reagents and often

in laboratoryair. The vapor pressure of mercury in the temperaturerange

between -20 ‘C and 100 ‘C is shown in Figure 2.3 The volatilityof mercury

is the basis of many radiochemicalseparations(see Chapter VI).

0.003

0.002

z
=

0.000
-20 o 20 60

TEMPERATIJRE- ●G,

Figure 2. Vapor pressure curve of mercury (pressurein mm. of
.%epage 201 for copyri#htcitation.
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M importantproperty”ofme~allicmercury is its ability to dissolve

many metals to form amalgamssome of which are intermetalliccompoundsand

others are true soluticms. The solubilitiesof some metals in mercury are
.

summarizedin Table IV.J Metals which amalgamateeasily are not necessarily

very soluble in mercury.

TABl@ IV. Sol&ilily of selected mtalc in mmcury at lEO C (in might pa-cent).

Id

.09

K Ca Ti v Cr k Pa co -6 Ni
-s

Cu
-s .7 .3

ma
-6 .6

0.80 0.s0 c1 x 10 .s x 10 <4.10 1.7 x 10
.9

1.s x 10 .1 x 10 .2 x 10 2X1O 2,15 1.3

Rb k M Cd In9n
.5

m

1.%
-5

<2 x 10 0.042 4.92 27.0 0.62 2.9 x 10

Cs b w h Ti F% BI
-5

4.24 0.s3 .1 K 10 0. 1s 42.8 1.3 1.4

Sm FLEW201 for cwvrbhtcitation.

The relativelyhigh volubilityof gold and platinum in mercury has

been utilizedto prepare high specificactivity sources of mercury isotopes.7

Very selectiveradiochemicalseparationprocedureshave been developedby

making use of amalgam exchange reactione~g which are discussedin some

detail in Chapter VI.,

Amalgamationhas also been utilized in the pyrometallurgicalextraction

and purificationof”uranium10and plutoniumllfrom nuclear reactor fuels.

The volubilityof metallicmercury in water, earlier to be of the order

of 0.1 x 10-7 g Hg/g, was recently confirmedin measurementsby Choi and Tuck12

who utilizeda neutron activationmethod.

A survey on mercury designed to collect in a single document all the

fundamentaldata which may be of interestto the militaryhas been prepared

by Pfennington.13

Meth&s for the purificationof metallicmercury have been reviewed

by tirdon and Wichers,3

The most important

chemistn’is concerned:

and by Soucek.14

propertiesof metallic

are its volatilityand

9
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Many of the

its neighbors in

2. Mercury

chemicalproperties

t,hePeriodicTable.

Compomds

of mercury have no parallel among

The more importantdissimilarities

with other elementsare the following:

a. Mercury has a vexy pronouncedtendencyto fon.ucovalentinstead

of ionic bonds. ‘l%istendencyshows up in the dimerizationof mercurous

ions in solution. Unlike cuprous ions, mercurous ions exist as Hg+ . Hg+

in solution.

b. Mercury is unique among metals in its capabilityto form covalent

Hg-C bonds. The replacementof hydrogen atoms from organic compoundsby

mercury, the process of ‘mercurationn# proceeds almost ~ easily as nitration

or bromination. ‘lTus,the existenceof large numbers of organicmercury

compoundsshould he no surprise. In fact, mercury is said to have an organic

chemistryof its own.15 The relative inertnessof the Hg-C bond with respect

to hydrolysis and oxidationhas its reason in the low affinityof mercu~ for

o~gen and its slight tendencyto form coordinationcompounds.

On the other hand, mercury exhibitsmany similaritieswith its neighboring

elementsin the PeriodicSystem. A resemblancewith copper is the fomation of

series of compoundsin which mercury, like copper,has the oxidationstates

+1 and +2. Similaritieswith silver are the light sensitivityand insoltibility

in water of mercurouschloride,bromide and iodide. In analogy to aurous ion,

mercurous ions undergo disproportionationin solution accordingto

+2
Hgz <.x Hg

+2
+ HgO.

The precipitationof oxysaltswhen Hg(II) solutionsare dilutedwith water

is a parallel to bismuth chemistry.

a. Mercury (I) Compounds

The chemistzyof monovalentmercury does

of divalentmercury; the latter is determined

not show the many ~anomaliesi

by,the tendencyof Hg(II) to

10



form bonds of predominantlycovalentcharacter. To a large extent the

che~~t~ of Hg2+’2isruled by the disproportionationequilibrium

H&+* ~> Hg+2 + HgO.

The degree of disproportionationdepends upon the volubilityor the

amount

of the

by the

of dissociationof the Hg(II) compound formed. The black ‘Hg201

early textbooksis a mixture of finely divided Hg and HgO formed

disproportionationreaction

Hg;+ + 20H- ~ HgO + HgO + }120.

The reactionis quantitativebecause H@ is insoluble. Di.sproportionation

also “occurswhen a Hg(I) solutionis made alkalinewith amnmnia

2Hg;+ + 4H03- + 4NH3 + H20–) 2Hg + ‘NH2) N03 + 3NH4+ + 3H03,(fJ:::.

or when Hg(I) ions react with anions, such as I-E or I‘, which form bonds

with Hg(II) of appreciablycovalentcharacter. In solution,the mercurous

salts exhibitnormal dissociationwhich leads to slight hydrolysis. The

abnormallylow dissociationfound in solutionsof many mercuric compounds

does not occur in Hg(I) solutions. Oxidationof mercuroussalts to the

Hg(I) state can be accomplishedby heating with permanganate,Ce+4, nitric

acid, and any of the free halogens.

From a radiochemist’spoint of view, the most importantHg(I] compound

is Hg2C12. The precipitationofl-Ig2C12is a means of separatingHg2++ from

most other metal ions except Pb++, Tl+, and Ag+. Furthermore,H@C~is a

weighing form of Hg(I).

b. Mercury (11) Compounds

Mercury (II) salts, in general,have higher volubilityin water than

their Hg(I) counterparts. The degree of ionizationof Hg(II) salts in water

11



depends greatly on the nature of their anions. Mercury (II) salts of

oxyacidssuch as sulfate,perchlorate,and nitrate are strong electrolytes,

whereas, the halides,thiocyanate,and particularlycyanide are very weak

electrolytes. The differencein the covalentbond characterbetween Hg(II)

and Cl- and N03- ions shows up in the pH values16 at which HgO precipitates:

7.3 in HgClz

Ammonia

compounds.

solutions,and 2 in Hg(F#33)2solutions.

reacts with HgO or mercuric salts to form three types of

1. Hg(NH3)2 C12 ‘fusiblewhite precipitate’,.

2. H2N-Hg-cl ‘infusiblewhite precipitate’,and

3. (HO-Hg)2NH20H ‘Millon’sbase’.

The mercuric salts of oxyacids form salts of ‘Millon’sbase’ such as

This tendencyto form preferablyamido compounds,containingcovalentIig-li

bonds is found to a much smaller degree in gold. Most metals react with

ammonia and its derivativesto form ammines or amino compounds.

In the dry state mercury compoundsare easily reduced to the metal by

heating the compoundwith finely dividedmetal such as iron powder or CaO.

Sulfide containingmercury compoundshave been reducedby heating that

compoundwith lead chromate.

Reduction in slightlyalkaline solutionhas been accomplishedwith

hydrazine,hydroxylamine,formaldehyde,formate ion, hydrogenperoxide,

arseniteion and hypophosphorousacid. Reducing

slightlyacid solutionare metals, such as Zn or

methanolamine.

In the Noyes and Bray scheme of qualitative

appeare in the Cold Group which is reproducedas

The Gold Group consistsof elementswhich

“ooilingwith formic acid, namely mercury,

can be

agents for Hg(II) in

Cu, ❑tannous chloride,and

analysis,l7 mercury (11)

AppendixI of Procedure8.

completely-precipitatedby

gold, platinum, and palladium.

12



In the classical scheme of qualitativeanalysis,18mercury (I) appears

in the HydrochloricAcid Group (silver,mercury (I), lead (11),and thallium (I))

where it is precipitatedas calomel,Hg2C12. The presence of calomel in

the mixed chlorideprecipitateis confirmedby the black coloration (finely

divided metallicmercury)produced with aqueous ammonia.

Mercury (II) appears in the Copper Group and is precipitatedas the

sulfide from 2N hydrochloricacid solution. It is distinguishedfrom all

other sulfidesprecipitatedin this group in that it is insolublein

ammoniumpolysulfideand in dilute nitric acid.

3. Complex Mercury Compounds

Divalentmercury complexesare quite numerous. The more important

are those in which the metal is attached to carbon (as in the cyanides),

nitrogen,sulfur, or the halogens. The coordinationnumber of mercury in

these complexesis four.

me halide complexesare of the type M2(Hg(Hal)4);M2 can be, for

example,cadmium,potassiumor zinc. The halide part can be bromide,chloride,

iodide, cyanide,etc. These complexesare more stable than the corresponding

ones of cadmium. Diamminehalides of the form Hg(NH3)2(Hal)2are insoluble

and do not redissolvein excess ammonia. Mercury has strongeraffinity for

sulfur than for oxygen, therefore,complexeswith Hg-S bonds are

HgS dissolvesin concentrated

compoundsof the form M2(11gS2

crystallization.

Most complexesformed by

solutionsof alkaline sulfidesand

crystallizewith large numbers of

Hg(II) do not have f[g(I)analogs.

more numerous.

coordination

water of

In fact,

no complexesof the mercurousion with ammonia,ethyl sulfide,or halogens

have been prepared. These complexesare unstablewith respect to dispro-

portionationinto the correspondingmercuric complex and metallicmercury.

However,mercurous ion forms stable soluble

oxalate, succinate,and tripolyphosphate.19

complexeswith pyrophosphate,

13



4. Toxicity

Althoughqsed internallyin small doses as medication,metallicmercury

and its compoundsare very toxic; Inhalationof mercuryvapor, even in small

amounts, is hazardous since the inhaled vapor accumulatesin the bcdy.

Metallicmercury can be absorbedthrough the unbroken skin. symptom of

mercurypoisoning are salivation,ulcerationof the mucuow membranesof the

mouth, diarrhea, tremors,nausea, nervousness,headaches,anemia, a peculiar

reddeningof the gums, and looseningof the teeth. Early sympt~msare

groundlessfears, apprehensionsand mental lassitude.

Acute mercurialismresults in damage to the kidneys and is often fatal;

chronicmercury poisoningdamages the nervous system, often permanently.

Treatmentand Antidotes:zo If acute mercury poisoning is suspected,call

a physician at once. Givepatient a quart of milk containingthree raw eggs

and an emetic (soapwater). The stomach should again be washed out with a

pint of water, containingthree tablespoons

sulfate.

“h an antidote give a glass of freshly

of charcoaland 20 g of magnesium

prepared 5 to 10 percent solution

of sodium formaldehydesulfoxylateor a solution of 1 g of sodium hypophosphite

and 5 ml of 5 percent hydrogenperoxide in 10 ml of water per 100 mg of HgC12

swallowed.

A bibliographyon mercury toxicity compiledby Voress and Smelcer,21

lists 1676 references. In a mnograph on the controlof mercury in the

laboratory,safe handlingprocedures, monitoring,and decontaminationmethods

are reviewed.22

It has been established23that laboratoryair almost always contains

appreciablequantitiesof mercury vapor, a fact that should be taken into

considerationwhen attemptingto measure low concentrationof the element.

14



5. InsolubleMercury Compounds

Water insolublemercury compoundsare of interest to the radiochemist

provided they are of defined stoichiometry,have a defined range of thermal

stability,are relativelyinert toward oxidationand hydrolysis,and are .,

reasonablysoluble in organic solvents.

a. InorganicCompounds

Typical inorganicweighing forms of mercury, useful for standardizing

carrier solutionsand for preparing solid countingsamples, and the limits

of their thermal stabilityare summarizedin Table V.

b. Organic Compounds

A number of organic compoundsform water-insolublechelateswith divalent

mercury which have desirableproperties such as well-definedcomposition,

volubilityin organic solvents,and stabilityat elevatedtemperatures. Ihe

most often used mercury reagents,taken from Welcher,24are summarizedin

Table VI.

The volubilityof many of the organo-mercurycompoundsin organic solvents

lends itself to devise specific solvent extractionseparations. The selectivity

of such extractionsoften can be increasedby masking.agents.

%nmsrles of thermodynamicstabilityconstantsof organo-mercurycomplexes

have been prepared by Coetzee25and Fultz.26

6. CoprecipitatlonCharacteristicsof ?4ercuryTraces

To date little informationon the coprecipitationbehaviorof mercury

has appearedin the literature. Wahl and 130nner27mention that mercurous

tracer ia carried quantitativelyby silver chloride. This observationseems

to suggest that mercurous

chloridesof the Hydrogen

tive analyais,15i.e., by

chloride.

tracermight also be carried by the insoluble

ChlorideCroup of the classicalscheme of qualita-

thallouschloride,lead chloride,and silver

15



TABLE V. Thermal stabilityof inorganicweighing forms of mercury.

Temperature
Weighing Limits,

Precipitant Form o~.

Electrolysis
m~hosphonus acid
Hydrazine
Zinc

Hydrochloricacid
Potassium icdate
Potassiumchromate
Potassiumtungstate
Oxalic acid

Potassiumiodide
Ammonium sulfide
Sodium thiosulfate
Disodiumarsenate
Ammonium bichromate
dine

Reinecketssalt

+ py-ri.

Zinc ion + thiocyanate
Cobalt(II)ion + thiocyanate
Cadmium ion + ammonia +
iodide

Copper(II)ion + ethylenedia-
mine + iodide
Copper(II)ion + propylenedi-
amine + iodide

Copper(II)biguanideion +
iodide

Sodium anthranilate
Thioanilide
Dithiane+ chloride

As mercury metal

Hg
Hg
Hg
Hg

As mercury (I) compofids

Hg2C12
Hg2(103)2
Hg2Cti4
W03
Hg2C204*

As-mercury (II) compounds

Hg12
HgS
HgS
Hg3(As04)2
[Hg(pyr)2]Cr207

Hg[Cr(SCN)4(NH3)2]z
Zn[Hg(SCN)~]
Co[Hg(SCN]4]
[Cd(NTI~)4][Hg1~]2

[Cu(en)2][HgIq]

[Cu(pn] 2] [Hg14]

[Cu(C2N5H7)2][Hg14]

<70
<71
<55
<72

<130
<175
52-256
M80
<1OI)

45-88
<109
75-220
45-418
56-66

77-158
<270
50-200
<69

cam 20

<157

60-175

<113
90-169
<97— ,--

●Explodesviolentlyat 104 ‘C.

Among sulfide collectors,CUS,
2s-90 CdS,31,32ad A.S5S5Yz;92-have b@aiI

found moat efficientin concentratingtracea of mercury presumablyby form-

ing mixed sulfides.

The property of cadmium sulfide to collectmercuric, cupric,and silver

ionE has been utilized to

nitric acid solutions.33

remove‘theseions

When dilute (e.g.

16
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Tzhle VI. DTSMIC rna~nts for mrcury.

c~ St*t we Semarks

Pmclplcme, llg[t) nml llg(II) ,t p“ 5.89
Seth precipit~tes ma light yell-,
Insoluble in alcohol, acids md dilute
Ml,ai.

Alsopr.cipitateamatalstiich fom
tine c~lnxes such M Cu. ~. Ni. ti.

g- YS12
#JIChr2J2i 1 iC r.~d

f&lm2dahyd9
llg(II) ph 5.89, li~ht yell= j@, soluble
in alcohol ad zcemne.

6
([113)2

p-Dlmt~ladno
Smlzdrhdzllina Pruipitmtcts AU. Hs, and Ag.

For deterninatlon of AS, Cl, Cr, Pe, F%,
Hn, ND, P. SO*, md V. Gelmas am
0X_trXt2b1e in ml.. tih!tim tO b
Um2yzd nut not b & thzn 0.W3 Id
In mlzetrolflm, nut not mnttin C]-,
-d zhcdd have a PH of 3.5 - 4.5.

Di@tmyl~Iida

0-+
o-”-~-”

lhe K-nmlt of diphenylcarlmzome fores bluo
insoltiIle malta withih,Pb,CU,Ilg, Q.
l%, Ni, ●hl Co.

Diphenylmrhwnt

QQI, a- Oi@dyl, nho
2, Z! D@yridyl

Ppts znic+usuchas llgIq, Ns(5120~.
CdI~O7m[13J~NI(CN)L),etc.

fiite ppt with HE(I) in slightly acidic
Oolutim. Shite ppt with Hg(II) in
nmrtral BOlution, solubla in WCla,
rep=ipitatd by ddition of Iisr.in.

2 - PIImmlyl -
Cq2farrm

2 - (MlydTOxyphwl
Zmnztmkdz=la) m’.p“c Fe[III) uln Intmfme’nca.

Ppt drhd at 70 ‘C wei@d in mctm.Phemylkfic utd

Resqlnldahyde
Ymllcu ppt at PH 3~4-7. soluble in hot
alcohol .

Qm
am

,s
alg—c,

NsIz

*X. HOrrUlity of AcidIIMrncetarlde

in ●cid ●olutlom ICI H@O, IU42,

m-arm

IIRS pptincold,notaffmtedby 50TA.@basic or narttml
201 U210U

Inter fanncaz by CrCu, Au(III), 103,
v(v),SeO,, sin,.11* Salts nlso react
with pykldine and K2Cr2tit0 form nn
orufla, sli~tly soluble salt. IIKC12

d pyridine form n PPC, HKCIZPY, which
dissolves in excess of pyridine.

Pyridin.

Precipitates elemmts of the H2S .mmup.
lhlike the su]fides, the thionalsres
have definite coqmsition md can ht
dried amily. l?mrc is nlso no

cqmacipitntim or pstprecipitation,
Frm a solucim 0.1-0.5 K 1. ILW, the
follwine elcmonts hcsides IIE am
preclpitnmd : Cu. Bl, m, Sh, Sn, Au,
An. Pd. Pt.

TTlimslide,
a. mrupto
N-2 - nzphthyl
acocamide
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(e.g. -1 Fl)solutionsof silver, mercuric and coppernitrateswith and with-

out supportingelectrolyte (NaN03,HN03) are passed throughbeds of 8~-170

mesh CdS, 3 millimeterswide and about 20 millimeterslon~, quantitative

removal of the heavy metal ions was observed. The adsorption-displacement

reaction

i+
CM + Hg +

proceeds very rapidly. Quantitative

HgS •1-Cd
u

retentionof mercury, silver,and copper

was observedwith 20-30 millimeterlong columns,at flow rates of up to

50 ml/minute.

The hydroxidesof aluminum,iron; and msnganese (IV)iand zinc oxide

do not carry mercury traces.30

Coprecipitationof zinc, cadmium, and mercury with anthranilicacid

at pH values too low for the precipitationof the correspondinganthranilates

was investigatedby Korenman and Ilaryshnikova.34 vario~ amounts of sodium

anthranilatesolutionwere added to solutionscontainingZn65, Cd115, and

Hg203 at differentpH values, and the amount of metal precipitatedwas

determinedas a functionof the amount of anthranilicacid and pH. At

pll0.65, 100 mg anthranilicacid will coprecipitate25 pg of cadmium almost

quantitatively. Under similar conditionsthe amount of coprecipitationfor

these elementsdecreasesin the order of increasingatomicnumber.

Other organic collectorsfor mercury traces are copper oxinate35-37

and the methylviolet-iodidesystem.38

7. IsotopicExchangeCharacteristics

The success of a radiochemicalseparationdepends criticallyupon

the completenessof the isotopicexchangebetween carrier and tracer.

Occasionallydifficultiesin achievingcomplete exct&ngearise where carriez

and tracer have differentoxidationstates.

In solution,mercury exchangesrapidly,no matter what its oxidation

state3”40 or the solvent. The pertinentresults of studies on homo~eneous

18



exchangereactionsin water, as compiledby Wahl and Bonner,27are summarized

in Table VII.

TableVII. Homogeneousexchangereactionsofmercury.

Tracer Reactants Teq). OtherConditions SeparationHalf-Timof
(w Method Eschange

48-dayHg20g Hg,++_Hg2++ m. 10-5f Hg(C10q)2. H& CIZ(s) <15s

10-3f Hg2(C104)2,

3 f Wacloq,

0.5 f Hcloq

Hg++-Hg2*++ “ 0.0044 f Hg(C104)2, Hg2CrOk(s) <15s

0.0069f Hg2(C10Q)2,

0.1f HC104

u 0.0093f Hg(C10+)2, Hg2S04(s) <1ss

0.0059f Hg2(Cll)b)2,

0.16f HC104

43-sinHg]ggrn Hg++–HS2++ “ . . . . . . short

,1

.Se8F.8m201form!wrightcimion.

In studieson the germicidalaction of phenylmercuricsalts the

exchangeof mercury between phenylmercurysalts and mercuric saltshl

has been investigatedusing Hg203. The

c6H5HgoAc+ Hg203(oAc)2 ~

reached equilibriumin about one minute

the solventsused: glacial acetic

benzene. However, an anion effect

exchangereaction

was

The

acid

reaction

C6H5Hg2030Ac+ Hg(OAc)2

and was found to be independentof

9 so percent ethanol,water, and

was noticed. The half time for the

C6H51QOA + Hg203Cl~ ,~ C#5Hg203Cl + HgC12

found to require about 37 minutes at room temperaturein dry benzene.

presence of HC1 increasedthe rate of exchan~eto less than one minute.

Rapid exchangebetween diphenylmercury and parachlorodiphenylmercury

labeledwith Hg203, was ohserved at 60 ‘C in pyridine solution.42

The isotopicexchangeof mercury between HgBr2, labeledwith Hg203, and

6H#gBr in the ethanol solvent system proceeds rapidly as a bimolecular

reaction.43
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In heterogeneoussystem the exchangeof mercury was found to be

S10W.39D44 Some representativedata27 are presented in Table VIII.

TAbLEVIII. Heterogeneousexchangereactionsofmercu~.

Tracer Reactants Taq . OtherConditions Tim ExtentOf
(q Exchange

48-dayHg20g Hg*(l)—Hg?(I) 10 0.05f Hg2(C10k)2or 0.05f 32m 50%

Hg2(N113);, pH 1.5-1.6

,s Hg*[l]-Hg”(II) Rm. 0.1f Hg(H03)2,@+ 1.7 -30m 50t

w Hg2C12(s)-Hg(II) H FreshHg2C12(s) 2,5m 30%

11 11 u Hg2C12(s)ag6d7.5m n lot

,s Hg2CkOk(e)-Hg(II) w FreshHg2CrOq(s] 2m >95%

19 ,1, ,1 Hg2Cr04(s)aged6 m 19 <5%

SeePaW 201formpyrlghtclmtlon.

In a study to measure the effect of halide ions on the heterogeneous

exchangereactionHg (metalvapor in air) ~Hg203 (in solution),the

rate of exchangewas found to be rapid but to depend also on the concen-

tration of mercuric ions and the type and concentrationof the halide ions

present in solution.45

When mercury vapor is passed through a solutionof labeledmercuric

acetate,and containingsome KC1, the escapingmercury vapor was found to

be labeled to the same specific acitivtyas the dissolvedmercuric acetate.46

The emerging (labeled)mercury vapor can then be measured by gamma counting

after collectionon a solid absorbentand thus provides an estimateof the

mercury concentrationin the air which had been passed through the solution

containinglabeledmercuric acetate. This observationwas the basis for a

radiochemicalmethod for the measurementof the concentrationof mercury

vapor in air.46 This method is presentedas Procedure29 in Chapter VI.

Attempts to prepare radioactivemercury in high specificactivityby

Szilard-Chalmersreactionson phenylmercuricacetatewere unsuccessfulnot

because of exchangedifficulties

rate of mercury compoundsduring

but rather because of the high decomposition

irradiation.h7
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A systematicstudy of the isotopicexchangebetween a drop of mercury

and mercury ions in aqueous and non-aqueoussolutionqerevealed that the

followingreactionscan occur:

Hg2
+2*

+ (Hg) ~ Hg2+2 + Hg* (Hg),

Hg+2* + (Hg) ~ Hg2+2 + Hg* (Hg),and

Hg+2* + (Hg) e Hg+2 + Hg* (Hg),

where * representsradioactivemercury, and (Hg) the metallic

Superimposedon above exchangereaction is the equilibriti

Hg+2* + (Hg) = Hg2
+2*

which has no direct effect on the isotopic exchan~ebut which

(1)

(2)

[3)

mercury phase.

(4)

depends on the

pH of the solution. The isotopic exchangebetween metallicmercury and

mercury ions proceedspredominantlyvia reactions (1) and (2), is relatively

insensitiveto the pH of the solutionand is virtuallyquantitativewithin

a few minutes of contact and agitationregardlesswhether the reaction is

carried out in an aqueous or non-aqueoussolution. Ions which have higher

redox potentialsthan mercury such as gold, platinum, palladium,silver,

iridium,osmium, tellurium,and selenium interferein that these elements

deposit spontaneouslyon metallic mercury. The rate of the mercury metal-

mercury ion exchangereactioncan be increasedby mechanicalor ultrasonic

agitation.49

The rapid exchangerate between mercury metal and mercury ions has

been utilizedto remove traces of radioactivemercury ions from dilute

(1~) HC1 and HN03 solutions.50

8. Amalgam Exchange

Recently a very selective radiochemical separation procedurehas been

developed by utilizingthe occurrenceof a rapid isotopicexchangebetween
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metal ions in solutionand a dilute amalgam of the same metal. The separation

proceeds in two isotopicexchange steps. In the first step, the radioactive

metal ions, M*, selectivelyexchange with inactivemetal, M, in the amalgam:

M(Hg) + M* ~ M*(Hg) + M

To shift above equilibriumtoward the right, the concentrationof M in the

amalgamphase must be made greater than the concentrationof M* in the

aqueousphase. After a suitablecontact time, usually of the.order of

severalminutes, the amalgam is sepazatedfrom the’aqueousphase. To back-

exchangethe M* ions into an aqueousphase, the amalgam is agitatedwith a

solutionwhose concentrationin M ions is greater than theconcentration of

M* in the amalgam.

The reason for the excellentselectivityachievedin amalgam exchange

separationsis that other contaminatingelements in solutionwill not

exchangewith the desired element in the amalgam. Since there is practically

no mutual interactionbetween aqueous and amalgamphases, the degree of

separationgenerallyis very high.

The feasibilityof using amalgam exchange as a means of separating

cadmium,thallium,zinc, lead,bismuth, strontium,iridium,and tin has been

demonstmted and detailed separationprocedures“forindium,51cadmium,52,53

zinc,54strontium,55and bismuth56have been published.

Elements which exhibit several oxidationstates in aqueous solution,

such as thallium,often do not exchangeupon prolongedagitation. However,

when stirred for a few minutes, the exchsngeusually is high.

Mercury itself has been used analyticallyas a reducing

noble metals.57 The reducing action of metallicmercury and

which noble metal amalgamsare formed may well be the reason

agent for

the ease with

for the observed

interferenceof noble metal ions such as Au‘++, Pt++, Pal++,and Ag+ with the

amalgam exchange. It has been suggested51to remove noble metal ions,

includingHg++, from the solution first by a~itatingit first with pure
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mercury and then proceed to separate the desired nuclide with the appropriate

amalgam.

Some amalgamsare reducing agents of almost the reducingpower of the

pure metal of which the amalgam is made. The behaviormay cause contamination

of the aqueous phase. A possible solutionto this problem is the use ofa

selectivescavengingstep, similar to the removal of noble metal ions from

solution mentioned above, except that one would use an amalgamprepared with

a metal of a somewhathigher reductionpotential than the desired metal.

The rates of exchange of ions of thallium,cadmium, lead, zinc, copper,

bismuth, sodium,potassium,and cesium with their respectiveamalgamshave

been measuredby Randlesand Somerton.58 The preparationof various amalgams

is describedin FfInorgaicsynthesis!!by Booth, Audrieth, and Boiler.5g

9. Solvent Extraction

In the following,the term ‘solventextraction?means the preferential

partitionof inorganicions across a liquid-liquidphase boundary into a

water-immissibleorganic solvent. Ions in aqueous solution exist as aquo

complexeswhere all coordinationpositions are taken up by water molecules.

The likelihoodfor an aquo complex to pass through the liquid-liquidinterface

and mix with the organicphase is very small because of the highly polar

characterof the molecule. To make an ion cross the boundarybetween aqueous

and organicphase, all or most of its water moleculesmust be removed and

replaced by other firmly coordinatedions or groups which reduce the polar

characterof the molecule. The replacementof several water moleculesby

multidentateligandsand the inherentstrengthof subsequentring closure

results in neutral moleculesthat dissolve and hence extract easily into

organic solvents. It follows from the requirementof electricalneutrality

that an ion can cross a liquid-liquidphase boundaryprovided it is ‘locked

up’ in an undissociatedneutral molecule, where valence and coordination

requirementsare satisfiedby a chelatingagent. Such a system is called a

Chelate ExtractionSystem.
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Ions can pass also the phase boundaryprovided they take with them an

equal amount of charges of the oppositepolarity. These ions pass from

the aqueous into the organicphase in associationwith other counter ions.

This type of system is known as the Ion AssociationExtractionsystem. It

should be kept in mind that there is a smooth transitionbetween chelates

and ion association (coordination)compounds. For details on the experi-

mental aspects of solvent extractionthe reader is referredto the excellent

work by kkmrison and Freiser.60

a. Chelate ExtractionSystems

!&anyorganic precipitant used in inorganicanalysis are suitablefor

solvent extraction. The metal ions to be extractedare fully chelated,

i.e., completelysurroundedby bulky organicmolecules. Since there is

generallyno reaction between chelate and solventmoleculesthe nature of

the organic solvent is not very criticaland often even hydrocarbonsare

used. Quite often the volubilityof the metal chelatesis low and thus

are not amenableto bulk extractions. However, the sensitivityis usually

very high because of the effects of ring closure and entropy differences.

,NH-NH- 0 ~N - M@
1. Dithizone (Diphenylthiocarbazone) S = C,

a

# HS-C\
N=N- N=N-O

Dithizoneis an importantorganic reagent because of its versatility

and the extent to which it has been studied. It is a weak monobasic

-5 61 me partitioncoefficient
acid, havinga dissociationconstant -10 .

of dithizonebetween CC14 and H20 is -104. The CC14 solutionis intense

green in color. On exposureto daylight,the CC14 solution of the reagent

developeda dark greyish-green”color and becomes bluish-purplein sunlight.

This photochemicaleffect is reversed in the dark and the originalcolor

is restored. Acetic acid inhibitsthis color change.62 The metal

chelates,stronglycoloredred, onnge, brown, or violet, make it well

suited for the

these metals.

absorptiometricdeterminationof microgramquantitiesof

Dithizonereacts with Hg(II),63 silver, lead and bismuth,64
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gold, iridium,zinc, thallium (I) and (III),iron, platinum (II),

palladiumand copper.

In,orderto obtain higher selectivityin dithizonereactionswhich

cannot be achievedwith pH regulationalone, extensiveuse of masking

agents such as cyanide,thiocyanate,thiosulfate,and EDTA has been made.

Table IX shows that dithizonereacts with fewer metals in the presence

of maskin~ agents.

Table IX. Masking agents in Dithizonereactions.

Conditions Metals Chelated

Basic solutioncontainingcyanide

Slightly acid $olutioncontainingcyanide

Dilute acid solutioncontainingthiocyanate

Dilute acid solution containingthiocyanate
plus cyanide

Dilute acid soluticincontainingbromide or
iodide

Dilute acid solutioncontainingEDTA

Slightlyacid solution (pH 5) containing
thiosulfate (carbontetrachloride
solutionof dithizone)

Slightlyacid solution (pH 4-5) containing
thiosulfateplus cyanide)

Citrate and tartrate in basic medium

Pb, Sn(II), T1(I), Bi

Pd, Hg, Ag, CU

Hg, Au, CU

Hg, CU

Pd, Au, CU

Ag, Hg

Pd, Sn(II), Zn, (Cd,Co,Ni)

Sn(II), Zn

Usually do not interfere
with extractionof reacting
metals

Specificmercury rlithizonateextractionprocedureswere developed

by Irving,61J63and Friedeberg.65 The latter procedurepermits

extractionof the mercury dithizonatefrom ‘about1 N mineral acid

solutions,with a sensitivityof one part of mercury in 105 parts of

copper.

2. Di-betanaphthyl thiocarbazone

,NH-NH- m
S=c”

\N =b_,

m
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A reagent related to dithizone,but more sensitive,is cli-betanaphthyl

thiocarba”zone.62 “me mercury chelate is reddish in color and is also

extractableinto chloroform.

3. Cupfenon (Ammoniumsalt of N-nitroso N=O
phenyl hydroxylsmine)

o’ -N - 0- NH:

Cupferronis well known as a selectiveprecipitantfor many metals.

Its use in extractionanalysishas been thoroughlyreviewedby Furman.66

The chelate formed by Hg(I) and cupferronis insolublein organic

solvents;the Hg(II) chelate, formed in neutral or slightlyacidic

solution,is soluble in chloroformand benzene.67

4. 2-fluorenylcupferron N=O

B~-@

A homolog of cupferron,2 fluorenyl-cupferron,forms white precipitates

with Hg(I) in slightlyacidic solutionand with Hg(II) in neutral

solution~e Both chelatesare soluble in CHC13 and can be reprecipitated

by the additionof ligroin.

5. Sodium Diethyldithiocarbamate [(C2H5’2N-’O
Sodium diethyldithiocarbamateis an effectiveextractionreagent for

some twenty elements. I)ivalentmercury is extracted.atpH 3 into ethyl

acetate. At this acidity,V, Ga, Se, Mo, Ag, Cd, In, and Pu interfere.

Ilercurydiethyldithiocarbamateis also quantitativelyextractedat pll11

from a solutioncontainingEDTA. Under these conditions,silver, copper,

palladium,bismuth,and thallium (III) are the only other metals extracted.6g

6. o-Nitrosophenol

o-Nitrosophenolreacts in slightlyacidic s-olut%onwith

and Fe(II).toform chelatesextractablein ethyl ether.

be reprecipitatedwith petrol ether.60 This reagent is

solutionand has, therefore,found little application.
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7. Isonitrosoacetophenone

Isonitrosoacetophenoneforms chelates

Cd, Pb, and Hg which can be extracted

chelate’isalso

b. Ion Association

Cll= NOH
I
Caso

o
with Fe(II), Co, hi, Cu, Nn, Au,

into chloroform.70 The yellow Hg(II)

soluble in nitrobenzene.

ExtractionSystems

Unlike metal chelates,the extractionof many inorganicion association

complexesdepends greatly on the nature of the extractingsolvent. T“heion

associationcomplexe8to be extractedstill have some remainingwater molecules

bound to the central atoms. These water moleculesmust be replacedby

oxygen-cont~ning ~lecules Of the solventbefore the ion association-solvent

moleculecomplex can pass through the boundary layer between aqueous and

organicphase. The selectivenature of the solventhas been explainedby

the basicity of the oxygen atom in the respectiveorganic solventmolecules

and by stereochemicalfactors. Frequently,the additionof large quantities

of electrolytes,~salting-outagentsl, improvesthe distributionof the metal

ion between aqueom and organic phases. The electrolyteaids the extraction

by binding up water moleculesunder

loweringthe dielectricconstantof

action.

formationof aquo

the aqueousphase

complexesand thus

and also by common-ion

1. The Iodide System

The extractionbehavior of host elements in the iodide system is summarized

71 Mercury can be extmcted quantitatively72,73 into ethyl etherin Figure 3.

from 6.9 N hydriodic acid. Interferingelements are antimony (III),cadmium,

and gold.
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Figure 3. Elements extractedin iodide system. Solid
blocks--appreciablyextracted;broken blocks--partially
extracted. ~ ww ml formpyright citation.

Solventsthat have.been used in iodide extractionsinclude ethyl

ether, methyl isobutylketone, and methyl isopropylketone.

Moser and Voigt74measured the extractionof Hg12 into benzene at

various acid and iodide concentrationsas a means of determiningthe

formationconstantof the HgI~ and HgI~- complexes. The extent of

extractionat low concentrationsof mercury (II) was measuredusing H~03.

lheextraction ratio was found to be invariantwith the

concentrationin the range from 0.01 to 0.02 moles/1 of

that species such as HHg13 and H2Hg14 are”:notextracted

rather Hg12 molecules, since any ionizationis unlikely

2. The Bromide System

A summary of the extractabilityof elementsin the

given in Figure 4.71

H

Lf Be BcNor

NaMg AlslPscl

El 4+
K Ca&”TiV ti~hFeCONl~f;-%lQJGO k~&

l—-.

_j
l?b SrY ZrNb~&~Tc RdRn RI AU Cdh SmSb Tel

L.+.......

1 L:Ce Bal-af-lfTaW~R:--~ k Ft,AaHgTl PbBl Po Al..

fiRaAe

CePr NdPmShEuGdTbDyHofi TmYbLu

ThPuU NpPuAmGnSkCfE FmtJvlCZKO

hydrogen ion

mo3 . This implies

into lxnzene,but

in a non-polarsolvent.

bromide system is

1-h

M

A

k
X8

Rn

Figure 4. Elements extractedin bromide system. Solid
appreciablyextracted;brokenblocks--partiallyextracted.
SMpage201for copyright citation.
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The percentageof mercuric bromide extractedintoethyl ether at
7<

room temperatureat various hydrobromicacid concentrations75is summarized

in Table X. Besides ethyl ether, methyl isobutylketone has been used as

organicphase in bromide ext=ctions.76

Table X. Extractabilityof HgBr2 into ethyl ether.

Molatity of HBr o* fJ.1* 0.2 0.5 1.0 3.0 6.0

Percent Extracted 94.0 58.3 30.0 4.9 3.4 2.3 1.5

●HgBr2 was dissolved in ether; it is soluble in an aqueous medium only at
higher acidities.

3. The Chluride System

The extractionbehavior of the elements in the chloridesystem is shown

in Figure 5.71 A detailed descriptionof the extractionconditions~ be

found in reference60.

&’M BCNOF

Ma t~g AI SIPSCI

Na

No

A

10

Xa

m
Fa Ra Ao

ceFrNdPmsnsuGdlbDyNoGlinTllIN
Th~U ~PuAmCmSkCfE FmhivF22KEl

Figure 5. Elements extractedin chloride system. Solid blocks--
appreciablyextracted;broken blocks--partiallyextmcted.
Senpmal mrmnmtcmnon.

The extractionof elements from hydrochloric

ether probably is the most thoroughlystudied

system. ktanyinvestigatorshave demonstmted
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system both to conventionaland to radiochemicalseparations. The

extractabilityof mercuric chloride as a

hydrochloricacid at room temperatureis

Table XI. Extractabilityof

functionof the molarity of

presented in Table X1.77

HgC12 into ethyl ether.

Molarity of IIC1 o 0.3 3 6

Percent Extracted 69.4 13 0.4 0.2

These data show that mercuric chloride is

than mercuric bromide and that controlof

offers less control over

Mercury (II) can be

solutionand up to 82-89

n-butylacetate+3?4—

less extractableinto ethyl ether

the acidity of the inorganicphase

the extraction.

extractedto about 80 percent from a 0.125 N IiCl

percent from 0.1 N HC1 into a mixture of

trichloroaceticacid.77

4. tie Fluoride System

It is of interestto note that fewer elementsare extractedto any extent

as fluoridesin the hydrofluoricacid-ethylether system than in the chloride,

bromide,thiocyanate,and nitrate systems. The data given in Table XII on the

extractabilityof mercuric fluorideinto ethyl ether from various hydrofluoric

acid concentrationsat room temperatureare taken from reference78.

Table XII. Extractabilityof HgF2 into”ethyl ether.

Nolarity of HF 1 5 10 15 20

PercentExtracted 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.9 2.7
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The extractionbehavior of theelements is sumsarimedin Figure 6.71
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Figure 6. Elements extracted
appreciabley extracted;broken

S.m~ 201for mpvTLuht &atIon.

5. ‘he ~iocyanate System

in fluoridesystem. Solid blocks--
blocks--pafiiallyextracted.

A thorough study of the extractionof many metal thiocyanateconcen-

trationshas been made by Bock.79 The data on the extractabilityof mercuric

thiocyanateinto ethyl ether, as given in Table XIII, imply that this system

is not useful for the ext~ction of ❑ercury, however, it may be of potential

value for separatingother ❑etal ions from mercury.

Table XIII. Extractability,of Hg(SCN]2 into ethyl ether.

Hg(SCN)2 concn. Molarity Hcl Volume Ratio HSCN concn. Percent
in aqu. phase of Acidity ether; water in ether Extracted

before extract. NH@CN (moles/l)
(moles/l) (moles/l)

0.2 0.4 neutral 1:1 0.15

0.2 1.0 neutral 10:1 0.15

0.2 7.0 neutral 10:1 0.65

0.5 1.0 neutv 1 6:1 0.5 2.2

0.5 7.0 neutra1 6:1 0.5 1.4

The extnction behavior of the elements in the thiocyanatesystem is

presented in Figure 7.71
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West and CarltonBOobsemed that mercury can be partiallyextracted

into methyl isopropylketone.

6. The Nitrate System

The elementsthat are extractedin the nitrate system under a variety

of conditionsare shown in Figure8.71 Solvents that have been

extractionof nitrates include ethyl ether, tributylphosphate,

isobutylketone.

H
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L
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&ed in the

and methyl

FaRah

Figure 8.. Elements extractedin nitrate system. Solid blocks--
appreciablyextracted;broken blocks--partiallyextracted.
.Sae~201for mpytiohtchation.

At room temperature,only 4.7 percent of the total amount of mercury

,presentin an 8 N nitric solutioncan be extractedinto ethyl ether.al
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c. Other Systems

The extractionsystems described in this section are related to ion

associationsystems. The ligandsreplacingcoordinatedwater molecules around

the metal ions are derivativesof the tri-alkylphosphineoxide tri-alkylphosphine

sulfide series. A considerableamount of work on these extractionsystems

has been published in tabular form by Ishimori.e2-a4

Only qualitativeinformationregarding the extractionof’mercury with

tri-n-dodecylamine(!IDA)ekis availableto date.

Another extractionsyetem to be listed here is,thatwhere the metal ions,

as amlona, form salts with high molecularweight cations such am tetraphenyl-

phoephonlua,-arsonium,and -stiboniumions. The .solubilityof such ‘salts’

in organic solventsmekee them ueeful for solvent extractiveseparations.

A 0.1 ~ tri-alkylphosphineoxide solution in keroseneextractscompletely

Cr(VI),Au(I), Hf, Fe(III),Mo(VI), Zr(IV), U(VI), and Zn from l~HCl

solutiom.60 Under these conditions, Partial extractionis obtainedfor

Sb(III),Bi, Cd, In, Hg(II), Pt(II), and Zn.

White and Rossas in their monograph “Separationaby Solvent Extraction

with Trl-n-octylphosphineOxide” mention that cadmium and mercury are extracted

to a very slight extent from acid chloride solutfona,but are not extracted

from other inorganicacids.

The extractionbehaviorof some 60 elements in hydrochloricacid toward

1 percent tri-n-butylphosphineoxide (TBPO)in toluenewas studied ih detail

by Ishimori,Watanabe,and Fujino.82 The logarithmsof the observeddietributlon

ratios, ~, are plotted in Figure 9 as a functionof the normalityof the

hydrochloricacid solution extracted. The magnitudeof the distributionratio,

~, of mercury indicatesthat this element extractsmoderatelywell in the

1 percent-TBP&Tohene system. An increase h the concentrationof TBPO np

to 100 percent does not improve the extractabilityof mercury.86

Tri-n-butylphosphinesulfidewas founda7 to be a considerablymore

selectiveextractantfor mercury (II) and silver than the trialkylphosphine

oxides. The distributionratios, D, of mercu~ and silver between aqueous
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Figure 9. Dependenceof the distributionratio KD on
normalityof HC1 in the 1% TBPO system.

and organic phases after a 30-minutecontact of equal volumes of a 5% solution

(v./v.)of tri-n-butylphosphinesulfide inCC14 and a 10-2 M solutionof

the respectivemetal were found to be 282 for mercury and 625 for silver.

Tri-n-butylphosphinesulfide as a practical extractantfor mercury suffers

from the disadvantagethatit is extremelydifficultto strip mercury from

the organicphase, even with reagents such as nitric acid, aqua regia, or

sodium pertixide.

In accordwith above, triiso-octylthiophosphate(lT)TP]and tri-n-

butyl thiophosphate(TBPS),the neutral esters of monothiophosphoricacid

are also highly selectiveextractantsfor silver and mercury from nitric acid

solutions.88 The equilibriumbetween ions to be extractedin aqueous and

organic phases is rapidly establishedand the partition can easily be

reversed. Partition

solutionsat various

coefficientsof mercuric ion from aqueousnitric acid

concentrationsof TOTP are presented in Figure 10.
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The partition coefficientsof mercury (II) as a functionof TO~ concen-

tration at differentnitric acid concentrationsare summarizedin Figure 11.

An aqueousphase 6 N in nitric acid and an organic phase 0.669 M of TOTP

in CC1,4extracts 97% of the mercury present after two 2-minuteequilibrations.

The presence of salting-outagents, as is illustratedin Table XIV, permits

the eliminationof a second equilibration. Stripping the mercu~from the

organic phase is easily accomplishedwith water.

i
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Metal ions which form insol&le sulfideswere foun#9 to extract to

appreciableextent into a solutionof di-n-butyiph~sphorothioicacid

carbon tetrachloride. Since as little as 2 ppb of mercuric ion can be

quantitativelyextractedin one equilibrationfrom an aqueousphase

0.5 N in mineral acid into an organicphase of 5% (w./v.)di-n-butylphos-
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phorothioicacid in carbon tetrachloride,this extractionsystem is of

considerableimportanceto the radiochemistryof mercury.

The logarithmof the distributionratios, D, of some 30 elementsare

presented as a functionof the logarithmof the hydrogen ion concentration

of the aqueousphase, both in hydrochloricacid and in sulfuricacid, in

Figures 12 and 13. The dashed lines in these figuresrepresentdistribution

ratios where the electrolyteconcentrationof the aqueousphase is ?O.25M.

The effect of electrolyteconcentrationand solvent for the extractanton the

distributionratio D for mercuric ion is shown in Table XV.

The relative order of extractionof the metal di-n-butylphosphoro-

thioate complexeswas determinedby displacementof one metal ion by another

and was found to be:

Pd+2
+3 +1 +2 +1

~ Au > Cu > Hg > Ag ~ Cu+2~ Bi+3 Pb+2~

Cd+=
+3 >

> In Zn+2

The selectivityin actual separationscan be improvedif the extractant

used is a metal di-h-butylphosphorothioaterather than the free acid.

Generally,the metal di-n-butylphosphorothioateshave a greater chemical
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stabilityand, accordingly,are less subject to undesirablehydrolysisand

oxidationreactionsas comparedto the free acid. Thus, the use of a metal

di-n-butylphosphorothioateas an extractantfor those metal ions that are

higher in the displacementseries can be of advantage.
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Table XV. Effect of solvent on distributionratio of Hg++.

DistributionRatio D
Solvent 0.05NHC1 0.5N HC1

Isoamylalcohol 9,000 210,000
n-Butyl alcohol 210,000 210,000
Benzyl alcohol 2,800 210,000

Isoamyl acetate
Ethyl acetate

430 920
400 600

Isopropylether 220 290

Carbon tetrachloride 100 4.800
o-Dichlorobenzene 5 ?10;000
Chloroform 35 1,800

Benzene 6 1,600
n-Hexane 53 210,000
To1uene 110 ?10,000
Xylene 25 2,000

SeapWE 201formpyrightcitation..

Long-chaintrialkylamines84have been found to be potent extracting

agents for uranium thionium,the actinides,and the rare earths. The

mechanism of amine extractioncan be describedeither as an adduct formation

between a neutral metal complex and the ammoniumsalt:

m [R3NH] X + MXn~

or as an anion exchangereaction:

(R3NH)mM] l![m+nl,

-m
m ‘R3Nt’]x +‘m(m+n)‘[(R3NT1)mM]‘(m+n)+ ‘x-s

(1]

[2)

where [(R3NH)mM] X[m+nl is the extractable species. Since equations (1)

and (2) are thermodynamicallyequivalent,the long-chaintrialkylaminesare

1 90often called ‘liquidanion excharigers.

In analogywith the adsorptionon anion exchangers,the elementsextracted

with long-chaintertiaryamines can be classifiedinto three groups:

1. Elementsthat are not extracted (adsorbed)from hydrochloric

acid at any concentration. In this group are the alkali metals,

the alkalineearths, and the elementsof Group 111 B of the

PeriodicTable.
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2. Many elementsshow increasingextractionwith increasinghydro-

chloric acid concentration;some of these

extraction (adsorption)maxime.

3. Elements which form stable complexeswith

show a decreasingextraction (adsorption)

chloric acid concentration. Mercury is a

elements even exhibit

chloride ions generally

with increasinghydro-

member of this group.

Specifically,the extractionof mercury by

in xyleneB3 was found to be almost quantitative

0.1 to 8 ~HCl and decreasedslightlyat higher

tri-n-dodecylamine(TOA)

from 1 to 6 ~ HN03 and from

acidities.

In solvent extractionexperimentsusing methyl-di-octylamine(MOOA)

in chlorofonnglthe distributioncoefficientof mercury again decreasedwith

increasingnitric acid concentrationin-closeanalogy to the behavior

described above and to the anion exchangebehavior in nitric acid.g2 Under

the experimentalconditionsof this study, the distributioncoefficientof

mercury ranged from -1 at 0.2 ~HN03 to -10-2 at approximately6 ~ in HN03

and thus were too low to be analyticallyuseful.

Without giving details for a procedure,Willard and Perkins93state

that the high molecularsalts which precipitatewhen tetraphenylphosphonium

chloride,tetraphenylarsoniumchloride,and tetraphenylstiboniumchloride

react with mercuric chloride can be extractedfrom an aqueous solution into

chloroform. Also precipitatedand thus interferingare the anions S~16--,

CdC14--,Reoq-, TC04-, Mn04-, 104-, C104-, and BF4-. Apparently,the

extractionof such salts.can be accomplishedwithout difficultyat acidities

up to -1 N and that free nitric acid must be neutralized.

(10) Ion Exchange Behaviorof Mercury

A review of the standardreferenceworks on ion exchange
94-98

and the

pertinentanalyticalliteraturerevealed that most of the work reported on

mercury was part of a more general investigationon the behavior of some 60

!!mostComonu elements that the majority of papers on mercurY ion exd~ge

dealt with anion exchange systems.
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In the followingan attemptwas made to collect the fairly scattered

informationon the exchtigebehavior of mercury and to present those facts

which are of potentialvalue to the radiochemist.

a. Anion ExchangeBehavior of Chloro Complexes

Andelin and Davidsonggcompared the adsorptionof mercuric ions and

cupric ions on the weak base anion exchangeresin Amberlite IR-4B. Their

experimentalresults on the adsorptionof,Wg(II) are presentedin Table XVI.

Table XVI. Adsorptionof mercuric ions on Amberlite IR-4B.

[Hg++] [Hg++] [H+] [H+] H+ liberated
in resin in solution in resin in solution
in/1 m/1 m/1 ill/1 Hg++ adsorbed

.0 0 4.52 0.0040

0.22 0.000025 4.12 0.0077 1.7

0.50 0.00049 3.84 0.0100 1.2

0.67 0.0043 3.35 0.0142 1.3

0.81 0.0029 3.35 0.0142 1.2*

1.01 0.0120 2.55 0.0207 1.7

1.13 o.02i8 2.24 0.0221 1.6

● See Text

The experimentalconditionswere

phase,.constantstirring,temperature

as follows: 1 gn”resin/100ml aqueous

28.3 ‘C, ionic strength0.09 to 0.10,

equilibriumtime 8 days, except marked * where equilibriumw& maintained

for 16 days. To avoid possibleprecipitationof basic mercury salts, the

solutionsinitiallywere at pH of about 2 and the resin was 4 to 5 molar

in hydrogen ion. After 8 days, a large fractionof the mercuric ion was

adsorbedon the resin. The ratio of

ion adsorbedwas greater than ~m.

hydrogen ion liberatedto mercuric
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The greater.affinityof the

cupric ion is in accorriancewith

two ions:

Hg++ + NH3~Hg(NH3)++

Cu++ + NH3= CU(NH3)++

resin for mercuric ion as comparedto

the relative affinity of ammonia for these

log K = 8.8

log K = 4.15

A more frequentlyused anion exchangeresin is Dowex-2. Hicks and

Co-workersloo st~ied the qualitativeanionic behavior of a number Of metals

on a Dowex-2 column. The metals were segregatedinto groups accordingto

their elutionbehavior with 3 M 11C104, 1 M NH40H, 1 M NaOH, and various

concentrationsof HC1. An elementwas consideredto elute if 4 ml of solvent

(4 free column volumes)cluted the element completely. If the element

was undetectedin the eluate, or if a small fractionof that adsorbedwas

found, the next eluting agent was tried. Table XVII summarizesthe results

of this investigation.

Table XVII. Elution of elements from Dowex-2 anion exchangeresin.

Eluting Agent ElementsEluted

12 MHC1

6- 9 M HC1

3- 6 M HC1

1- 3 M HC1

below 0.01 M HC1

3 M11C104

1 M M-IqOH

1 M NaOH

not eluted

alkali metals, alkaline earths,Sc, Y, Ti(III),
V(II) (III) (IV),Ni, As(III) (V], Se(IV) (VI],T1(I),
Pb, Bi, CU(II] slowly,Al, Cr(III),Te(II), Mn(II)

Ti(I~, V(V), Ag*, Ta*, Pt[II), Zr, Hf

Fe(III),Co. Ge, Nb*

Zn, Ga, Mo(VI), In, Sn(IV), Te(IV) (VI),Au (as AuI~),
Pb(II)

Sn(II), Hg(II), Sb(V) slowly

Po, Cd, Sb(III), Sb(V) S1OW1Y

Pd, Agi Sb(III), Sb(V)

w

Tc*, Rui Rh, Re, 0s, Ir, Pt(IV), Au(III), T1(III)

● in trace concentrationonly
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Kraus and Nelson9e’101determinedthe variation of the distribution

ratios of some 60 elementson Dowex-lx8 as a functionof the hydrogen ion

concentrationof the aqueous phase. The results of this investigationare

surmuarizedin Figure 14.

Since the activity coefficientsofcLiCl and HC1 in the resin phase

do not differ appreciably,it was anticipatedlozthat the adsorbabilities

~f elementsin LiCl are very similar to those in HC1 solutionsof the same

molarity. Surprisingly,the adsorptionof met~l ions from LiCl soluti~s on

Dowex-1 was found to be greatiy enhancedover those from HC1 solutionsof

the same molarity. There is no explanationfor this behavior at this time.

Mizumachi103studied the adsorptionof mercuric ions in mixed HCl-

LiCl solutionson an anion exchamgerand confirmedin a generalway the

observationsof Kraus and Nelson.
96-99

In a study on the fixationof complex chlorideson Dowex-2x10,

Tremillion104found that the amount of mercury (11) retained in the resin

exceeded greatly its theoreticalcapacity for a singly charged ion. He

explainsthis observationas follows: Dn one hand, the exchange equilibria

[HgC12]w—+ [cl-lresin ~ [H@lz]=eSin, ad

[HgCi2]aq + [2C1-]resin~ [HgCl~-]resin

nods. -NOADSOFWllO# Q4<MHCL42
sleds. - SLIGNTAOWIWTION IN !2MHCI

(a3sD6~)
simdo. - STRUNG ADSORPTION 0“>4

I .Y Figure 14. Adsorptionof the elementsErom

hydrochloricacid.
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proceed almost quantitativelyfrom left to right. On the other hand, the

concentrationof undissociatedHgC12 is of importancein that it enters the

resin with a constantpartition coefficientwhich must be of the order of

unity. In the presence of ~aCl in solution,however, the concentrationof

HgC12 is decreasedby formationof HgCl~ and HgCl~-. The amount of resin

retainedby the resin then is expected to decrease

concentntion which was shown experimentallyto be

In an ion-exchangeanalysis schemelosforthe

separationof some fOrty elements,mercuric ion is

with increasingNaCl

the case.

rapid (<2 hours)

adsorbedon a 200-400

mesh Dowex-2x10chloridecolumn and is eluted sequentiallywith Mo, Tc,

Ru, Ag, Cd, W, Re, 0s, Ir, and Au with 0.1 N HC1.

b. Ahion Exchange Behaviorof Bromo Complexes

Anderson and Knutsen106made a cpnparativestudy on the adsorption

on Dowex-lx8of cationswith an 18-electronconfigurationfrom HC1 and

HBr solutions. Cationswith an 18-electronconfigurationare said to have

a tendency to form bromo complexesrather than chloro or fluoro complexes.

In the concentrationrange 1 N to 7 N in HBr, mercuric ion was found to be

somewhatstronger adsorbedthan from HC1 solutionsof the same molarity.

The dependenceof the distributionratio on acidity in HBr has the same

featuresthan that in HCI solution,namely it decreasesslowly when the

acidity changes from.lowto high values, as shown in Figure 15.

The distributionof trace mercury ions between Dowex-.land solutions

of HC1, LiCl, LiBr, and NaCl, NaBr, and NaI was studiedby Marcus and

Eliezer107. The general trend of distributioncoefficientswas found to be

D(I) > ~Br) > D(C1) and is presented in Figure,16.

c. Anion Exchange Behaviorof Fluoro Complexes

The elution characteristicsof some 50 elements in hydrofluoricacid

solution from 200 mesh Dowex-lx10were studied by Faris108and are
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summarizedin Figure 17. The adsorbabilityof eve~”element that forms

an ionic complex in hydrofluoricacid decreaseswith increasingacid

molarity with the exceptionof niobium.

Since the method of analysis,spectrography,requiredevaporation

of hydroflwric acid solutionson copper electrodes,it was not possible

to recover q~titatively the mercury (II) at all acid concentrations,

probably due to volatilization.

The elements in the center of the second and third long rows of the

periodic system (rutheniumto cadmium and osmium to mercury) form very

strong chloridecomplexesand weaker fluoridecomplexes. ~n the presence

of significantamounts of chloride ions, hydrofluoricacid is not expected

to affect appreciablytheir adsorbabilitieson an anion exchangeresin.lOg

In a scheme”for the rapid separationof some thirty elementsentirely

by ion exchangetechniques,mercury is adsorbed on a Dowex-1 column from

dilute (-23 HF and thus separatedfrom the bulk of the other elements

Figure 17. Removal of elements from solution in IM to 24M hydrofluoric
acid with 200-meshanion exchangeresin.
SmpweZOlfOr cOpvri@chntkon.
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studied.ll”The elution of mercury is accomplishedwith 20 N HF. This

particularseparationschemewas developed for activationanalysisapplications.

d. Anion ExchangeBehavior of Mercuryin the Nitrate System

The adsorptioncharacteristicsof some 60 elementsin nitric acid

solutionwere studiedby Buchanan and Farisllland by Ishikawa92with a

strong-baseanion exchangeresin and are summarizedin Figure 18.

Figure 18.

Most elementsare not

Removal of elementsfrom solutionin lM to
14M nitric acid with a stronglybasic anion-
exchangeresin.

adsorbed in the range from 1 to 14 U of acid. Mercury (11)

is decreasinglyadsorbedwith increasingacid concentration. The adsorbability

of an element can be increasedby decreasingthe dielectricconstant of the

aqueousphase by additionof organic compoundssuch as alcoholsor ketones.

Fritz and Greene112found that the adsorptionof elementsfrom mixed nitric

acid-isopropylalcohol solutionsis greatly enhancedover that from nitric

acid alone. Some representativeexamples are listed in’TableXVIII.
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Table W211. 71iatributi00CmfficimtoandElutiOn Vii_
in i. W BMO -85Z ImopropylAlcoholonAmberlynt Z%1OO2

Dlmtributiom mef fici~t, E2uti~ ml-, ~.,
0.1 mv20/5&ml. an M-Cm. Colm,

MatdIon lmd 0.25_2m load

Sr(11)
EC(III)
7(111)
Zr (IV)
Ti(Iv)vith

%02
V(IQ
v(v)
Mn(II)
Fe(III)
ti(I1)
I!I(II)

CU(II)
Zn(II)
Cd(II)
0s(11)
4!(1)
AZ(III)
tA(III)
Zn(111)
Pb (11)
BI(HI]
rb(III)
l&(III)
.%(111)
w (III)
k(III)

2.3
S6
107
22
85
16
9.9

6.7
35
6.7
3.3
5.0
5.4
14
3.2
63
22a
17
2.6
3.-9
9.1

U(XI
lzm
a5
MO
a66
2200
59m

75
...
...
...”

. . .

. . .

220

100
Xw3a
130
140
I.lo
110
175
Uo

. . .

. . .

. . .
220
130
150

. . .

.-.

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

SeaPngo 201 * mpvriaht c-titlm.

Anion Exchange Behavior of Mercury in the TartrateSystem

The feasibilityof separatingtransitionmetals as tartrate complexes

an a“nionexchangerwas establishedby Morie and Sweet.113 For example,

microgramquantitiesof Zn, Cd, and Hg, as tartrates,could be separated

cleanlyon a 4.5 cm long and 0.8 cm id. column of 200-400mesh Dowex-2x-8

at pH of 2.5 as shown in Figure 19.

The variationof the distributioncoefficient~ofmercq as withpli

and tartrate concentrationis shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 19. Elution of zinc, cadmium,and mercury.

F@m6 20. Variation of the dist”ributlon
coefficientfor mercury with pH and tar-
trate concentration.”0- in 8.5.10-2M
tartrate; ❑ - 4.25.10-2M tartrate;
A- in 2.12.10-2M tartrate; X- “in
2.12.10-3.M tartrate.

Cation ExchangeBehaviorof Mercury in Hydrochloricand Perchloric

Acid Solution

l’hefirst systematicstudy of the cation exchangebehavior of mercury (II]

Dowex-50W-X8(50-100mesh] from”hydrochloricacid solutionwas carried out

De and Majumdar114who establishedthat mercury can be recoveredquanti-

tatively from the cation exchangerby elutionwith 0.5-4~ hydrochloricacid;

1.5-4Nnitric acid, 3-4N sulfuricacid, and 3-4N ammoniumacetate. The eluting
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agents can be arranged in order to decreasingefficiencyas:

HC1 ~ HN03 > H2S04 = NH4Ac.

As part of an attempt to devise an ion exchangeanalysis scheme,

adaptableto trace and micro concentrationsand embracingessentiallyall

elements,Nelson, Murase, and Kraus115 studied the cation exchangebehavior

of some 60 elementson Dowex SO-X4 both from hydrochloricacid

acid solution. Their results are summarizedin Figures 21 and

differencesin adsorbabilitiesin these two media particularly

strengthare striking and may lead to new separations.

The adsorbabilityof mercury on Dowex 50-X4 as a function

and perchloric

22. The large

at high ionic

of molarity

of hydrochloricand pe-rchloricacids is presented in FiRure 23.

Figure 23 illustratesthe principle involvedin cation-exchange

separations116-120of mercury from other ions: most cations are retained

on the resin while mercury is only faintly adsorbedand can easily be

eluted with dilute hydrochloricacid.

Mercury can be separatedrapidlylzofrom Cd, Zn, and Cu by adsorbing

these elements in dilute acid solutionon a 200-400mesh Dowex 50-X4 column,

16 cm long and 7 mm inside diameter,and eluting them with 0.4 ~HCl in the

order shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 23. Distributioncoefficientsfor Hg(II) as a functionof acid molarity.

40 80 120 160 200 240 280

Millilitersof Eluant

Figure 24. Elution sequenceof Hg, Cd, Zn, and Cu from a Dowex SO-X4 column.
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The presence of quantitiesof phosphoricacid equivalentto 50 mg of

phosphorousper milliliterof solutionno observablechange in elutionwas

obtained for any of the three ions. From an analyticalstandpoint,the

relative amount of phosphorouswill rarely, if ever, exceed this amount.

Quantitiesof sulf~ as sulfate equivalentto that of the positive ions

present about 5 mg/ml, had also no observableeffect on the elution curve.

It has been known for a long time that amino polyaceticacid type

compounds,such as EDTA, form very stable chelateswith a large number of

metal ions. ~ applicationof the chelatingproperty ofEDTA to ion exchange

separationshas been publishedby Fritz and IJnbreit.lzl These authorsused

short Dowex 50 columns to filter cationic species out of solutionscontain-

ing a mixture of elementsplus EDTA. The r&ention of cationsby the resin

is a rather sharp functionof the pli, as shown in Figure 25, yet there is

sufficientdifferencebetween certainmixtures of elementsto allow simple

and rapid separationsto be made.

, , , 1 , 1 1 , 1 a 1 1 1 I I 1
m \\\ \ =- -1

Figure 25. Retentionof differentmetal ions by Dowex-50resin as a
functionofpH of solutionscontainingEDTA.

g* Cation ExchangeBehavior of Mercury (11) in HydrobromicAcid

Mercury (II),bismuth (III), and cadmium (11) can be separatedfrom

most other metal cations by elution from a 160 mm Dowex-50W-X8(1OO-2OOmesh)

cation exchangecolumn with 0.3 to 0.5 N hydrobromicacid.122 The elution
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behavior of individualmetal ions from a 12 x 160 mm Dowex-50W-X8column

with 0.5 N hydrobromicacid is summarizedin Table XIX.

Table xIX. Elution of individual metal ions fr.a 1.2 x 16 cm Oowx 5U#-X8
cation exchmige colum usin~ 0.5M I&.

O.S\I NDr, Ml. 0.5 MHBr, Ml.

Netml Brenk- Elution Metal BrOak- Elution
1on throu~h Complere [on through CImQlata

Al S200 ,.. Nn o-10 >200

AU(1) 80 140 Ni >200 .,.

Bm >200 . . . Pb(l I) lW 240

se 60 ,200 Sb(I1l] o-1o 120

FIi(III) o-1o 60 SC >200 .,,

Ca >200 . . . Sn[VI) 40 140

cd 20 100 Sr .200 . . .

Co(II) >200 . . . 1% >200 . . .

Cr(III) ,200 . . . Ti (VI) WOO . . .

CU[ll) >200 . . . U(V1) Zmo . . .

w >200 . . . . v(v) 180 >200

Fe(II) >200 . . . Y =00 . . .

Fe(III) floo . . . a ~z00 . . .

G >200 . . . Zr Z?oo .“. .

Hg(I1) o-1o 40

In SW . . .

K o-1o >200

Ln *OO ...

h W200 . . .

w SW . . .

MI(lI] smo . . .

NO(VII o-1o 140

See W201 formpyrlght citation.

Using differentconcentrationsof hydrobromicacid (0.1 to 0.6 ~) as

eluent,mercury (II),bismuth, cadmim , and lead (II) can be separatedfrom

each.other and from other metal ions as can be deduced from Table XX.

h. Cation Exchange Behavior of Mercury (II) in HydrofluoricAcid

The use of hydrofluoricacid as eluent for separatingmetal cations on

Dowex-50W-X13(100-200mesh) resin has been reportedby Fritz,

Karraker.123

complexesand

Metal cations can be separatedinto groups that

are rapidly eluted and those that remain on the
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Ttble XX. Elutim of individual io~ frm 1.2 x 16 m. kmx 50H-S6 catizm
exchangm mluum with HBr.

W“ ~i+s ~+ 2 Ft.+z

H& B-k- Break- 2reak- Break-
bncn. , thrmgh , Elution t-. EIUtiOn throu$h, Elution throu~ , Elitim

!4 ❑l. HBr w~lete =1. H2r ccqlete ml. HSr complete ■l. H& c~lete

0.1 0-1o 60 BO 220 >200 . . . . . . . . .

0.2 0-20 60 20 120 I&z 380 . . . . . .

0.3 0-1o 40 0-10 m 80 >200 =-202 . . .

0.4 ,.. . . . 0-1o 60 20 120 lBO >200.

0.5 0-1o 40 0-10 6a 20 100 100 240

0.6 0-1o 20 0-10 40 0-10 .s0 60 240

4oa 140a

a llxcas~ lead precipitated with HBr prior to COIIMI lrndlng.

San Psgs 201 for copyright citation.

mercury belongs to the latter group. The elutionbehavior of some metal

ions can be changedby varying the concentrationof the hydrofluoricacid

eluent, as shown in Table XXI.

TnbleXXI. E1.cion of metal ions frca a 12 x 60 m =tim Bxchtnge COIIEII.

H+ Form Resin

0,1)! I{F, M1. 1.0!4HF, Ml.

Metal Break- ElutIm Bmck- Elutim
1on throuti Cmplet.a through coqlete

M!
Al
As(III)
B.
Il.
Bi
c,
Cd
Co[II)
Cr(III)
CU(ll)
Fe(II)
Fe(III)
m
Hg(I1)
[n
La
!f~
ml(n)
Ho[VI]
h%
Ni
Pb[ll]
Sb(l I1)
Sc
Sn(IW
sr
Ta
ml
Ti(lVl
U(V1)
v WI
H(W)
Y
m
Zr

>200
0-20
0-20
w200
~200
>200
>200
0-20
bzoo
>200
>200
B200
>200
>204
~zoo
>200
.2W
>200

lBO-2W
0-20
0-20
>2W
>200

20-40
0-20
0-20
>200
0-20
>200
0-20
0-20
>200
0-20
>200
>zm
&20

. ..
160

>200
. ..
.. .
. ..
.. .
180
. ..
. . .
.. .
. ..
.. .
. ..
...
. ..
.. .
.. .

>200
40
40
.. .
...

>200
BO
W
...
40
...

BO
180
. . .

60
...
...
140

W200
0-20
0-20
0-20
>200

40-60
0-20
0-20
>zm
>200
>mo

180-200
0-20
0-20

40-60
>200
>200
>2C0
0-20
0-20
0-20
.zm

1C=2-120
0-20
. ..
.. .

0-20
. ..
>200
. ..

0-20
0-20
.. .

>200
0-20
0-20

. ..
60

100
160
.,.

>200
>200

no
. . .
. . .
. ..
240
160
160
160
...
. ..
. ..

60
...
.. .
...

>200
100
...
...
160
...
...
...
100
120
. . .
. . .
Iw
100

SaPa@2Ul forcopyright citation.
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i’. Cation 13xchangeof Wrcury in the Thi=yanate System

Mercuric ions are weakly adsorbedon a certain exchangersuch as

~erlite 111-120in the thiocyanateform.124 For example, 50 millimoles

of Hg could be eluted quantitativelyfrom a 40-60 ❑esh colm, 13 m wide

and 160 = long, with 150 ml of 0.5 percent thiocyamatesolution. An

application’ofthis”behavior for rapid mercury separationsis suggested

in Figure 26.124

Effluent Volume (ml]

FigWW 26. Elutlom of beveral catiom with thiocyanate.

In contrast to the behavior on a cation exchangerin the thiocyanate

form, mercury forms readily Hg(SCN)~- complexeswith an excess of thio-

cyanate ion. This complex is stronglya&orbed on an anion exchangersuch

as Amberlite IRA-400124, a behavior which could be utilized to retain mercury

on a column and thus separatingit from other ions.

j. Cation Sxchange of Merc~ in the Sulfate System

Informationon the cation exchsngebehavior of mercury, in fact

of most elements,is scarce. Strelow125has measured cation exch~ge

equilibria coefficientswith Bio+ad Ag 50W-X8, 100-200mesh, fmm 0.1 N

to 4.0 ~ sulfuricacid at a total amount of cation to total resin capacity

ratio q = 0.4. Since systematicallycompileddata on distributioncoefficients
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are useful to the radiochemistfor planning separations,Strelow’sdata are

reproducedin Table XXII.

Tabla ,5X11. S~ry of s- a@librim distribution, coefficients.

tit ion O.lN 0.2N 0.5N 1.ON 2.ON 3.ON 4.oN

La(III)
Co(III)
%(111]
Y(I1l)
Vb[III]
G6(111)
Er[III)a
BIIIII)
m(llI)
Al(III)
Hg(I1]
In(III]
Nn(I1)
Fe[III)
&(III)
‘m [1~
T1 (1)
n (III)
V(rlq
Ni(ll]
Pa(I1)
Cd(II)
iil(ll)
ti(I1)
CU(II)
Ng(ll)
S.CII1l)
Se(II]
CS(I)
ml(r)
K(I)
Kb(lII]
m(l I)
nf(l~
W2)
Ti (WJ
~:;

‘m (N-J
Zr(lvJ
W-1
mm
m(-vl)
*(IV-I

>10+
>104
>lo~
>10’+
>lo~
>104
>lo~
>1O*
>lo~
wlo~
75W0
>104
1590
>lo~

1ss
>lo~

452
65W
1220
1S90
1600
1420
1s70
1170
1310
1s00
5600

840
17s
14s
lsn

80
109

26N0
s%
3s5

al
48.0

Ppt .
546

Z7.1
14.2

m.
a.s

>104
>104
>lo~
>lo~
WIoh
>104
W1O*
W1O$
S500
azno
1790
31s4

610
2030

176
3900

236
1490

490
590
560
S40
5M
433
50s
4s4

1050
205
108

91
86
49.3
71

1240
118
225

47.7
20.2
50.8

474
2s.2

7.4
S.3

1860
1800
1464
13s0
1330
13s0
1200
6300

618
S40
321
376
165
2ss
126
263

97
20s
140
140
139
144
135
126
12E
124
141

79
52
43. n
41.1
28. s
32.. s

160
29.2
45.8
20,1
11.7

9.8
98

6.7
4.0
2.8

329
31s
269
2S3
249
246
242
235
137
126
10s

87
59
5s
S5
52
49.7
47.4
46.6
46.0
46.0
45,6
43.2
42.9
41,5
41.5
34.9
27.0
24.7
21.3
19.4
16.2
13.9
12,1

9.6
9.0
8.9
5.0
5.2
4.6
2.8
1.9

6s
M
56
49.9
48.1
46.6
48.6
32.3
26.7
27.9
34.7
17.2
17.4
13. s
1.9.7

9.0
20.6
12.0
11. s
16.5
1s.3
14. B
12.2
14.2
13.2
13.0

0.5
n.z
9.1
B.3
7.4
4.5
6.o
1.7
3.2
2.5
3.7
3.0
2.6
1.4
1.2
0.7

24.3
23.8
20.1
10.0
17.3
17.9
16.7
11.3
10.0
10.6
16. B

6.5
S:9
4.6
0.9
3.0

11.6
7.2
2.4
6.1
9.B
6.6
4.9
6.2
5.7
5.6
4.4
3.9
4. B
4.4
3.7
2,2
3.8
1.0
2.3
1.0
2.6
1.6
0.6
1.2
0.7
0.s

12,1
11. s
10.0

9.4
8.8
8.9
8.s
6.4
4.9
4.7

12.2
S.a
5.5
1.8
0.2
1.8
8.7
5.2
0.4
2.E
6.6
4.3
4.0
5.4
3.7
3,4
3.4
2.6
3.s
Z 1
2.9
1.3
2.7
0.7
1.8
0.4
1.7
1.1
0.s
1.0
0.4
0.3

1.2 0.s 0.3 0.2
a.5 .0. s .0. s

&iIIi)
a.5

ail
Co. s .0. s

@.1 a.1 .0.1 4.1 4.1 .0.1

a Oeteldnd forq-0.06tocuueoflimltdSQllbility.

San page ZOl for mpyrlght citation.

k. Cation ExchangeBehavior of Mercury on InorganicIon Exchangers

from Nitrate Solutions

Recently four inorganiccompounds,hydrous zirconiznnoxide, zirconium

molybdate, zirconiumphosphate,and zirconiumtungstate,have become

commerciallyavailableas ion exchangers. The latter three compoundsare

sufficientlyacidic to act only as cation exchangers. In acid solution,,

i.e., at pH levelsbelow the isoelectricpoint, the positivelycharged

polymer is electrically

an anion exchanger. At

zirconiunoxide polymer

neutralizedby exchangesdzleanions, thus acts as

pH levels above the isoelectricpoint, the hydrous

is negativelycharged and is electricallyneutralized
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with ex@arlgeablecations. In Figures 27, 28, 29, and 30 the exchange

characteristicsare summarizedof some’60 elementson hydrous zirconium

oxide, zirconiummolybdate, zirconiumphosphate,and zirconiumtungstate,

respectively.lzb For organic ion exchangers,the adsorptionbehavior of

a given element is usually reported in terms of a distributioncoefficient

as a functionof the acid molarity of the solutioncontainingthat particular

ion. The same notation was used to describe the behavior of inorganicion

exchangers.

In Figures 27 through 30 the distributioncoefficientis defined as

the amount of metal ion adsorbedper gm of exchanger/amountof metal ion

per milliliterof contactingsolution. The exchangebehavior of mercury (II)

was studied up to a pH of -3 on all four exchangers,because of precipita-

tion of basic salts at htiher pH values.

The mechanism of retentionof ions from nitric acid solutionson

specificallyprepared Mn02 columns127is probably a combinationof ion

exchange and adsorption-resorptionprocesses. The results of a study on

the adsorptionof some sixty elementson Mn02, presented in Figure 31, was

reported using ion-exchangeterminology,i.e., distributioncoefficientas

a functionof acid molarity.

For the purpose of this monograph,Mn02 is consideredan ‘inorganic!

ion exchanger. It should be noted that the dependenceof the distribution

coefficienton acid molarity shows only two types of variation: decreasing

or increasingwith increasingacidity,never exhibitingan adsorptionpeak

at a particularacid normality. Also, no definitetrend in adsorption

behavior is evident among elementsof similar chemicalbehavior.
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Figure 27. Exchange characteristics of elements

on hydrous zirconium oxide.
SW page201forcopyright.itation.
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Figure 28. Exchange characteristics of elements
on zirconium molybdate.
Seapage201forcopyrightcitation.
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Figure 29. Exchange characteristics of elements
on zirconium phosphate.
Seepage201forcopyrightcitation.

Figure 30. Exchange characteristics of elements
on zirconium tungstate. (M-8) .
Seapage201forcopyrightcitation.
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Figure 31. Adsorptionof elements from nitric acid solutionson Mn02.
see-201 forcwyrightcitation.

1. Mercury-Specific Ion Exchangers

Specificityfor a certain ion in an ion exchangercan be achieved.by

incorporatinginto the resin matrix a group or reagent.specificfor that

ion. The preparationand performanceof several ion exchangersspecific

for mercury but containingdifferentmercury-selectivegroups have been

described.

Resins which containmercapto groups,R-S-H, such as polythiolsytrene,

are highly specific for elementswhich form mercacaptides,particularlyfor

mercuric ions.128,129

Ion exchangers

mercury in slightly

which containmaleinyl hydrazideare specific for

acid (pH -1) solutions.130 Cyclic maleinyl hydrazide

c)(-)



is a weak monobasic acid with a pK = 5.58 which

with cations such as Ag+, Hg22+, Hg2+, and Tl+.

resorcinolwith formaldehydein the presence of

forms slightly soluble salts

The condensationof

maleinyl hydrazide leads to

a mercury-specificion exchanger130of the structure:

‘<$:2...

The ions Hg2‘+ and Hg++ are quantitativelyremoved from acid solution (pfl1)

when passed over this resin and cannot be eluted with 2 percent acetic acid.

However, elutionwith 1 N HC104 removes the mercury from the resin.— Below

is a procedure for the preparationof this resin:

Preparationof MaleinylHydrazide Ion Exchange Resin

Solutionsof 0.2 moles of resorcinol (22 g) in 40 ml of water, 0.1 mole (11 g)

of maleinyl hydrazide and 0.1 mole (0.4 g) of NaO1iin 60 ml of water are

thoroughlymixed. The resultingsolutionshould be made alkalineby further

additionof NaCIH,if necessary. After adding 70 ml of a 35 percent solution

of formalinin water, the mixture is warmed in a coveredporcelaindish on

a water bath. Very soon a clear gel is ,beingformedwhich solidifiesafter

20-30 hours to a reddish-brownbrittle resin which

Before use, the resin should be washed alternately

to remove uncondensedreactants. The resin is not

HNOs.

can easily be ground.

with dilute HC1 and NaOH

stable even toward dilute

Another ion exchangerwhich containsdimethyl-aminobenzylidene-

rhodamineas the mercury-specificgroup has been describedby Lewandowski

and Szczepaniak.131 Then authors also published a detailedprocedure for

its preparation.132 In addition to Hg+2, this ion exchangeradsorbs strongly

Ag+, CU2‘2, AU+3, Pd+2, !%+k, and 0s+8. To elute these ions the following

+2solutionsare required: CU2 1s removed with 200 ml of 1 ~ li2SOQ,H20s04
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with 50 ml of 1.5 N HC1, Hg+2 with 200 ml of 2 N HN03—

100 ml of 0.2 ~Na2S203 (in 5 percent Na2C03 solution),

2 ml/min), Ag with

and Pd+2, Pt+4, and

AU+3 together with 150 ml 3 N }{Cl.

11. ChromatographicBehaviorof Mercury

For a thorough review of inorganicchromatography,the reader is

referredto a paper by Wells133 and also to an article by Wei1134 which

deals exclusivelywith paper chromatography. Advantagesof chromatography

over many conventionalseparationtechniquesare the exceptionallyhigh

decontaminationfactors that can be achieved,the method is generally less

laborious,and a particularelement,by choosingthe proper conditions,can

be separatedcarrier-free“fromall others present in a single step.

In the following,no attemptwas made to categorizethe various separa-

tion methods for mercury. The inclusionof a particularmethod in this

sectionwas based entirely on speed and completenessof separation.

In a brief note, Tewari135discussesa paper chromatographictechnique

for the separationof mixtures of ions such.as Cu-Pb-Hg(II)-As-Sb-Sn,or

Hg(I)-Pb-Agor Cu-Co-Ni. His method consists in using the ascendingtechnique

of solvent flow on a paper strip, with a modificationof fixing several

horizontalstrips at equal distant places from the bot,tom.The mixture of

ions, on meeting the first horizontalstrip, separatesinto its components,

all of the differentions being chromatographedon both sides of the hori-

zontal strip. The solvent front, on moving furtherup, ❑eets another

horizontalstrip, fixing a few more ions. When the solvent front has crossed

all the horizontalstrips, the strips are dried and sprayedwith a suitable

reagent. All ions of the mixture are chromatographedon the first (from the

bottom) strip. The number of ions chromatographedbecomes less and less

in successivestrips, so much so, that the last strip containsonly one ion.

The RF values, the ratio of the distance of the leadingedge of a zone

to the distance of the solvent front, both measured from the midpoint of
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the original spot, which were determined

with those obtainedby other methods.

In attemptsto discoveryet unknown

around 126 neutrons,Warren136devised a

quantitiesofHg, Tl, Bi, Pb, Pt, Au, Cu,

by this method, were in accord

radioactivenuclides in the region

method for separatingmicrogram

Ni, Co, Fe, Cd, and Pd in 2 to

20 minutes by ascendingpaper chromatography. His techniqueinvolvesthe

use of thick absorbentpaper, having high nettability,a developerof high

wetting power, and an atmospherewhich is supersaturatedwith vapors of

the solvent. This procedure is reproducedin its entiretyas Procedure 19

in Chapter VI. Warren’s method of separating mercury and gold from Ra DEF

on a cellulosecolumn137is presented as Procedure 18 in Chapter VI.

Systematicdata on the chromatographicbehavior of metal ions toward

various developersand differenttypes of paper have been publishedby

Lederer and co-workers.13s.139 Some pertinentresults are presented in

Figures 32138 and 33.139

Figure 32. R values on same anianic chloro-coqlexes on various

c1cellulose ex angers with acetone-2N HC1andethanol-2NNClmixtures.
(nDiethylaminoethylcellulose,O %inoethylcellulos=,● Wbatmn
No.1, X Cellulosephosphate)

Relatedboth to ion-exchangeand to liquid-liquidextractionis the

so-called‘Treversed-phasepartition chromatographytt.The term reversed

phase arises because of the convention,particularlyin paper chromatography,

of regardingthe

investigatedthe

phosphate (TBP),

organicphase as the mobile phase. O’Laughlinand Banks140

use of the neutral organophosphorouscompoundstri-n-butyl

tri-n-octylphosphineoxide (TOPO),and bis(di-n-hexyl-
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Fi&re 33. RF valuesofaetalions on Whatman No. 1 paper [ ~),

Sb-2resinpaper(~ ), 0S-20celluloseanion-axchangepaper
(~), andAS-30celluloseanion-exchangepaper(~) are
plottedagainsttheconcentrationofHC1. WiththeexceptionofPt(II)
whichwasplacedbelowPt(I~ themetalionsplacedintheirpositions
intheperiodictable.

phosphinyl)methane(HDPM)as the stationaryphases in the reversed-phase

partition chromatographyof various metal chlorides,nitrates,and perchlorates.

The high partition coefficientsof many metal salts make above compounds

particularlyuseful for reversed-phasepaper chromatography. The small

amounts (-10-6mole/cm2) of the organophosphorouscompoundsrequired on the

paper and the fact that their melting points are low enough so that they do

not crystallizeon the paper are advantages. The capillaryflow of solvent

over the paper appearednot to be affected by treating the paper with TBP,

TOPO, or HDPM. Summariesof RF-valuesfor metal nitrates, chlorides,and

perchloratesas a functionof acid concentrationon

TOPO, and HDPM are given in Tables XXIII, XXIV, and

special equipmentor the use of volatileor noxious

paper t~eatedwith TBP,

xXV, respectively. “No

solvents is required

in achievingotherwisedifficult separationsby reversed-phasepartition

chromatography.
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Table XXIII. Rf values for rntal nitrates as f~ctionof nitricacidconcentrationon TBP-,TWO-, ●ndllDPM-treatedpapars.

TBP TrJPfl IIDPM
Acidrmlarity Acidmolarity Acid❑olarity

Element 0.5M 3M 6M 9M 12*I 0.5M 3M @l W 12M O.SM 3M 6M 9M 12M

Sc
Y
b“
Eu
Cd
Tb
Lu
Th
U(VI)
Zr
Cr(III)
Mn(II)
Fe(III)
Co(II)
Ni(II)
CU(II)
Ag
L-l
Cd
Hg(lI)
Al
,Pb(ll)
Bi

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.54
0.32
0.92a
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.79

0.69
0.90
1.0
0.92
0.92
0.89
0.84
0.06
0.05
0.19
1.0
1.0
0.95
1.0
1.0
1.0
o.lla
1.0
1.0
0.10
1.0
1.0
0.95

0.s9
0.76
0.94
0.96
0.94
0.92
0.71
0.10
0.07
0.06
1.0
1.0
0.89
1.0
1.0
1.0
o.ow
1.0
1.0
0.loa
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.79
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.91
0.36
0.82
0.07
...
...
1.0
...
...
...
0
...
...
0?
1.0’
...
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
I.ob
1.0
o.44a
...
...
1.0
...
...
...
0
...
...
1.0
1.0
...
1.0

0.01
0,11
0.95
0.11
0.11
0.08
0.07
0
0
0
1.0
0.98
0.898
1.0
1.0
1.0
o.17a
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.96

0.03
0.67
1.0
0.84
0.84
0.85
0.48
0
0
0
1.0
1.0
o.64a
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.lsa
1.0
1.0
0.03
1.0
0.89
0.60

0.07
0.92
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.87
0.02
0.0
0.01
1.0
1.0
o.54a
1.0
1.0
1.0
o.07a
1.0
1.0
o.14a
1.0
0.97

0.11
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0
0
0
...
...
1.0
...
...
...
0
...
...
1.0
1.0
...
1.0

0.44
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.16
0.10
0
...
...
1.0
...
...
...
0
...
...
1.0
1.0
...

0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03
0
0
0
1.0
0.56
0
1.0
1.0
1.0
o.28a
1.0
o.84a
0.22
?C

0.94
0

0
0.09
0.30
0.08
0.09
0.08
0.06
0
0
0
1.0
1.0
0
1.0
1.0
1.0
O.lla
1,0
1.0
0
?C
1.0

0
0.13
1.0
0.27
0.29
0.22
0.06
0
0
0
1.0
1.0
0
1.0
1.0
1.0
o.lla
1.0
0.86
O.za
?C
1.0

0.05
0.43
1.0
0.68
0.71
0.59
0.14
0
0
0
.,.
,,,
0
...
...
...
0
...
...
1.0
Oc

. . .
1.0

0.03
0.83
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.38
0.0s
0.03
0.02
...
...
0.05
...
...
...
0
...
...
1.0
0.07C
...
1.00.01’ . 0.94 1.0 0.02 0.60 ..

a Tailed.
b some~ at ~ta~ line md someat solventfront.
c Tailedbadly,in thecaseof Al with}OPMfrom start linetosolventfrontbutwith12MHt@mst Al remainedat startline.

Seepage201forcopyrightcitation.



TableXXIV. Rf valuesformetal chlorioles❑s function of hydrochloric acidconcentrskkm on TBP-, ITWO-, end HDPM-treated papers.

TBP TOPO 1IDP%
Acidconcentration Acidconcentration Acidconcentration

Element O.SM m 6M 9t4 12M o.5N 311 6M 9h! 12h! 0.5M 3M 6M 9M 12U

Zn 0.43 0.39 0.50 0.77
cd 0.52 0.26 0.37 0.81
Al 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Ga 0.37 0.03 0 0
In 0.48 0.08 0.13 0.20
Sc 0.95 0.90 0.28
Y 0.9s 0.90 6:;s 1.0
Ti 0.95 0.94 0.95 1.0
Sn(II) 0.1 0.03 0 0
Mo(VI) 0.47 0.02 0 0
Nb(v) 0.1 0.04 0 0
Mn(II) 0.9s ,0.97 0.91 1.0
Fe(III) 0.47 0.02 0 0
co 0.95 0.96 0.89 1.0
Ni 0.95 0.96 0.89 1.0
Cu 0.94 0.83 0.83 1.0
V(IV_) 0.9s 0.88 0.92 1.0
Cr(III) 1.0 0.91 0.91 1.0
Zr 0.95 0.87 0.88 0
llf 0.9s 0.87 0..99 0.21
U(VI) 1.0 0.12 ... 0
m 0.95 0.84 ... 0.54
llg(lI) 0.13 “0.08 O O.a
Au o“ 0.02 0 0

0.72 0.05 0.01 0 0,09
0.75 0.05 0 0 0.16
0.82 1.0 .1.0 0.86 1.0
0 0.11” 0 0 0
0.44 0.05 0.01 0.02 ,0.14
0.10 0.07 0.02 ... 0.03
0.s2 1.0 1.0 0.97 1.0
0.47 0.28 0.10 0.02 0.03
0.19 0 0 0 0
0.07 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1? 0.92 0.75 0.49 1.0
0 0.03 0 0. 0
0.72 0.84 0.20 0.07 0.28
0.75 0.98 0.97 P,94 1.0”
0.75 0.78 0.10 0.05 0.77
0.75 0.92 0.88 0.77 0.87
1.0 1.0 0.98 0.77 1.0
0 0.02 0 0 0
0 0.04 0 0 0
... 0.04 0 0
... 0.08 0.07 ::: 0.04
0 0 0 0 0.06
0 0 0 0 0

0.13
0.18
1.0
0
0.14
0.04
1.0
0
0
0.05
0
...
0
0.13
0.80
0.43
0.7
0.7
0
0
...
...
0.06
0

0.02 0.01
0.02 0.01
1.0 0.92
0.66 0
0 ‘o.02
0.05 0
0.79 0.80
0.11 0.04
0 0
0 0
0 0
0.90 0.93
0.08 0
0.92 0.89
0.96 0.98
0.76 0.65
0.60 0.39
1.0 1.0
0.02 0
0.04 0
0 0
0 0.01
0 0.02
0 0

0.01
0.05
0.87
0
0.03
...
0.92
0.02
0
0
0
0.78
0
0.17
0.86
0.44”
0.21
1.0
0
0
0
0
0.06
0

0.35
0.21
?
o
0.67
0.02
0,65
0
0
0
0
1.0
0
0.64
1.0
0.93
0.43
1.0
0
0
0
0
0.11
0

0.27
0.19
o.95a
o
0.53
0
0.71
0
0
0
0
0.90
0
0.34
0.94
0.70
o,40a
0.97
0
0
0
0
0.12
0

Pt o 0.01 0 ? ? o 0 0 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.04 0,12 0.17
=-’rai]~-m

Seepage201 for copvrightcitation.



Table K4V. l$j values for metal psrchlur.tm m lTIP-, ~, and HDP14-cre.ted papers.

0.5M HCIOb 3.0!4 HCIOk

Elment T6P 3UP0 HDPM T2P TCtP6 HOPM

h 1.0

h 0.78

cd 0.90

HE 0.51

Al 1.0

In 0.89

T1(I) o

P,(II) 0.64

h 0.94

Pe(III] 0.93

m 0.94

xi 0.94

al 0.93

U(VI) 0.71

Th 0.95

Y 0,95

& 0.77

U(lll) 0.92

la 0.91

m 0.90

u 0.90

‘h 0.59

Lu 0.89

Acid ?runt 0.92

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.70

1.0

0.11

0

0.82

1.0

0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0

0.10

1.0

0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1,0

1.0

0.32a

0.72

0.04

0.59

l.oa

o

0

0.14

0.04

0

0.92

1.0

0.B7

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.97

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.64

1,0

O.w

o

0.44

1.0

0,94

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.41

0.83

1.0

0.27

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.88

0.66

1.0

0.79

0

0.44

1.0

#

1.0

1.0

1.0

O.LM

0,23

1.0

0,04

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.34*

0.92

0.86

0.69

1.02

0

0

0.s8

o.n4

,s.

0.93

1.0

0.s7

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.0

a Tolled, in am of AZ frm Rf - 0 tO 1. S6s paw 201 for copyrloht citmlon.

A study to survey the techniqueof electrochromatography,sometimes

called electromigration,with a veiw of applying it to radiochemicalanalyses,

particularlyof ions of adjacent atomic number showed that the major advantage

over other means of separationis speed.lql,lqz Disadvantagesare the

necessityof providing some means of cooling the paper in which the migration

of ions takes place, and occasionalcharringof the paper due to arcing from

the electrodes. At present, electrochromatographyis not developedfar

enough to offer real advantagesover other methods of separatingmercury

12. VolatilizationAnalysisfor Mercury

The observationthat some metal salts volatilizewhen boiled in acid

solution led to the developmentof a separationtechniquebased on the
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increasedvapor pressure of substancesat elevated temperatures. One of

the first systematicstudies of the volatilizationof elementsfrom boiling

acidic solutionswas carried out by Hoffman and Lundell.143 Some of the

results of this investigationare summarizedin Table XXVI. It appears

that mercurous and mercuric chloride in oxidizingacids should not be boiled

for any length of time because of the appreciablevolatilizationof HgC12.

Like other techniquesin analyticalchemistry,vaporizationanalysis

has been refined to a point where it is applicableto trace analysis.

Geilmann144describesequipment,procedures,and applicationsof vaporiza-

tion analysisto determinetrace metals in amounts as little as 10
-9

grams.

Coprecipitationof mercury with a non-isotopic, non-radioactivecarrier,

copper, and volatilizationwere utilizedby Bielfeldtand Gtissle2ato deter-

mine mercury traces in commercialhydrochloricacid. Mercury was first

7A8LE?.KV2.Vohriliz.tim of el-nm from acid nolutiom ● 200 co 22u ‘C.

Appm=iuta Y=.we WUlmtilizd frm 20-100 w portions by dimtill.tion with

Hcl- HBr
Elmsr.t FIC1.I{clu, llSr-tKIOh t13mb-K10, I+3P0,-IE10U HC1-H2SO$ WC1-112S0,

As[III)

A5(v)

Au

B

Bi

Cr(lll)

C.

1{~(1]

Hg(ll]

Mm

on

P

R,

m

sb[llI)

S7[v)

.9.(1V)

se(w)

S“(It]

sn(lvJ

T.(1V

Te(VI)

T1(l)

V(W

20

5

1

20

c1.1

99.7

50

75

75

0.1

100

1

100

99.5

2

2

4

4

99. s

10I2

U.s

D. 1

1

0.5

lW

100

0.s

212

1

40

70

7s

7s

U.02

100

1
100

1.20
99.0

99.8
2t05
5

100

100
0.5

(2.5

1
2

30

s
0.s

10

0

99,8

10

7s

75
0.02

Im

1

80

100

2

D

2t05

5

0

0

(2.1

0.1

1

0

100

100

0.5

lU

1

40

90
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0.02

100

1

100

10U

99.8

U9. S

2C05

5

99.8

1IN

0.5

1

1

0

100

5

0.s
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u

0

90

7s
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0.02

0

1

90

0
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2

N
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1
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0.1
0.1
0

100
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1
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O.(J2

0

1

10I2

0

99.0
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100

100
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lU

1

0
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coprecipitatedwith CUS. The CUS (llgS)was dissolvedin chlorinewater

and mercury was electrodepositedon a copper spiral. Finally,the mercury

was distilled from the copper cathode into a quartz capillarywhere.it

a tiny sphere. Its weight was calculatedafter

a microscope.

Radioactiveisotopesof mercury, platinum,

rhenium, formed by 150-MeVproton spallationof

measuring its diameter

iridium,osmium, and

formed

under

gold, were separatedfrom

each other by volatilizationin streams of argon and chlorinein a 90 cm

long and 1.5 cm diameter copper tube along which a temperaturegradientwas

maintained.lqs This method appears quite adaptable for the separationand

purificationof some radioactiveisotopesin tracer quantities.

Very similar,rapid methods for the carrier-freeseparationof mercury

activities,but operatingat reduced pressures~46or in a vacuum147>148

have also been reported.

Determinationof mercury in larger than trace quantitiesby volatiliza-

tion and subsequentamalgam formationhave been describedby Consalvo149

and Majer.lso Reaser and co-workers151volatizedthe mercury activitiesfrom

a mixture of Na22 and Hg203~205 in certainpharmaceuticalpreparations. By

countingbefore and after volatilization,they were able to measure the

Na22 content directly,and the mercury activityby difference.

The reader is referredto DeVoelsmonographlszfor more specific

informationregardingthe separation

Several Proceduresin Chapter VI are

elevatedtemperatures.

of radioactiveelementsby volatil.

based on the volatilityof mercury

zat.on.

at
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Iv. NUCLEAR METHODS OF MERCURY ANALYSIS

1. ActivationAnalysis of Mercury

a. Thermal Neutron Activation

When mercury of natural isotopiccompositionis irradiatedwith

neutrons of thermal energies, each of the six stable mercury isotopes

undergoesradiativecapture reactionsindependentlyof each other. The

pertinentnuclear data for the (n,y)“reactionsleading to radioactive

products are summarizedin Table XXVII.]53

TA-9LE EJVTI. Nuc1.nr datm for the-l neutrvn activation AIIdysisof mrcm-y.

Prcdu.t
Rldi.

130t.pi. mclide
Activation m ‘llldIM1

TnrEet
Uadiatio” nnd

Abundmn.e CIVSS section Neatrun 3nergy
NUC1Id. (per.enr] (barn,) Irmdinticn (Mw) Hal f-1ife

~1196 0.146 420 ~E197~ IT(9d.5t] 24 h
e- T, 0.134 (31*)
Y2 0.165 (0.2 St)
0.071 - HE Xrny

;:;:”:19?’?’

e- Yl, 0.1342 (~]
-i2, 0.279 (74t)
73, 0.407 (0.3%)

880 ,,E197 EC (loot) 65 h
e- yl 0.0773 (23h)
,Z 0.191 [s1)
0.068 - Au X,W

“X198 10.02 0.018 ,,E199m IT ye-0.?-58, 42 m
0.158

~8202 29.80 3.8 Hf1203 s- 0:21 (100%) “47 d
TI a Q.279

~n20u 6.S5 0.4s ,,g203 B- 1..9; 5.5 .
y 0.203

A considerationof the magnitude of the isotopic activationcross sections

and abundances,shown in Table XXVII, suggests that in a neutron irradiation

during a fixed time period, 65-hour Hg1g7

followedby 47-day Hg203, 24-hourHg19m,

If one considersthe irradiationtime

activityof each product, the superiority
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will be formed in highest abundance,

and finallyby 5.5-minuteHg205.

required to produce the saturation

of the Hg196 (n,y)Hg1g7 reaction



becomes evident: To form the saturationactivityof Hglg7 requires an

irradiationtine of about 5’days,whereas Hg1g7m requires about two weeks,

and Hg203 severalmonths. After irradiationof a sample containing,Hg,a

coolingperiod of 2-3 days has been recommended.155 About 2-3 days after

the end of the irradiationonly Hg197 is the predominantactivity. In a one-

week irradiationabout 50 times more Hg1g7 is formed than Hg203.

In analyseswhere Hg197 or Hg197313isusedtodeterminemercury concen-

trations,care must be taken to ensure that platinum is absent from the

sample since 20 hour Pt1g7J like Hg1g7s1gm, also decays to stableAU197.

The formationcross section for Pt1g7 by thezmalneutrons in platinum of

natural isotopiccompositionis about 280 millibams. After 3 days of

cooling,Pt1g7 has decayed to less than 10 percent of its initial activity.

It appears that 40 parts of platinum would simulatethe presence of 1 part

of “mercury.

Full assessmentof the capabilitiesof activationanalysis is dependent

on a knowledgeof the detection limits for the elements“tobe determined.

Experimentallymeasured sensitivities154for the major mercury isotopesare

summarizedin Table XXVIII.

TmLS XXVIII. I@erimental sasitivitie~ for tho datemimtian of
❑ercury with themal neutrons frm n nuclear reactor.

GnmuMy PhotoPeak 00tecti.m
MOtepe Half-Life I?nergy Yield Limit Interfering Product

(nev-J (cP/fmHE) [W]

Hgl9- 24h 0.133 1.2 x 10S o. 0s3
Hg)97g 65h 0.19 1,3 x 107 6.79

“g19~ 42U 0.368 1,3 x 108 0,77

0.157 9.0x 108 0.11 “g197

“.#08 47d 0.278 4.0 x 107 0.25

Hg205 5.5m 0.203 2.5 x 10B 0.41 Hg1951, Hg19hl,
Hg203

S89PU. W201forcopyrlghtcitation.

The data presented in Table XXVIII have been correctedto the following

conditions:

(1) thermalneutron flux = 4.3 x 1012 neutrons/sq.cm.-second,
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(2)

(3)

(4]

(5)

(6)

(7]

irradiationperiod = 1.00 hour,

activity is that at end of irradiation,

detector is a 3-inch x 3-inch solid NaI(Tl) crystal,

beta-particleabsorber interposedbetween source and detector

is “l/2-inchthick, 3-inch diameterpolystyrenedisc,

countinggeometry -31%, and

analyzersare 400-channeltype.

The photo peak yield in Table XXVIII, has been computed from the equation

A At~ F l-e-At2 ,

“xe” ml - e-At3
(1)

where A is the number of counts in the photopeak;At, the length of the count

in minutes; i, the decay constant;tl, the time between the ~nd of irradiation

and the midpoint o-fthe count; W, the element weight;‘t2,the standard

irradiationof 1 hour; and t3, the actual irradiationtime. The fraction

(1 - e-At2)/(1 - e-at3)converts the result to a standardirradiationtime of

one hour.

A correctionfactor, F, was applied when countingtimes were longer

than one half life,

length of count) is

midpoint of count.

the midpoint of the

for, under this condition the average activity,(counts/

larger than, rather than equal to, the activityat the

The correctionconverts’theavekage.activityto that at

count, and is given by

-AAt -AAt
_= AAte—

n
‘tdt 1 - e-AAt’

(2)

o

where AO is the activity at the start of the count and the count lasts from

t=Ountilt=At.

The detection limits,S, listed in Table XXVIII,were computed from the

relation
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s= ; lo+6ug ,

where,the minimum detectablecount rate under the photopeak,k, was chosen

to be 100 cpm for activationproduct half-livesbetween one minute and one

hour, and 10 cpm for half-lives longer than 30 minutes.

(- PAn
). L%

o 0.3 0.6 0.9 2

GAMMAEN~Y(MaVl 61ZM-3B

Figure 34. Ganonaspectrumof neutron activatedmercury
of mtural isotopiccomposition.

The gamma spectrumof

composition,observedwith

Figure 34.

neutron

a 3“ by

activatedmercury of

3“ NaI(Tl) detector,

natural isotopic

is presented in
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b. Preparationof Standards

Because of the high capture cross section for thermal neutrons,the

total weight of mercury to be used as standard should not exceed a few

micrograms”.The simpiestway of weighing out such small amounts is by

pipetting known volumes of a dilute - for example 50 mg Hg/liter-mercury

solution into a quartz tube. The quartz tube then is sealed such that the

lower end which containsthe standardizedsolution is cooled to avoid the

possibilityof lossesby evaporation.155 An alternativeway would be by

pipetting the standardsolution onto a“small filter circle, adding the

same volume of saturatedH2S solution to precipitateHgS and careful

drying.155 The filter circle is placed into a quartz tube and sealed as

above. The author has found the followingmethod ok sealing quartz tubes

quite satisfactory. The bottom half of the quartz tube is wrapped with

enough layers of asbestostape so that tube and asbestosplug can be held

easily by a laboratoryclamp. The sealingwhich should not take more than

2-3 seconds is accomplishedfastestby means of H2-02 burner. During the

sealing,the asbestosplug and the quartz tube is kept wet with a fine

water spray from a wash bottle. A more elaboratetechniqueof sealing

quartz tubes is described in Reference 155 and is also reproducedin full

as Appendix I to Procedure27.

c. Sources of ERor

In any kind of activationanalysis samples and standardsideally

should be exposed to the same flux. Target atoms with large capture cross

sections can cause a local flux perturbation, i.e., samples and standards

are no longer in the same neutron flux. The flux perturbation156is the

product of two superimposedeffects: flux depressionand self-shielding.

Strong neutron absorptionin sample and standards is the cause of local fltqt

depressions. By their strong neutron absorptionthe outer layqrs of a

standardor sample shield the inner layers from undergoing (n,y)reactions.

A measure for the differencein flux as a functionof locationis the flux
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depressionA O/O. If one considersthe neutron absorbingsample to be a

sphericalshell of radius r. and thicknesst, placed

flux $, the flux

the expression

depression,accordingto Hughes,157

A .$/o= (3N.ac=t)/(Atr/r+ Atr/L),

in a unifozm neutron

can be computed from

(3)

where.N is the number of target nuclei/cm3,uc,the capture cross section,

Atr the transpotimean free path and L the diffusion len@h of the neutrons.

Equation (3) holds strictlyonly for flux depressionof a few percent or less

and should be taken to give merely current order of magnitude estimates.

The self-shieldingeffect of Hg1g6 at i flux of 1012 neutrons/seecmz

when based on thezmal neutron cross section is

expectedHg197s1g7mactivity. This effed”may

capture is important.

h empiricalreIationbetween the neutron

in barns, the sample weight W, in grams,
‘abs’

less than 0.3 percent of the’

be more serious if resonance

absorptioncross section

which will produce a self-

shieldingeffect of about ten percentj has been derivedby Kamemoto15E

in the form

w
‘abs

Atomic Weight of Sample ❑ 0“03

This relationpermits to adjust the sample size to minimize.or avoid self-

shieldingproblems.

For discussionsof the problem of

geometriesof the neutron absorber see

Another potentialsource of error

flux perturbationfor different

References155, 159-161.

is bum-up of the target nuclei

which occurs where neutron capture reactionstake place in nuclideswith

large capture cross sectionssuch as Hg1g6. The amount of burn-up can be

computed from the relation162

N = No exp [-ua~t$-t],
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where No is the number of target atoms before irradiation,aa the isotopic

absorptioncross section,~ the neutron flux in n/cm2.sec and t the length

of the irradiation. In the case of Hg196 the burn-up is about 0.001 percent/hr

at a flux of 1012 neutron/seeCM2 and about 0.1 percent at a flux of 1014

neutrons/seeCM2.

Finally,when attemptingto increasethe detection sensitivityby using

higher neutron fluxes and long irradiationtimes, second-orderinterference

is likely to occur.163Second-orderinterferencemay be defined as the systemat:

error in activationanalysis intorducedby successiveneutron capture reactions

accordin~to

Z+F(*+l)[n~y)Z+,E(A+2)

,EA(n,y)Z#’~

11+
or~
Ec z-lE(A+l]@’y) z-lE(A+2)

If one attempts to determineby activationanalysisthe concentration

of elements z ~E and Z+lE, second-orderreactionsmay lead to interference

if either or both elementsare measured in a matrix consistin~predominantly

of ZE because above reactionsadd to the concentrationof the elementsbeing

measured. Fortunately,no second-orderinterferenceis expected in mercury

determinationsby activationanalysis.

d. Re-activationAnalysis of Mercury

This method uses activationanalysis as a means for determiningthe

radiochemicalyield accuratelyof a counting sample in the course of a

conventionalactivationanalysis.16q’165 The sequenceof operationsis as

follows: activationof the sample, separationof mercury and preparation

of a counting sample, counting,sufficientcooling to permit Hg197 and

c
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Hg205 to decay to negligiblelevels,reactivation,and counting. Since only

small amounts of carrier should be added, the weight of mercury in the

sample c?nnot be neglected in the calculationof the chemicalyield.

The weight of mercury in the sample can be computedfrom the equation

where W is the

induced in the

w=
ASmxwcxw

St
(f@),

ASt x Al x W1
.5am St

- A5a X Wst
A1st

weight of mercury in gm in the sample,Ast the

mercury standard in the first irradiation,Wst

Hg205 activity

the weight of

the mercury standard in grams, Asam the activity of Hg205 formed in the first

irradiation,Wc the weight of mercuzy carrier added to the irradiatedsample,

AlSm the E1g1g7activity induced inthe second irradiationin the sample,

Al the
St

and W1
St

Hg1g7 activity induced in

the weight of the mercury

ti.on. It appears that the concentration

determinedby re-activationlies between

the standard in the second irradiation,

standard in g-ramsfor the second irradia-

elementsare Cd, Cu, and Au.

range in which mercury can be

5 Vg to about 400 pg. Interfering

e. Fast Neutron ActivationAnalysis

During the past decade, several low-costpositive ion

acceleratorshave become commerciallyavailablefor use as

and electron

neutron generators.

The characteristicsof several types of acceleratorsare summarizedin

Table XXIX.

Fast neutron activation is generallyutilizedwhere a large number of

analyseshave to be performed at low cost and where some sacrificein

sensitivitycan be tolerated. Thus far, fast neutron

applied to mercury analyses only with 14-MeVneutrons

accelerators,and with 2 - 5 MeV neutrons from Van de

activationhas been

from Cockcroft-Walton

G~aff accelerators.

The fairly limited extent of ’fast-neutronactivationwork on mercury might
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TABLS XXIX., Characteristics of several types of accelerators.

Particle mzd Ion Particle
Type

Nautron ~iS5iMl
Tar@ cUITent Energy (neutrons per second)

Cyclotrun Be9(d, n)Blo Im 8 MeV 3 x 101S

Vnn de Graaff Be9(d,n)B10 50 w 2 Uev 1 x 1010

Vande Graaff Beg(x,n)Heq lm s 14ev 1 x 109

Cockcroft-Wnlton T(d,n)Hek 100 va 250 XeV 1 x 109

Cuckcroft-walton T(d,n)Hek lm 14 *v 4 1 1010

Betntmn e-U SW 80 WV 2 x 1010

Linear Accelerator e-u 25 m 14 Mev 4 x Iolb

in part be due to the lower sensitivitythat can be achieved,comparedwith

thermal neutron activation.

Sensitivities

Table XXX,166were

with a flux of 109

Ttile XXX.

for several possible activationreactions,listed in

computedunder the assumptionof an one-hour irradiation

neutrons/cm2/secpassing through the target.

Gensitivitien for sbnrd activation ranctims uAth 14-*V neutrcma.

Raaction llalf-LifO Sensitivity Gamin Radiation Other Rmiiation
(n:] [dw;v) [g] (NW-J

llg2°Q(n, p] Au200 3.6 * 0,4 48n 1.45 x 103 1,150 3.67( 24 b), 2,18(76*)

1.23[24k), 0.6(24\)

1.36( 1%)

H#O1(n, p] Au2Ql 2.1 * 0.3 Zh 664

665

2,500 0.55 1.5

W202(n,a)Pt199 1.01 * 0,1 Slm 2,500 0.074, 0.197, 0.246 0.8,1.1, 1.3,

LL31fl, 0.475, 0,54 1.7

0.72, 0.79, 0.92

Hg200(~,=]R197V19m 1.77*0.35 1.3h,19h ❑ixed yield 0.3291 ❑thera

‘Sensitivityin Table XXX is defined as that amount of material in

grams which yield 100 dpm at the end of the irradiation,regardlessof

decay scheme. Of course, where only one particulargamma ray is counted,

the decay scheme must be considered. Another”usefulpiece of information

listed in Table XXX is the radiochemicalyield which has been computedby

~ . 109 Auf
w

[1 - exp (-0.693t/T)]J
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where Y is the radiochemicalyield in dpm/gm of

Avogadro’snumber, u the reaction cross section

element in the sample,

in cm2, f the fraction

A is

of

the target isotope in element,W the atomic

tion, and T the half-lifeof the activation

The reaction cross sectionswere taken from

The sensitivitylimits for 57 elements

weight, t the length of irradia-

product in the same units as t.

Coleman.167

for 14-MeVneutron activation

analysisat a neutron flux of 4.0 x 10° neutrons/cm2sec were measuredby

M. and J. Cuypers.168” Their resultspertainingto mercury are summarized

in Table XXXI.

TABLEXXXI.Detectionlimitfor 14-MeVneutronactivationamalysisof
mercuryat a neutron flux of 2 x 10B neutrons/cm2/second.

G- Cotlrlts
Radio- Ray per Detection
isotope Half Energy Tact ‘dec T WITcnt Limit
Produced Life (MeV) cnt

(mg)

X-ray 0.075 5m lm 5m 224 0.43

Hg199m 44 m 0.158 5m lm 5sl 210 0.46

40 m 0.24 5m. lm 5m 30 2.5

Hg199m 44 m 0.37 5m lm 5m 30 3.8

To facilitatesensitivityand yield computations,measured reaction

cross sections for 14 MeV neutronswith mercury isotopeswere compiled from

the pertinent literatureand are summarizedin Table XXXII.

A recent comprehensiveinvestigation172on the detection limitsof

47 elements in 14-MeV neutron activationshowed that 1-10 IJgof mercury

are detectablein a 20-minuteirradiationwith 109 neutrons/seccm2 when

the 158-keVgamma ray of 44-minuteHg19~ is counted.

199 (n,n’) and Hglgeleading to Hg19% possibly are Hg

Although largelyneglected,the applicationof 3

The reactions

(n,2n).

MeV neutrons to

activationanalysesholds considerablepromise. The energy of such

neutrons is not high enough to induce (n,2n)reactions;also, the cross

sections for (n,p) and (n)a)reactionswith 3 MeV neutrons are very small.
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TAFILE Y.XxII. W&red activation cross smtions for 14-MeV neutrons andmercury.

React ion Hal f-l,ife Cross Sect,ion [millibars) Reference

Hg.200(n,y)tlg201

Hg201(n, y) Hg202

Hg202(n, y) Hg203

Hglgg(n, nl)Hglg~

Hg200[n,2n)Hg1g~

fi~1g6[n,2n)Hg1gW

Hg1ge(n,2n)Hg1g7g

Hg1ga(n,2n)Hg1g~

Hg204(n,2n)Hg203

tlglga(n, p) Aulga

Hg200(n,p)Au200

Hg201[n, p) Au201

Hg202(n,p)Au202

Hg200(n, a) Pt1g7

Hg202(n, a) Pt1gg

stable

stable

46.6 d

+ ,44 tin

40 h

64.14h

23.B h

46.6d

64.8h

48min

26mim

30Sec

80.min + 1.Sh

14 see + 31 mln

.6 X 104

<6 X 104

3.8 x 104

559 * 68

1580* 1%

967 * 117

2270 * 272

5.83 * 9.82

3.6

2.1

1.4.

1.B

1.0

169

169

169

170

170

170

170

170

170

170

171

169

169

,,

However, many low laying level,sin most elementscan be excited by (n,n’)

with 3 MeV neutrons.

In the case of merc<ry, the ambiguityas tothe activationreaction

is one of the major obstaclesagainst using 3 MeV in activation analysis.

For the reactionHglgg (n,n’y]Hglggm with 3-MeV neutron an average cross

section of 95 mb has been reported.173

The feasibilityof using fast fission spectrumneutrons for mercury

activationanalysiswas demonstratedby Menapace.174 me activation

reactionsstudied were Hg198 (n,y) Hg19%1 ad Hg19g(n,n’) Hglg~, both

occurring simultaneously. The reaction cross section ratio (n,y)/(n,n’)

for the respectivereactionswith fast fission spectn.mnneutrons in the

Ames reactor was found to be 5.82, i.e., the (n,y) reactionpredominates,

yet about 17 percent of the Hglg~ activity is due to the (n,n’)reaction.

In a three-minuteirradiationin the core of the Ames reactor,mercury can

be determined

Incidentally,

with a sensitivityof 20 microgramsby cosmting

the sampleswere merely packed in Cd containers
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f. PhotoactivationAnalysis of Mercury

The formationof nuclear isomersby (y,y’)reactionshas been investigated

as to possible analyticalapplications.175 me pr~uct formed when mercury is

irradiatedwith bremsstrahlungfrom a lmA current of 3-MeV electronswas found

to be 44-minuteHglg~. The flux traversingthe target was.estimatedto be

3 x 1014 photons/cm2sec. A one-hour irradiationof 16.5 g of mercury in

30 ml of solutionproduced a specific activityof 2000 cpm/gramat the end

of the irradiation. For analyticalmeasurementswith a ten percent standati

deviationa minimum count rate of 74 cpm is required at the end of the

irradiation. Thus, the minimum weight of mercury which can be determined

under above conditionsis 37 mg or 1200 ppm. With 6-MeV bremsstrahlung,a

sensitivityof about 0.5 mg of mercury has been achieved.176

A comprehensivestudy177 of the yields of radioactivityinducedby

(Y,n)reactionswith 20 MeVbremsstrahlung showed that for the reaction

7 dPm/mole for each roentgenof bremsstr~lungHg204 (y,n) a yield of 3.9 x 10

can be expected. The minimum weight of mercury that could he detemined in

a one roentgen irradiationwould be of the order of 1-2 milligrams.

The photoactivationyields of 44-minuteHglgh in terms of count rate

of the 159 keV photopeakper gram mercury is plotted in Figure 35 as a

functionof the maximum incidentbremsstrahlungenergy.175~176~22E

is

is

in

One of the advantagesof nuclear photoexcitationas an analyticaltool

its potentiallyhigh degree of selectivitysince a nuclear transmutation

induced in only a few elementswith 6-MeV photons and is insignificant

most elementseven under 8-MeV bremsstrahlungirradiation.

lhere are indicationsthat the determinationof mercury traces, at

least in biologicalspecimens,by photoactivation178’17g is being considered

to be a powerfulmethod supplementin~neutron activationparticularlyin

laboratorieswhich have easy access t6 electron linacs.

When mercury of natural isotopiccompositionis irradiatedwith

30 MeV photons, the

and Hg204(y,n)Hg203

products of the reactionsHg198(y,n)Hg1g7m,Hg200(y,n)Hg199m,

are the major activitiesformed.180 In Figure 36,
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Figure 35, Yield of the 159 keV photopeakof Hglggm as a function
of the maximum incidentbremsstrahlungenergy.

(Otaken from Ref. 175,ARef. 176, ando Ref. 228).

the g,ammaspectrumof above activationis shown, taken 3 hours after the end

of the irradiation.

~. Analysisby Prompt Gamma Ray Spectrometry

The Bohr theory of nuclear reactionsassumes thermal neutron capture

to be a two-stepprocess: absorptionof the incidentneturon by the target

nucleus to form a short-livedactivatedcomplex, the CompoundNucleus, and
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Figure 36. Gamma spectrum of natural mercury
irradiatedwith 30 MeV photons.

deexcitationof the Compound

formationby the emission of

quanta representthe binding

Activationanalysisvia

independentof the half-life

Nucleus within 10
-14

to 10-1’ seconds after its

one or several photons. ~ese prompt gamma

energy of the neutron to the target nucleus.

the measurementof the prompt gamma rays is

of the activationproduct since capturereactions

proceed without growth or decay characteristics. The saturationactivity

is produced as sonn as the neutron beam is turned on.

Exploratoryexperimentsto measure the concentrationof mercury in

ores and ore concentratesby prompt gamma spectrometryhave been carried

out in the USSR.181 Ores whose mercury content ranged between 0.01 percent

to severalpercent were exposed to a collimatedbeam of thermal neutrons
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from a reactor. The intensityof the prompt gamma rays was measured with a

multichannelanalyzer equippedwitlia 2 x 2 inch NaI (Tl) detector. The

sensitivitYof the mercu~ determinationwas 0.1 percent with an accuracy

of 10 percent when the intensityof 3.77, 4.35, and 4.81 MeV gamma rays was

comparedwith prompt gamma spectra obtainedwith standards.

A major drawback in using prompt gamma ray spectrometryin conjunction

with thermal neutron activationis the difficultyin distinguishingthe

prompt gamma rays emitted from the sample from prompt gamma rays produced

by (n,y)reactions in the surroundings,gamma rays caused by inelastic

scatteringof fast neutrons in sample and surroundings,fast neutrons

scatteredinto the detectorby sample and surroundingsand reactor gamma

rays scatteredby sample and surroundings. A sophisticatedmethod of

analysisby prompt gamma spectrometrywhich minimizes these sources of

error has been devised by

a techniqueof modulating

neutron chopper operating

half-lifedependentgamma

Isenhourand ‘Wrrison.182 me workers developed

a collimatedbeam of thermal neutrons using a

at 1000 cps which cancelled >99 percent of the

rays to obtain a pure prompt gamma spectrum.

Signals generatedby the chopper disc were used to switch the memory section

of a multichannelanalyzer in synchronizationwith the modulatedneutron

beam and thus recordingprompt and delayed gannnaspectra in different

sectionsof the analyzer. The two half-cyclesof the chopper--promptplus

delayed gamma quanta and delayed gamma quanta--aftercorrectionfor back-

ground were subtractedto give the prompt gamma spectmm. The requirement

of using a collimated and modulated neutron beam reduces the available flux

by about six orders of ma~nitude. The attainable sensitivity compared with

conventional gamma spectrometry is appreciablylower. With improved

collimationof the neutron beam, better experimental,qeometryand larger

reactors,hiqherthermal neutron fluxes will

gamma spectrometrycompetitivewith delayed

ultimatesensitivityfor the nwasurementof

becone availablemakin~ prompt

gamma ray measurements. The

mercury by prompt gamma spectro-
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metry is four orders of magnitude

spectrometry.

Many of earliermeasurements

higher than using conventionalgamma

on prompt gamma ray spectra were carried

out with magneticpair and Compton spectrometersand were intendedfor

applicationin nuclear physics. To be useful for analyticalpuqioses such

spectra should be taken with the same instrumentationas used for analysis:

gamma spectrometerswith NaI (Tl) detectors. A comprehensiveprogram to

compile an atlas of thermal neutron capture gamma spectra of naturallyoccurring

elementshas been conductedby Greenwood.183 The capture gamma ray spectrum

of mercury of natural isotopiccompositionis presented in Figure 37,
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observed low energy gamma rays and their

and the high energy gamma rays and their

Table XXXIV.

assignments

assignments

are

are

Tab]. LxxII1. L.m mm Uptmmg- r~, d —.

in Table XXXIII

summarizedin

71 tlg1x-ray
160 RcA. M.cksc.tt.r

fl’cm ma kev 11-

S70
580
mo

372 37U

S76

60

0Z42
530 82o

1U1O 1220

llW

1220
1293 12$9

Tnbl. lIxIV. lUEh nr,arxY upcure _ my, Of ■errury.

.w-.titil~b Klnmyet.1.185 *.118* G—Lila] hml~”t
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5.387 ~
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%verml .,LSV ~tis of 6.43 ,*V 11.,,
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4.82 10 4.83 i 4..91 Pi”c .Lcape pa of 5.42 Mev 11”.

4.73 4 Full mez-gy pmk
4.b9 6 d.bh 2
4.59? 3.5
4,12 ,1
3.W .1
S.ba JO.3
3.50 ,0.5
s. 25 >s
5.14 >3 3.27
2.89

Full mlaqy p.mk
>1

2.b4 ,3 2.66
2.40

Pl”r eecqa pe.k of 3.27 rnv 11..,
,1

1.29 .4 2.27
1.10 1
2.1)2 b 2,02 1.01
1.U5 1
1.73 13
1. ez?

1.73 1.72
-2

1.59 -4 1.50 1.60
1,497 ~

1.41 2

h. Tabular Survey on Mercury Analysisby Activation

During the past decade,mercury determinationsby activationanalysis

have been carried out in a multitude of substanceswith the emphasison
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life sciences. The titles of representativepapers, grouped in life

sciences (biology,medicine, and forensicapplications),geosciences(geology,

geochemistry,and cosmochemistry),materials and miscellaneousare presented

in Tables XXXV-=III. !JThesetables,by no means complete,we intended

to provide merely a quick survey and possibly some initialreferences.

TABLE XXXV. Application of activation analysis to the
determination of mercuryin lifesciences.

Titleof Pauer Remarks Ref.

RadioisotopesintheDetectionof PesticideResidues

(n,y) Analysisof humanBlood

TheUseof ActivationAnalysisinProceduresforthe
RemovalandCharacteristicsof theSurface
Contaminantsof Hair

Identificationof MetalsinTattooNarksby Activa-
tion Analysis and Gamma Spectrometry

Investi~ations in Neutron Activation Analysis

Freezinq Technique in Neutron Activation Analysis

Methoclsof ActivritionAnalysis for Mercury in the
Biosphere and in Foods

Neutron Activation Analysis and its Application to
Medical Research

Determination of Trace Elements in IlumassIlairby
Neutron Activation and the Application to Forensic
Science

Activation Analysis Application to the Determination
of Iodine, Mercury, Copper, MsnZanese, and Zinc in
BioloFicnl SampleS

Rad,ioactivationAnalysis, A New Technique at the
Service of BioloZy

Activation Analysis as a Tool for Medical Research

Determination of Mercury in Potato F1’our

lJseof Radioisotope Techniques in Sweden

Applications of Neutron Activation Analysis in
Scientific Crime Detection

Chemical EIement Analysis of Radioactive Mixtures in
Biological Materials

Activation Analysis as a Method of Investigation in
Dentistry

Quantitative Determination of Mercury in hair by
Activation Analysis

Present Status of Activation Analysis Applications
in Criminal istics

Determination of Trace Elements in Pharmaceuticals
by Neutron Activation Analysis

Determination of FlercuryContent of IlumanBlood by
Activation Analysis

Hg in foods,biosphere

14 MeV neutrons, frozen
whole blood

whole blood, water

lIR in drugs, antibiotics

blood

Hg poisoning

l[gin hair

1

2

3

4

5.

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
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TABLEXXXV. Applicationof activationanalysisto the
determinationof mercuryin lifesciences(Continued)

Title of Paper Remarks Ref.

llighlightsof the Y-12 Bioanalysis Laboratory
Operation

Determination of Mercury in PAheatand Tobacco Leaf
by Neutron Activation Analysis Using 11g197and a
Simple Extraction Separation

Investigation of Crimes are by Activation Analysis

Investigation of Trace Elements in Marine and
Locustine Deposits by Means of a Neutron Activation
Method

Simultaneous Estimation of Copper, Zinc,Cadmium
andMercuryin Biological Materials by Neutron
Activation Analysis

A MethodfortheDetectionof Mercuryby Radio-
activationAnalysis

Determination of Some Trace Elements .in ihman, Serum-
Albumin by Neutron Activation Analysis

Trace Elements in the Lung

Contribution to the Experimental Determination of
Trace Metals in Biological Material by Activation
Analysis by Thermsl Neutrons

Application of Radioisotopes for Analyses V. Neutron
Activation Analysis of Agricultural Samples

Estimation of Mercury in Biological Material by
Neutron Activation Analysis

Simultaneous Determination of Mercury and Arsenic in
Biological and Organic Materials by Activation
Analysis

Determination of TraceElements in Drugs by Neutron
Activation Analysis

Determination of Yercury in Urine by Radioactivation

Trace Elements in the Conductive Tissue of Beef
Heart Determined by Neutron Activation Analysis

Activation Analysis of Mercury

Activation Analysis of Mercury in Cellulose Products

tlgin urine 22

23

llgin hair 24

25

26

wood pulp, human feces, 27
brainandlivertissues
of rabbits

28

29

30

32

33

34

35,36

37

38

39

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

B.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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13.

14.
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17.
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21.
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TABLS XXXVI. Mercury dete-instion by nautron activation in geosciences.
.

‘Fitle of Paper Remarks Ref.

Microanalysis Used for Meteorites 1

Bismuth, Thallim, nnd Nercury in Stone Heteorit,es by 2
Activation Analysis

Abundance of 14arcury in M8te.arites and Rocks by tieutmn 3
Activation Analysis

Neutron Activation halysis of Mercu+y, Copper, and 4
Arsenic in Narine Orgnnisms

Nuclear Chemistry wtd r-chrnist~ Research (Progress Repart) 5

Nuclear Cheaistty and Gaochrnistry Research, CarWWie Inst. 6
of Technology

Akcivienmgsanalytische Sasttiung von Spurenelmenten in 7
Stainmeceoritan

Determination of TraceElements by Chemical Analysis and 8
Nmutran Attiyntion in Neteofiies of the Collection of the
Vionnere MuseIM of Natural IIistory

The Omadnation of %rcury in Rocks by Neutron Activation
Analysis

9

Otilizmtion of Activation halycis in the Study of Slliates 14 MeV !hutron; sensitivity 10
1011-100u “g HE

LMm-ittation of Concentrations of heavy El=nts in
titeorites by Aciivmtion Annlysis.

11

Investigation of the Geogr~phlcal mnd Vorcicnl Distribution of 12
several Trace Elements in Son Water by Neutrvn Act ivntion
Anal yris

Tmchnical Prugrms Repoti on Nuclemr Chemistry Research, Omc. 1S. Ilg in meteorites 13
1966 - Mc. 15, 1967.

meteorites, ocean deposits

Ilg in meteorites

3 x 10-3 “g IIg
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TASLS KKXVII. @plicntien of activation anaJysis of mnrcury in materials.

Tit le of Paper Raf.

SimuZt#neou Oatermi?mtica of SiJvur, Cold, and Nercuryin High Purity Land by Neutrmm Activation Analysis 1

Systematic, Analysi5 of Impurities in Zane-Raflned Altin- and Jron by Irradiation in a Nwlaar Reactor 2

Activation Analysis Invantigation at Nigh Purity Silicun s

Zhe Use of Ion-SxchAnEe Ch-togmphy in the Axtivaticm Analysis of Nicroimpuritias in Silics 4

Activation halysis of Nazrury in Wish Purity Bismuth s

Oateninscion of Sam Impurities in ~llim by Neutrun Activation 6

Oaterminacion of Trace Eleaent Diffusion in @rtz ud cmmani~ 7

Ontermination of Impurities in Salanim by Activation &-mlYsis 8

Z?Ie Omterminntion of Jlsce hzpuritie~ in Liquid Natal Ibolnnts by SadloUtivnticm ~thdn 9

Activation Analysis Of Trace ContnJnants in ~ ?iemicoodustor Iiueriala 10

G- SPect-tric and Radiochemical AmalYsis for Impurities in Ulcrmpum Silicon 11
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TABLS XXXVIII, Miscellanwus awlicacionn of activnticm nrmlysis for mercury.

Title of Pnper hf.

thxerminarion of Sadioscnsitizem by Nmtrm Activmlon halysis .1

Dtte-ination of Ucrcmy in Aqusmu Ss@es by MUM of N8utron Activation Analysis with ●n Accmmt 2
of Plux Diawrbuces

A Neutron Acriv.cion Smxly of the Volubility of Narctn_ji“ water 3

The Uetnmdnation of Narcwy in Lirhiu Hydrozlde and Lithi- Cmrbmate hy Actlvnti.m Analysis 4

Neutm? Activncion of TI-LeesIIIEleccrnlytic Zinc S“lphate .%luti.mw. Part 1. Simultaneous 5
Lkterminmtion of I&ram-y, lJraniIM, md Ytterbi~.

Neumun Activation Analysis of Trace E1~tJ i“ NF.Italaa.dand thm Possible Appliutions for Age 6

Mterminntiom of Paintings

Determination of the Axe of White Lead by Neutron Acrivnrion Analysis - Possible Application to Paintings 7

Determination of Ykrwry by Activation Analysis s

Mmermination of NOrcwy in 01’OE ULI C.acantrates by r- SpeCCrMetV of Suliative Neutron CaptLua in 9

the Nurizomal Channel of VVR-S

Studying the Effect. of Trace Elment# on IlighPIuity Lubricucs O!!ingActivation Analysis 10

Activation Analysis Detmmimation of Impurities in Silico Cbloruform 11

%bstoichimtric Daterminnrion of Marcury 7Yaces by Acti~tion Analysis and by Isotope Dilution 12

Substeichi_tric Oate~inntlan of Trxes of Metals 13
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Other Nuclear Methods

a.

The

elements

NeutronAbsorptiomet.~

property OF strong absorptionfor thermalneutrons of some

has not been Renerallyaccepted in spite of the relatively

simple experimentalrequirements. For comparison,the thermal neutron

capture cross sectionszof some selectedelementsare listed in Table

mm.

It should be noted that the most abundant elementshave very low capture

cross sections for thermal neutrons and thus do not interfere

methods based on neutron absorption. However, it should also

90
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TABLE XECf. Thermal neutron capture crosH sectionsof selectedelementf3.

Element Barns E1ement Barns Element Barns Element Barns

Gd 47,000 Ir 460 Lu 80 Al 0.23

Sm 5,800 Hg 360 Au 99 P 0.19

Eu 4,300 In 194 Re 85 Si 0.16

cd 2,390 Rh 150 Li 71 F@ 0.06

DY 940 Tm. 125 Ho 65 F 0.10

B. 759 Hf 105 Ag 63 0 0.0002

that the scatterin~.crosssection for light elements can be an appreciable

fractionof the total reaction cross section and should be taken into

considerationwhen materials for calibrationcumes are selected.

Macro amounts of mercury have been determinedby neutron absorptiometry

lel,18e-190
in matrices such as dry mercury bearing minerals,

1B9-191
solutions,

and flotationpulps.188-191 A comparisonof the neutron-absorptionmethod

of determiningmercury with standard chemicalmethods showed that the

absolute error between the two methods never exceeded 0.2 percent. Appreciable

errors can arise when other elementswith high capture cross sections for

thermalneutrons are present in the sample. Such elementswhich tend to

accompanymercury in geologicalformationsare lithium,antimony,and arsenic.

The error introducedin a mercury determinationby’the presence of one inter-

fering element can be estimatedwith the equation

(c-A”@lnterfm = (CVJ.A)H~,

where C are the concentrations,A the atomic weights, and o the thermal

neutron capture cross sections of the interferingelement and mercury,

respectively.

b. IsotopicDilution

Analysis by isotopicdilution is based on the variation of the specific

activityof an added tracer isotopicwith the element to be determinedas
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the result of dilutionby the inactiveelement. In the case of mercury, a

dithizoneextractionof Hg from the unknown-plus-tracersolution,an

extractionfrom the tracer solution,and countingof equal volumes of each

extractgives the initial and final specific activitiesrequired to compute

the concentrationof Hg present in the unknown.

Ruzicka and Starylg2 describe a procedure for the measurementof Hg

-4
concentrations in the range 1 to 10 @liter. The maximum sensitivities

obtainableby other analyticalmethods1g3are summarizedin Table ~ for

comparison

TABLE XL. Comparison of sensitivities of several am.lytlcal methods.

Maximum
Method Sensitivity”in gram IIg/liter

Fl~e Photometry 10-4

Copper Spark 5 x 10-6

GraphiteDC Arc 2 x 10-6

Neutron Activation (10!3 n/cm2/see) 6 X 10-9

IsotopicDilution 10-’0

Isotopicdilution analysishas been used to measure mercury traces in

rice.1g4

c. Backscatteringof Beta Radiation

Whti a beam of electronsstrikes a piece of matter, an appreciable

number may be reflectedas a result of single and multiple scattering

processeswith the nuclei and electronsof the reflector. The intensity

of the reflectedelectronsincreaaeswith increa~ingthicknessof the

scatterer. For thicknessesgreater than approximatelyone third of the

range of the electrone,saturationscatteringis achieved. A further

increase in thicknessdoes not contributeanythingto the intensityof the
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refldctedelectrons. The ratio of the measured activity of a beta source

with reflectorto that without reflectoria called the backscattering

factor and is virtually independentof the msximum beta energy for energies

greater than 0.6 MeV. Both, the intensityof the scatteredelectrone,Is,

and their maximum energy after the scatteringprocess, E are functionsof
s’

the atomic number of the scattererand can be estimatedfrom the empiricallgs

equations:

2/3
I = A-IO-Z , and
s

E= = B. EoZ’/3,

where Z is the atomic number of the scattering nuclei, 10 the intensity of

the incident electrons, E. their maximum energy, and A and B are geometry

coefficients. In multicomponenttixtures, the element t,obe determined

should be 15-20

“As beta sources

and Ru1°6-Rh106

units of Z greater than the remainderof the components.

T1204 (Emm -0.76 MeV), Sr90-Y90 (EW -2.18 MeV),

(Ema -3.51 MeV) have been used. In practice,once a

suitable geometry for the measurementhas been established,a calibration

curve relating percent reflectedintensitywith mercury concentrationis

generated. Provided the atomic numbers of the elementsaccompanying

mercury are about 15 units less than 80, the calibrationcurve should be

a straight line over a wide concentntion ranEe. This method has found

limiteduse to measure mercury concentrationsin pharmaceuticalprepara-

tions1g6and in ore enrichmentproducts.1e8,197

3.

the

the

Counting

An examinationof Table X.XVIIshows that Hglg’’lg’mand lig203are”

productswhich permit the measurementof mercury concentrationswith

highest sensitivity. indeed these nuclides are @nerally used for

activationanalyses. ln the followingdiscussioncountingmethods for

these nuclideswill be treated in some detail. Although the decay schemes
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of Hg197Jlgm and Hg203 are presented”inTable 11, it nay be useful to

summarizebriefly their predominantfeatures.

Xass 197

(a) About 97 percent of all Iiglgm nuclei formed in an irradiation

undergo an isomerictransition’toHS197 under emission of 0.134 MeV and

0.164 MeV Zamma rays which are internallyconvertedto 66 percent and

92.5 percent, respectively. The result of this internalconversionprocess

is the emissionof Hg K X-rays of an average energy of 68 KeV.

(b) The nuclide Hg1g7 decays to 98 percent by electroncapture to

the first excited state of AU197 which results in the emissionof Au K

X-rays. The excitedAU197 nuclei then decay to their ground state by

emission of a 77 KeV gamma ray.

In order to measure the mixture Hg
197m

and Hg197 by gamma spectro-

metry, only the region between O and 150 KeV is of interest. Examplesof

gamma flpectraof HglgP + Hg197 and lig1g7are presented in Figures 38 and 39,

respectively.lgeAmong other things, these spectra show that a NaI (Tl)

detectorcannot resolve the 68 KeV and 77 KeV peaks. It may be instructive

to compute the number of gamma and X-ray quanta with energies in the

68-77 KeV region produced in 100 disintegrationsof,each of the nuclides

Hglg7m and [1g197. The necessarydata]g9~200are summarizedin Table XLI.

At an atomic number of 80, the electroncapture proceeds to about 86 percent

via K capture;the remainderis mostly L capture. The fluorescenceyield

is 96 percent at Z I 8G, so that 82 K X-rays are emitted per 100 electron

2o1,202 The total nmber of quanta emittedby Hg197m andcapture processes.

Hg197 per 100 disintegrationsin the energy range 68-77 KeV then i.SfOr

Hgl$!h: [(3 X 0.66 X 0.96)

Hg197: [(99 X 0.86 X 0.96)

In order to estimatea

should take

decrease of

+ 20.7 + 15.5] = 38.7, and for

+ 0.5 + 29] = 111.2.

realisticdetection limit for mercury one

into considerationthe followingthree factorswhich cause a

the photo peak count rates:
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Figure 38. Gamma spectrum of the parent-daughterpair 24-hourHgi97m-65-hour

lIg197.
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Figure39. Gamma spectrumof 65-hourHgl97.
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TABLE XLI. Low energy X- and gamma rays Trom Hglsm end H~ ‘7.

No. of 68-77 KeV
Gamma Percent No. of K X-rays Quanta per 100

Nuclide Energy (MeV) Unconverted Per Gamma Ray Disintegrations

Hg197m 0.164 4.5 4.6 20.7

0.134 31 0.5 15.5

@97 0.192 0.5 1 1).5

0.077 29 0 29

(a) The efficiencyofNaI (Tl) detectors for

which is estimated203~204to be of the order of 40

standard size of 3 inch diameter x 3 inch thick is

and Killick153pointed out, that an improvedphoto

ratio can be realizedwith a thin (0.25 in. thick)

60-80 KeV gamma quanta

percent provided the

used. However,Morris

peak-to-Comptonbackground

NaI (Tl) detector. High

energy (>150 Ke~ gamma quanta have a much lower probabilityof interacting

with the NaI (Tl) detector than low energy gamma rays. In general thin

NaI (Tl) detectorswill be advantageouswhere low energy gamma rays are to

be counted in the presence of high energy gamma quanta.

(b) When gamma quanta in the 33-150 KeV range are”countedwith a

NaI (Tl) detector, for energy photo peak of energy E, an “escape peak” of

energy (E-28.6Ke~ appears in the spectrum,resultingin a slight lowering

of the photo peak countingrate. This reductionbecomes more appreciable,

the closer the energy of the photo peak approachedthe absorptionedge of

iodine at 33.6 KeV. For the case of Hg1g7 and Hg19m, this effect has been

estimatedto be about 10 percent.205

The total photo peak efficiencyas well as the photo peak efficiency ‘

without any escape peak interferencehas been computedby Gorski.206s207

(c) A chemical recovery of less than 100 percent clearlymeans a

further reductionin activity. h alternativeway of measuringHglg7 and

Hg1g7m would be by X-ray counting using a Xc-filledproportionalcou.nter.155,208

The dimensionsand the pressure inside such a counter can be chosen to
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assure almost completeabsorptionof the

lower efficiencyfor X-rays in the 60-80

counter makes a thin NaI (Tl) detector a

Mass 203

Of lesser importance

useful for tracer studies

an excited state of T1203

excitedT1203 then decays

for activation

X-rays. However, the appreciably

KeV range of the

better choice.

proportional

analysis,but possiblymore

is the 47-day Hg203. This nuclide decays to

by emissionof 0.208 MeV beta particles. The

to its ground state

gamma ray. The decay scheme of Hg203 is very

measurementof this nuclide either by beta or

by emissionof a 0.279 MeV

well known and suggests

gamma counting. Again,

gamma countingis preferableover beta counting,since no corrections

for self-absorption,absorptionin air and

scatteringare necessary. A

in Figure 40.

For countingmethods of

typical gamma

other mercury

counterwindow, and for back-

spectrumof Hg203 is presented

isotopesthe reader is referred

to papers describingtheir formation. An initial source for such references

are the tables by Lederer,Hollanderand Perlman.1

v. DISSOLUTIONMETHODS

Mercury is completelyvolatilizedwhen its compoundsor substances

containingthe element are ignited or fused with Na2C03 or Na202. Mercury

is partiallyvolatilizedwhen solutionscontainingits salts, particularly”

HgC12, are boiled or evaporatedon a steam bath. The amount of mercury

lost when a mercury solutionis evaporatedto dryness on a steam bath

aPPears to depend more on the shape of the vessel than on the concentration

of mercury in the”solution.204 However, experiencehas shown153that

inorganicsamples such as rocks.ormeteoritescan be dissolvedin cchcen-

trated HF and in the presenceof Hg carrier on a steam bath without loss of

mercury activitybefore the exchangewith the Hg carrierwas compiete.
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Figure 40. Gamma spectnnn of 47 day Hg203.
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During

mercury are

the wet oxidationof organic materials,variable amounts of

always lost because of the high volatilityof the element and

its compounds. The amounts of mercury lost under a variety of heating

conditionsare presented in Figure 41, taken from Gorsuch’sthoroughstudy

on the recovery of trace elements in organic and biologicalmaterials.210

In order to measure true mercury concentrationsin organic substances,

completedecompositionof the organicmatter is a must. Incomplete

decompositionis undesirablesince mercury combinesreadily with organic

radicaisto form volatile and covalentcompoundswhich will lead to incomplete

extractionat a later stage in the separationprocedure.

# 0“”
-Iou -
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m.

,F-+--- - 203
: 1’;.
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e
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$ /’ K
so- -150E
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z ,/’
s #.*-- --+- ~
2 .

—!‘%— 3!m
Volurneolacld rnlxtured, stilled. ml

Figure 41. Loss of mercury by distillationwhen acid
mixture was heated under differentconditions;X, acid
mixture alone, O, acid mixture with 1 ml of concentrated
hydrochloricacid;❑, acid mixture in stream of carbon
dioxide;A, acid mixture with 0.5 g of glycine. The
broken line curve, O, is the temperature-volumedistilled
curve for the nitric-perchloric-sulphuricacid mixture.

Gorsuch210suggesteda very efficientmethod for the wet oxidationof

organicmatter in a closed system in which mercury is retainedquantitatively

and which is reproducedbelow: ~~... as mercury has been shown to distill

from systems containingperchlorlcacid and organicmatter, it is obviously

necessaryto make some provision for the collectionof the distillate.

This is achievedby

apparatus,a liquid

using the

heated in

apparatusshown

the flask would

100

in Figure 42.

reflux through

With this

tap A, resemoir



B and the condenser. If the tap were then turned through 90°, the distillate

would rise up the side connectionD, condense,and fall into the reservoir,

where it”wouldbe retained. A further 90° turn of the tap would allow the

Figure 42. Apparatusfor controlleddecompositionof organicmaterial.

condensateto run out through side-a~ C. If a diluted mixture of nitric,

perchloricand sulphuricacids were heated, with the tap in the second

position,nitric acid and water would distill into B; this would cause the

temperatureof the solutionremainingin the flask to rise. The whole

system can be stabilizedat any particulartemperatureby running the

condensateout of B and turning the tap to the reflux

oxidationpotential can thus be steadily increasedor

Pijck, Iloste, and Gillis investigatedthe losses

position. The

held constant ... “

of selectedtrace

elementsduring mineralizationof organic material and found that on the

average less than 5 percent of mercury could be recoveredafter heatin~

the samples to 400 ‘C for 24 hours.211

VI. COLLECTIONOF DETAILED RADIOCKEMICALPROCEDURESFOR MERCURY

In the following,detailedproceduresare presented for the separation

of mercury activitiesfrom various matrices ranging from ultrapuremetalE to
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biologicalsamples. The procedures

to the method of separatingmercury

are arranged,quite arbitrarily,according

from the matrix into radiochemicalmethods

(Procedures1-20), volatilization(Procedures21-30), electrochemicaldisplac-

ement(Procedures31 and 32), isotopicdilution (Procedures33 and 34), radio-

metry (Procedure35), isotopicexchange (Procedure36), and lastly,a calor-

imetricmethod (Procedure37), recommendedfor standardizing

PROdEDURE 1.

carrier solutions.

A Neutron-ActivationStudy of the Volubilityof Mercury in Water

Source: S. S. Choi andD. G. Turk, J. Chem. Sot. (London)~,

StandardSolution

A standardsolutionwas preparedby dissolving0.24220 g of

chloride in 250 ml of distilledwater, then diluting 5 ml to 100

dilute sulfuric acid; acid is necessary to prevent adsorptionby

and the only relevantwork23 reports that sulfuricacid contains

= impuritythan do the other mineral acids. The final solution

48.44 @ml; its density at 25 ‘C was 0.9914 g/ml.

p. 4080.

mercuric

ml with

the glasszlz

less mercury

contained

By a techniquesimilar to that describedbelow, 1 drop of freshly.

prepared solutionwas transfened to a weighed silica irradiationphial of

4 mm diameter,and the weight of solutionin the phial was determined.

Distilledwater was then added to dilute the solution in the phial

(-lO-fold),and to give a depth of solutionapproximatelythe same as in

the phials containingsolutionsamples. The phial was subsequentlysealed

and treated in the same way as the solution samples. The dilutionof the

standardsolutionwas necessary for two purposes. First, attenuationof the

neutron flux is reduced, since self-shieldingfalls off exponentiallywith

decreasingconcentrationand should be negligiblewith the diluted solution.

Secondly,any differencesin the effectiveneutron flux receivedby sample

and standard,due to inhomogeneity, are minimizedby keeping the depth of

solutionthe same in both cases.
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Sampling,Packing, and Neutron Bombardment

Great care was taken to avoid contaminationduring sampling,especially

since laboratoryair normally containsappreciablequantitiesof mercury

vaporz3 and since mercury is stronglyadsorbed on glass.zlz To avoid the

first difficultythe thermostat-bathswere placed in an office room where

chemicalswere not handled. The silica irradiationphials were prepared in

advance,cleaned as describedabove, and heated to red heat to drive off

adsorbedmaterial, and both ends were then sealed until required. The tubes,

and similarlytreated silica samplingpipettes,were stored in a desiccator

until required.

Immediatelybefore sampling,three phials”were opened and a thin silica

funnelw= inserted in the neck of each to prevent liquid wetting the neck

during the filling. The samplingpipette was meanwhile opened and placed in

a silica guard-tubeheated electricallyto a temperatureslightlyabove that

of the solution in question. The solutionvessel was next raised to be half-

immersed in the thermostat-bathand the top was broken off at a previous

knife-mark;the samplingpipette was washed through with solution,which was

rejected,and an

which was cooled

operationneeded

Two ssmples were

water to provide

appropriatevolume of solutionwas transferredto the phial,

in ice. The phial was then quickly sealed. The whole

about 1 minute. The weight of solutionwas determinedlater.

taken from each solution;the third phial containeddistilled

a control test of the samplingprocedure.

All the sealed phials were tested by heating at 100 for 24 hours, and

then packed in the standardaluminum irradiationcan. Each can contained

2 pairs of samples and a pair of standards,as well as 2 control tests with

sufficientsilica wool to prevent movement. As far as possible, each phial

was placed symmetricallyin the can with respect to its duplicate. Calcu-

lationsbased on the equation given by Hughes157 showed that flux depression

shouldbe negligibleunder these conditions.

The solutionswere irradiatedfor approximately1 week in BEPO at pile

factor 12. No phials burst. After transportto the laboratory,the cans
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were left for 1-1/2 days to cool; the phials were then removed,washed

extensivelywith alcohol and water, and finally immersedovernightin aqua

regia. The phials were again thoroughlywashed with waterbefore chemical

treatment.

Chemical Separationof RadioactiveMercury

Althoughy-ray spectrometrywas used in the counting,the presence of

foreign activitieswith energies similar to those being detected is always

possible. For example,Leliaert213has shown that appreciableactivitiesmay

arise from the impuritiespresent in the silica. Chemical separationof the

active mercury was thereforecarried out before counting.

The phial (either standard or sample)was first centrifugedto collect

all the liquid at the bottom of the tube, and the solutionthen frozen in

liquid air before being broken open. This freezingwas necessarybecause of

the considerablepressure[at room temperature)of the gaseous radiolysis

products. Both parts of the broken phial were placed in a flask containing

inactivemercury carrier (15 mg for solution,30-45 mg for standard)in

3.5M-nitricacid. The phial was completelycoveredwith acid (-15ml)

which was forced into any empty spaces with a dropper; all washingswere

returnedto the flask,whose contentswere gently refluxed for 1 hour.

This treatmentcompletelyremoved active mercury from the phial, and also

ensured that active and carriermercury had the same chemical form. The

broken pieces of the phial were removed, and the washings,and ,thosefrom

“thecopdenser,were added to the flask. Since nitric acid does not attack

silica, this teratmentshould not bring any foreignactivitiesinto solution.

Hydrogen sulfide was passed through the solutionfor about 1 hour,

precipitatingmercuric sulfide;the solutionwas wazmed on a water-bath

during the early part of this period. Oxidationof the precipitateby nitric

acid does not occur if hydrogen sulfide is always present in excess.212 me

precipitate was finallycollectedby centrifugationand washed twice with

2~-hydrochloricacid. The precipitatewas dissolvedin a few drops of aqua

regia; 3 ml of concentratedhydrochloricacid were added to this solutionand
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the mixture evaporatedalmost to dryness to

acid (20 ml) and silver nitrate solution (1

remove nitric acid.

mg of Ag+ per ml; 5

2M-hydrochloric

ml) were added;

this silver chlorideprecipitationscavengesout any foreign activities,and

also removes any colloidalsulfur present. This scavengingwas repeated;

and mercuric sulfide then precipitatedfrom the dilute hydrochloricacid solution.

The centrifugedprecipitate,waswashed (twicewith dilute hydrochloric

acid, twice with water, once with acetone), and the acetone slurry was filtered

through a constant-weightglass-woolfilterpaper (Watezmanglass paper,

W. and P. Balston Ltd.). Each filter was dried at 105° for 1-1/2 hour

in a separatePetri dish to prevent cross-contamination;in addition,a

similar weight of inactivemercuric sulfidewas dried at the same time to

check for possible contaminationin the drying process. The chemicalyield

of mercury was obtained from the weight of the dry precipitate. The filter

paper and precipitatewere mounted on

drops of Perspex solution;after this

with Sellotape.

y-Ray Spectrometry

an aluminumcountingtray with a few

had evaporated,the sample was covered

The counter consistedof a 1“ x 1“ NaI (Tl) crystal and photomultiplier

tube coupled via a linear amplifierto either a “Philips”single-channel

pulse-heightanalyzer,or a 50-channelanalyzer. The radiochemicalpurity

of each precipitatewas

300 keV region with the

spectrumof 11o170,with

spectrum,reproducedin

on the low-energyside;

higher-energyradiation

The final activity

68-77 keV band by using

checked by recording its y-ray spectnnn in the 30-

50-channelanalyzer,and by comparingthis with the

photo peaks at 84 (y) and 49 (X-ray)keV. A typical

Figure 43, shows the 68-77 keV photo peak broadened

the resolutionis -25%. The Compton scatteringfrom

is negligiblein this region.

measurementinvolved counting the pulses in the

the single-channelanalyzer. The sampleswere

placed about 0.4 cm from the front surface of the crystal. At least

1.5 x 104 counts were recorded for each sample, thus reducing the statis-
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Figure 43.

Encrqy (KeV)

197+197m
y-Ray.spectrumof Hg (full line),
and of Tm170 (brokenline).

tical error to below 1 percent. This number of counts could be recorded

in a time sufficientlyshort that no decay correctionfor decay was

necessary.

The Determinationof Mercury

Source: O. F. C. Morris and

PROCEDURE 2.

in Rocks by Neutron ActivationAnalysis.

R. A. Killick,Talanta~, 781 (1964).

Irradiation

About 0.8 g samples of rock were accurately

cylindricalaluminum capsulesof 6 mm diameter.

\

weighed and sealed in

Standardswere prepared

by weighing out 0.1 ml aliquotsof a dilute standardsolutionof mercuric

nitrate (50 mg of Hg/liter) into silica tubes of 4 mm internaldiameter.

The silica tubes were sealed with a burner, the lowerparts being

to avoid any possibilityof lossesby evaporation.

and standardswere packed togetherwith silica wool

Containersof

in a standard

cooled

samples

1 inch

diameter x 3 inch long screw-topaluminum can, and sent to Hal-wellfor

irradiation. Irradiationswere for 6 days in a nuclear reactor at a thermal

flux of 1.2 x 1012 n/cm2 sec.
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RadiochemicalSeparation

Because of the complex nature of rocks, non-destructiveanalysisusing

scintillationspectrometrywas impossible. Cm the other hand, a simple

radiochemicalprocedure for separatingmercury from other contaminantswas

easily developed. Experimentaldetails are as follows.

Step 1: Remove the irradiationcapsulescontainingportions of rock

from the can, open them, and transfer the samples to 60 ml platinum crucibles,

each containing1 ml of standardmercury

nitrate in 1 M nitric acid; standardized

diamine) copper [11) tetra-iodornercurate

littlewarm 6 M nitric acid and transfer

crucibles (Note 1).

carrier [10 mg of Hg/ml as mercuric

gravimetricallywith bis(ethylene-

(11)]. Wash out the capsuleswith a

the

Step 2: To each sample add 10 ml of 40

cover the crucible looselywith the platinum

washings quantitativelyto the

percent hydrofluoricacid,

lid, and digest on a steam-bath

until the sample has completelydissolved. Add 3 ml of 9 ~perchloric acid

and 2 ml of 16 M nitric acid, and heat the mixture till white fumes of

perchloricacid begin to be given off, taking care to avoid spattering.

Replace the cover loosely,and continue to heat for about 5 minutes at a

temperatureat which the perchloricacid fumes moderatelybut does not

rapidly evaporate. Ileatfor 5-10 minutes longer and finally evaporatecare-

fully almost to dryness (Note 2).

Step 3: Transfer the residue with 10 ml of water to a 50 ml centrifuge

tube. Add 5-6 drops of 20% stannouschloride solution. Centrifugeand

discard the supemate. Wash the precipitateof mercury (I) chloride

thoroughlywith water and ethanol. Discard the supernates.

Step 4: Slurry the mercurous chloridewith acetone and transfer to the

bottom of a long cold-fingercondenserpacket (17 x 2 cm) using a long-

tipped dropping pipette for the purpose. Evaporate”the acetonewith gentle

heating. Cover the solid mercurous chloridewith powdered iron, and insert

the cold finger.’Apply increasingheat from a microbumer, and maintain the

flame for a few minutes to drive all the mercury onto the tip of the cold
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finger (Note 3). Allow to cool completelybefore,removing the jacket and

replacingit with enother containing6 drops of 12 M hydrochloricacid and 4—

drops of 16 ~nitric acid. Gently distill the acid onto the finger (water

flow now shut off) until the gray film of mercury is dissolved. Cool again

and dismantle,rinsing the cold fingerthoroughly as it is withdrawn.

Step 5: Transfer the acid solution from the outer jacket to a 50 ml

centrifugetube. Wash thoroughlywith water and add the washings to the

contentsof the centrifugetube. Make the resultingsolution faintly

ammoniacaland add 5 ml of 2 percent potassiumiodide solution. Heat on a

steambathand add, dropwise,a hot concentratedaqueous solutiomof

bis(ethylenediamine)copper (II) nitrate. Allow to cool to room temperature.

Centrifuge,wash the precipitateseveral times with a solutioncontaining

0.2 g of KI and 0.2 g of [Cu enz] (N03)2”ZH20in 200 ml

with ethanol. Slurry the precipitatewith ethanol onto

counting tray and dry under an infrared lamp. Cool and

the chemicalyield (usually-80 percent).

of water, and then

a weighed aluminum

weigh to determine

Treatmentof IrradiatedMercury Standards

At a suitabletime open the silica irradiationtubes containingthe

mercury standards. Using a transferpipette drawn out almost to a p?int,

transfer the irradiatedmercury solutionquantitativelyto a 50 ml volumetric

flask. Make up to the mark with 3 M nitric acid. Transfer a 10 ml aliquot—

to a 50 ml centrifugetube containing1 ml of stan&rd mercury carrier.

Precipitate [Cu en2][Hg14],mount, dry and weigh it as describedin Step 5

of the procedure for rock samples.

Notes

(1) Where pieces of rock, as opposed to powdered samples,are irradiated,

remove surface contaminationby cleaningwith warm 6 M nitric acid. After

attack of the cleaning solutionhas proceeded for 1.5 minutes, remove the

“portionof rock and wash.it thoroughlywith water.
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(2) When an irradiatedstandardwas put through Steps 1 and 2 of the

radiochemicalprocedure,it was found that no loss of radiomercuryoccurred

before exchangewith carrier had been achieved.

(3) The vapor pressure of mercury at 400 ‘C is 2.07 atm.

Activity Determination

The electromagneticradiation from Hg197 in final precipitatesfrom

samples and standardswere measured at constantgeometryby scintillation

spectrometry. A thin [3 inch diameterx 0.25 inch thick) NaI (Tl) crystal

with a berylliumwindow was used as a detectorto reduce the effect of any

high-energygamma radiation. The Hg197 spectrumwas generallystudied after

3 days from the end of irradiationin the re,gion0-150 keV. This region is

lower than the Compton distributionresulting from any higher-energygamma

rays, and the backgroundis relativelylow and flat. With the present

techniquethe 68-keV X-rays and 77-keV gamma rays could not be resolved.

The activityof Hg1g7 was determinedfrom the area under the composite

pesk. Backgroundcorrectionwas made by extrapolationof the Compton

contribution. This method of subtractionproved practicaland reproducible,

althougha more refinedmethod could possibly be devised. A self-absorption

co?ection cu~eJ prepared in the “conventionalm~ner by precipitating

differentamounts of [Cu en2][Hg14]with fixed amounts of mercury, showed

that with the range of weights of precipitatesobtained from the radiochemical

procedurecount rates could be compareddirectly. A total photopeakarea of

100 cpm was consideredto be the practical

PRCCEDURE 3.

Hg206 As a BranchingMember of the Uranium

Source: Wolf, Lux, and Born, Radiochimica

Procedure

limit of detection.

Series

Acts ~, 206 (1964).

This separationprocedure is carried out in a

be kept under a slight negativepressure and which
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should have a clean



(uncontaminated)access port. A nitric acid solutionof Rail,RaE, and

~F (Pb210,Bi210, and Po210) is pipetted in an evaporationapparatuswhich

is closed toward the atmosphereby means of a NaOH wash bottle and a charcoal

filter. The solution is slowly and carefullybrought to dryness, then taken

up by gentle warmin~ in about 2.5 ml of 0.51 HN03 and transferredin an

Erlenmeyerflask for neutralization. The pH of this solution,measuredwith

a glass electrode,is adjusted to 2.6 with dilute NaOH.

PreliminarySeparationof RaE and RaF

A mercuric oxide

yellow HgO) is washed

the effluenthas a pH

neutralizedRaD, E, F

bed, about 2 cm in diameter and

with water, acidifiedwith N?J03

of 3 at a flow rate of 0.5 to 1

2 cm high (-12 g

to a pl{of 2.6, until

ml/minute. The

solution is transferredfrom the Erlenmeyerflask to

the HgO bed and filteredthrough it under vacuum. The filtrateis set aside

and may be worked up later since it contains small amounts of RaD (Pb210).

The bulk of RsD, about 95 percent, is washed from the HgO bed with water,

acidifiedwith HN03 to a pH of 2.6. The collectionflask under the HgO

bed contains 20 mg of Hg
+2

carrier in 0.3 ml glacial acetic acid. The

remainderof the RaD is waahed from the bed with 5 ml of water (PH 2.6)

and aet aaide to be worked up later.

Separationof HR206 from RaD and from Small Amounte of RaE, RaF. RaE”.

To the solutionwhich contains the bulk of I&D and Hg carrier, 10 pg

-l-t
Ba is added followedby 1 ml of a 5 percent NaCl solutionand

saturatedNa-acetate❑olution. The mixture is allowed to stand

Hg206 grow in RaD.

0.1 ml

to let

In order to perform rapidly the followingseparationsteps, five

“filtrationelements”were connected in series. One such filtration

element is shown in Figure 44.

The initial precipitateis transferredto a frit and dried under

vacuum. By opening slightly the lower stopper,airenters the frit and

svirla up the precipitate. Through sidearmb, fregh c&rrier and reagents
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Figure ~. FiltrationElement; a, b, sidearma for the addition
of reagents,c to be connectedto a vacuum line.

are admitted to the filtrate. After thoroughmixing, more precipitantia

added through sidearm a. After precipitationand venting, solutionand

precipitateare allowed to reach the frit of the followingfiltration

elementwhere above process ia repeated.

Step 1

To the aged RaD solution,0.3 ml of a 5 percent solutionof

Na2Cr207.2H20ia added, mixed thoroughly,and RaD is precipitated. The

mixture, solutionand precipitate,are tranaferredto the filtration

aPParatuadescribedabove and filtered througha glass frit.

Step 2

To the filtrate from step 1, 10 pg of Ba
+1-

and 0.2 pg of Pb+ in

0.3 ml of 2~ acetic acid and 0.1 ml of a 5 percent solutionof.NaCl are

added. The solution is mixed by bubbling air through it. Through the

second sidearm 0.25 ml of Na2Cr207 solutionis added and after thorough

mixing ia filtered through a membrane filter into a second filtration

element.

Step 3

Repeat Step 2.

Step 4

In the third filtrationelement,6 Vg

concentratedHC1 are added to the filtrate

+3
of Bi carrier in 0.3 ml of

and mixed; throughone sidearm
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15 mg KCN in 0.5.ml water are added.
i+

The cyanide ions form with lig

undisBociatedHg(CN)2. Through the second sidearm 250 ug of (NH4)2HP04in

1 ml of water is added to precipitateBiP04 which carries the RaE (Bi210).

The mixture is filteredthrough a membrane filter.

Step 5

A 8olutionof 100 ug SnC12 in 1 ml of concentratedHC1 la placed

inside the fourth filtrationelement.

with the filtratefrom Step 4, Hg2C12

a fine filter paper: The.precipitate

and twice with 1 ml of alcohol-ether,

As soon aa this solution is mixed

precipitateswhich ia filteredthrough

i9 waehed twfce with 1 ml of 2 ~ HC1

then removed from the glove box,

dried for 30 aecondawith hot air, and counted.

The time required from first filtrationto the beginningof the

counting is about 5 minutes, the chemicalrecoveryof mercury is of the

order of 50-70 percent. For clarity, the entire separationscheme is

diagramed in Figure 45. Some importantdecontaminationfactors are listed

in Table XLII.

~D, E,F

(Pb2’0,Bi2’OrPo2’0)

I k
CARRIER

h

cfiR,m kD
m

(%2’7 A

Figure”45. Scheme for the isolation

of lig206from KaD.

.J-
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TABLE XLII. Decontaminationfactors for some elements.

Decontamination
Prelim. Factors

Element Sepfn. Precipit.Procedure Total

Pb >108 >108

B?. 2 x 102 s x 105 108

Po 5 x 103 2 x 102 106

“rl 2 x 102 2 x 102 4 x 104

PROCIHXIRl:4

Determination of Mercury in Wl)eatand Tobacco Leaf by Neutron Activation
Analysis Usinfi?Tercury-197 and a Simple Exchange Separation

Source: C. K. Kim and J. Silverman, Anal. Chem. 37, 1616 (1965).

Apparatus

Samples were counted using a RIl)L200 channel analyzer equipped with

a 2 x 2 inch NaI (Tl) well type detector (1 x l-1/2-inchwell size). The

reflux condenser used was a Friedrichs Drip Tip type ‘$24/40; total length,

350 mm. A standard solution of mercury was prepared by dissolving:a known

weight of mercuric oxide in reagent grade concentrated nitric acid and

diluting with demineralized water to give 48.2 Vg per ml of mercury in a

final concentration of O.1~ nitric acid.

The tobacco leaves were dried in an oven at 45 ‘C for two weeks prior

to analysis.

Sample Irradiation

A weighed sample was transferred to a polyethylene vial. Mercury eva-

poration was minimized by coating the vials with paraffin, and the temperature

of the reactor at the loading site was maintained at less than 30 ‘C. The

vials were positioned side by side within a polyethylene bottle along with a

vial containing the standard mercuric nitrate solution and irradiated in the
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Universityof ?larylandreactor. The peak thermalneutron flux at the sample

-2
positionwas 1.4 x 1011 neutrons cm

-1
Bec .

Procedure

The irradiatedsample was,transferredto a 50 ml round bottomed

distillingflask containing3 ml of concentratednitric acid. About

50 pg of mercury carrierwere added snd the flask was connectedto a

reflux condenser. The sample was refluxed for 20 minutes using a Glas-Col

heater. A 1 to 1.5 ml portion of concentratedsulfuricacid was added

through the side arm of the condenser,and heating was continuedfor an

additional25 minutes. The flask was cooled with an ice bath, and

disconnectedfrom the condenser. The otit~i~e,of the flask was warmed to..

about 80 ‘C to eliminatenitrogen dioxide &d’ was then r~laced in the.

ice bath.

The solutionwas diluted with 2 ml of water and about 5 ml of concen-

trated ammoniumhydroxidewere added dropwiseuntil a solutionwith a pH of

1 to 2 was obtained. The solutionwas transferredto a 30 ml Boston

bottle and 0.5 gram of ammoniumbromide was added; the bottle was shaken to

dissolve the salt. A 0.050 ml portion of triple-distilledmercury was added

with a microliterpipet; the bottle”was capped and shaken for 5 minutes.

The mercury droplet was separatedfrom the solutionby passing the mixture

through a fritted glass disc. The mercury was washed with water and acetone,

and the droplet was transferredto a Lusteroidcentrifugetube (1 x 3.5

inches) for countingpurposes. The mercury droplet was dissolvedby adding

6 to 7 drops of concentratednitric acid; vQlume was made to 10 ml with

water.and counted in the spectrometer. The 68 to 77-keV photo peak region”

was”measuredto determinethe mercury content.

PROCEDURE5

Determinationof )Iercuryin Human

Source: Comar et al., Bull. Sot.

Blood by ActivationAnalysis

Chim. France~, 56
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Preparationand Irradiationof Samples

In the preparationof samples, extreme care must be exercisedto

avoid contaminationby mercury vapors which often occur in laboratory

Everythingwhich comes in contactwith the blood to be

washed in detergent solution,rinsed first with dilute

with bidistilledwater, and finally dried.

The blood is withdrawn and placed in a centrifuge

air.

analyzed should be

nitric acid, then

tube which contains

a drop of heparin. A fraction (0.3 - 1.0 “ml)of this blood sample is trans-

ferred to a quartz ampoule of about 8 mm o.d. and about 40 mm long. The

open end of this ampoule had been drawn out before filling in order to avoid

decompositionof the sample during sealing. The weight differenceof the

quartz sample tubes before and after filling representsthe weight of blood

to be irradiated.

Standards are prepared by dissolvingsufficientHgC12 in bidistilled

water to give a final’mercuryconcentrationof 0.1 pg/ml. About 0.5 ml of

this solutionare used as standard and are also sealed in quartz tubes.

The sample and standardtubes are packed in groups of five inside a cylindrical

aluminum tube after wrapping each ampoule in quartz wool to avoid breakage

during handling. The aluminum tubes are sealed and irradiatedfor seven days

at a thermal flux of 1.6 x 10]3 neutrons/cm2sec.

After irradiation,the samples are allowed to cool for 8-15 days,

after which time the residual radioactivityhas practicallydecayed.

Extractionof Mercury from Samples

Before opening, the quartz ampotilesare washed with nitric acid and

rinsed with distilledwater to be certain that all traces of mercury which

may have contaminatedthe outside of the quartz containerbefore irradiation,

has been removed. Before the sample tubes are opened, it is recommendedto

immerse them in liquid nitrogen to liquifyall gaseous decompositionproducts

fonmed during irradiation. The samples and the fragmentsfrom the quartz

ampoule are placed in a 50-ml flask and 200.0 mg Hg as HgC12 is added as
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carrier. After addition of 2 ml concentrated sulfuric acid, the excess water

is distilled and collected in a bubbler containing some powdered KMnOh to

retain any volatilized mercury. The final decomposition of the organic

matter is accomplished by adding 4 ml of 30 percent 11202and boiling uncler

reflux for 5-10 minutes. After coolin~, the decomposition is completed by

adding 2 ml of fuming nitric acid and boiling until the solution is clear.

The distillate obtained at the beginning of the decomposition procedure

is added to the solution resulting from the oxidation; the KMn04 is reduced

by addition of 4 ml of a saturated hydroxylamine sulfate solution. The clear

liquid noti is filtered through a bed of quartz wool to remove quartz splinters

from the sample ampoule. The mercury, already reduced by the hydroxylamine,

is precipitated with concentrated ammonia. After recantation, the precipitate

agglomerates into a small sphere which is washed first with dilute hydrochloric

acid, then dried with acetone.

The radiochemical purity of this mercury sphere is not sufficiently high

for precision activity measurements. In fact, it is very possible that

during the precipitation of mercury, traces of gold and silver will form an

amalgam.

of about

weighing

200.0 mg

In a final purification step, the mercury is distilled in a vacuum

10-2 mm and the bright droplet of mercury is placed in a small

bottle. The weight of the mercury sphere is compared with the

of mercury added as carrier, and a chemical yiel(iis computed. The

mercury standards are taken through the same procedure as the samples.

Counting

In order to insure reproducible counting geometry for samples and standards,

the mercury drop is placed in a weighing bottle and is dissolved in 0,5 ml

concentrated nitric acid. The wei,qhingbottle (-2 cm o.d.) is placed directly

on top of the aluminum can of a scintillation detector. The counting geometry

is very close to 2 x under these conditions and the counting efficiency for

both the 6S keV X-ray of Hg1g7 and the 279 keV gamma ray of lIg203are close

to 15 percent.
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The ,gammacounter is mounted in a lead shield of 10 cm wall thicknessand

is connectedto a 100 channel analyzer. The samples are counted for about

1000 minutes. Mercury concentrationsare determinedin the usual reamer by

comparingsample and standardcount rates. The number of pulses registered

by the detector can be determined in two ways:

a. By measurementof the area under the 68 keV or 279 keV photopeaks

dependingwhether the counting is done early or late after the end of the

irradiation. The mercury determinationbased on the area under the Hg197

photopeak is about 30 times as sensitive than that based on thearea under

the Hg203 photopeak,provided the sample countingis done not later than

15 days after irradiation.

The Compton contributionto,the photopeakis determinedby extrapolating

that portion of the spectrumwhich correspondsto energieshigher than the

photopeakby a horizontal line. The area under the photopeak

measured either graphicallyby summing the pulses accumulated

under the peak and subtractingthe Compton contribution.

then is

in each channel

In a sample containing1 x 10-3 vg of mercury, the relative standard

deviation in the measurementof the Hg203 activity in 0.85 percent under

above irradiationconditions. t{owever,by decreasingthe statisticalrequire-

ments it is possible to measure mercury concentrationsof the order of

2 x 10-4 pg, which appears

b. By measurementof

out a precise measurement,

to be the limit of this method.

the amplitudeof the photopeak.

the stabilityof the associated

In order to carry

electronicsmust

be extremelyhigh. By this method, only the number of counts accumulatedin

the central channel under the peak, correspondingto an energy band of 3 keV,

is utilized. Although this method is very fast, it should be used with great

caution.

PROCEDUTW 6.

Determimtion of Mercury Diffusion in Quartz

Source: G. Leliaert,Pure and Appl. Chem. ~, 121 (1960).
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Irradiationand Separation

Two quartz samples and a mercury standard are irradiatedsimultaneously”

for 7 days at a neutron flux of 5 x 1011 neutrons cm-z ‘1.sec

The quartz tubes with unknown mercury content are coated on the outside

with paraffin, so that only the inside can be dissolvedaway.

The samples are successivelyweighed, treatedwith 38 percent hydro-

fluoricacid containingone drop of concentratednitric acid and washed

twice with distilledwater. This series of operationsis repeated several

times.

The hydrofluoricacid and washing solutionsare combinedin polythene

centrifugetubes. To each of these mercury-containingsolutions2 ml of

mercuric nitrate solution (0.9 mg Hg/ml) is added as a mercury carrier. The

solutionsare mixed

(d = 1.40) in order

arsenic sulfides.

The mercury is

homogeneouslyand further acidifiedwith nitric acid

to minimize co-precipitation of copper, antimonyand

precipitatedas sulfide, the supematant solution is

decanted after centrifugation. The mercuric sulfideresidue is washed twice

with a dilute solution of hydrofluoric(lN) and nitric (0.lN)acids— —

with distilledwater. Filtrationis

No. 589 filter paper or on porcelain

treated in the same way.

finallydone on Schleicherand

filteringdiscs. The standard

and once

Schiil1

is

ActivityMeasurements

The low gamma and beta energy of the mercury isotopes formedpermit

easy purity control. Measurementshave been done by means of the multi-

channel RCL 256 gamma-ray spectrometer. As a result only Sb122 seemed to

be a source of interferencesparticularlywhen measuring g-a radiation

above 200 keV. The disintegrationratio of Sb122 and Hg203 has been

derived from the surfaceratio of the respectivephoto peaks and amounts

to 19 percent in the worst cases--two d“aysafter the end of irradiation.
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From this statementit seems that furtherpurificationof the isolated

mercuric sulfide is necessary. However, in gamma-raymeasurementsbetween

the limits of 60 and 85 keV interferenceby Sb122 is negligible. Under

these measuring conditionsno furtherpurificationis needed.

Determinationof Mercury in

Source: W. N. Crofford and

Introduction

Interest

PROCEDURE 7.

LiOH and L12C03

T. A.,Kovacina,

in gas purificationutilizing

the use of the neutron activationmethod as

by ActivationAnalysis

TID-7606 (1960).p. 248.

LiOH a~ a C02 absorbentprompted

a highly sensitiveanalytical

approachto the probl~ of determining the amount and fate of trace quantities

of mercury believed to be present in lithium compoundseither’naturallyor

artificially. Favorablecross sections for the reactionsHg1g6 (n,y)Hg1g7

and Hg202 (n,y)Hg203 insured the high sensitivityof about 0.1 pg Hg required.

The comparatormethod was used;.that1s, a sample of LiOH and Li2C03

containingunknown traces of Hg along with comparator containingknown amounts

of Hg were irradiatedin the Naval ResearchLaboratory’sSwimmingPool Reactor

(NRR).

of the

After radiochemicalseparation

known and unknownweights of Hg

Irradiation

Samples of

in weight, were

and purification, the gamma activities

were compared.

LiOH and Li2C03 to be irradiated, ranging from 300 to 400 mg

sealed in size number 1 gelatin capsules and individually

wrapped in l/4-roilMylar film. Two comparatorsof 50 and 100 pg of Hg, as

Hg(N03)2 in w“ater,were aliquotedonto a Mylar film and dried under a heat

lamp. The comparators were also sealed in gelatin capsules and

Mylar, The Mylar wrapping was necessary

after eight hours or more of irradiation
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The above sampleswere irradiatedin the NRR for,eight hours at a flux

of 1012 n/ai12/secfor a total nvt of 2.9 x 104.

RadiochemicalSeparations

The radiochemicalpurificationof the radioactiveHg was a modification

of the periodateprecipitationmethod.205 The samples of LiOH and Li2C03,

along with the comparators,were dissolvedin water and neutralizeddrop-

wise with concentratedHN03. M excess of 1-1/2 ml of concentratednitric

acid was added and the solutionwas diluted to 150 ml with water. Hold-

backs of CU(N03)2,?4aN03,H3P04 and H2S04 were added and the solutionwas

heated to the boiling point to facilitateexchange. Two grsms of potassium

periodatedissolvedin 50 ml of water were slowly added to the boiling

solution

1 hours,

crucible

and the precipitateof Hg5(106)2

after which time it w=” filtered

and washed with warm water. The

was allowed to digest for 1/2 to

through a medium, sintered-glass

precipitatewas dissolvedoff the

filter with hot, concentratedtlIJ03,diluted with 0.1tJHN03,and the above

radiochemicalpurificationprocedurewas twice repeated. After the final

precipitationand wash with hot water, the Hg5(I06)2precipitatewas dried

for an hour at 100 ‘C. The Hg5(I06)2was weighed in a gelatin capsule and

counted gamma wise. A yield of between 40 and 70% was obtained.

Countingwas begun on the purified samples-17 hours after removal from

the reactor. A well-typescintillationcounter with a 2 x 2 inch NaI (Tl)

crystal was used for gamma countingas well as for determiningthe y-spectnan

with a single channelanalyzer. Purity of the radioactiveHg was verified

by the y-spectrumand analysisof the y-decay curves.

An analysis of the decay curves and the spectra, even 17 hours after

removal from the reactor,did not show that any 24-hotrrHg197 was present.

The 65-hour isotopewas abundant for about seven days, after which time

48-day Hg203 began to appear.
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PR(XEDURE 8.

Separationof RadioactiveMercury Isotopes Prom Gold Targets

Source: G. Priedlanderand C. S. Wu, Phys. Rev. ~, 228

The neutron-bombardedgold targets were dissolved in aqua”regia,

a few milligramseach of mercuric chlorideand p.latinicchloridewere

added, and the solutionwas evaporatedto about 0,S cc. The residue was

taken up in water, and gold and mercury were then,extractedwith ethyl

acetateby the procedure

mercury was then carried

was finallyprecipitated

The pertinent steps

Appendix I.

of Noyes and Bray.17 Ihe separationof gold and

out accordingto Noyes and Bray. The mercury

in the form of the compoundHgO”HgINH2.

of the NoYes-Bray procaIure are presented in

APPENDIX I.

ANALYSIS OF 11-lE~LD GROUP

Solution ofHg, Au, Irl,.Pd, and Ml as chlorides.

1. Shake with ethyl acetate

Ester layer: HgC12, AuC13 Water layer:

H2ptC16, H21*16,

H2PdC14, H3RhC16
2. Shake with 3 ~NH4Cl

Ester layer AuC13 Water layer: (NH4]2HgClk

3. Evaporate,ignite, 4. Add NaCH and KI
dissolve in HC1-HM3,
add NaOli and KI.

Red or purple precipi-

1

Orange precipitate:
tate: Au HgO*H~INH2 I

1.
Some or all of the element may be found here when it is associatedwith
certain other elements.

Separationof Mercmy from Gold

A slightlyacidic (<2 ~HCl] solutionofHg, Au, and the platinm

metals is extractedtwice with an “equalvolume of ethyl acetate. The
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organic extracts,containinggold and mercury, are not combinedbut are

shaken with an equal volume of 3 N NH4C1 successively(the one more dilute

in mercury first), since thereby, in accordancewith the distributionlaw,

the mercury passes into the aqueous layer more completely. In this step

the mercury is removed almost completely (98-99percent)”owingto the

formationof the HgClq-- anionic complex;not more than 2 percent of the

gold is removed in step 2 from the ethyl acetate.

The combinedNH4C1 solutions from step 2 are washed with 10 ml of

fresh ethyl acetate, to which 3 drops of 6 ~HCl had been added. The

aqueous solutionnow containsmercury only and is ready for specifictest-

ing

the

and

with NaDH and KI.

NH4C1 is used =ther than HC1 in the extractionfor the reasons that

aqueous solution is then ready for the precipitationof mercury in Step 4

that ethyl acetate is much less soluble in a solutionofNH4Cl than in

HC1.

PROCEDURE9.

Separationof Neutron DeficientMercury and Gold Isotopes from Bismuth
Targets by Solvent Extraction

Source: E. T. Hunter and J. M. Miller, Phys. Rev. 115, 1053 (1959].

The target material is dissolved in concentratednitric acid. Mercury

and gold are extractedtogether into ethyl acetate from the originalnitric

acid solution,to which is added a trace of chloride. Mercury is removed

from the organic layer with 3..HC1,precipitatedas HgS, and counted. The

remainderof the organic layer is evaporated,the gold is taken up with

aqua regia, then carefullyreduced with hydrazinehydrate and counted as

the metal.

PROCEDURE 10.

RadiochemicalMercury Separation from Gold Targets

Source: W. W. Meinke, Chemical Procedures Used in BombardmentWork
at Berkeley,AECD-2738,p. 231, (1949).
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Element separated: Mercury Procedureby: “R.W. Fink

Target material: Gold Time for Sepln: 70 min.

Type ofbbdt: 60 MeV protons Equipmentrequired: Standard

Yield: Near 80-90 percent

Degree of purification: Excellent - factor of 100 from activitiespresent.

Procedure:

1.

2.

3.

Remarks:

a.

The gold target is dissolvedby heating in 4 milliliters”hot,

concentratedaqua regia. Pt and ligcarrier (50 Ug) are added.

Five or more extractionswith isosmylacetateusing 3 milliliters

each portion are made. The gold will be found in the organic

layer.

The aqueous layer is boiled to near dryness with concentrated HC1

to expel HN03, and excess SnC12 added to precipitate. Hg2C12,

which is then washed until free from red Pt++ color.

The HS2C12 precipitateis then redissolvedin 2 millilitersof

dilute aqua regia, and used as the mercury fraction.

The isoamyl acetate extractionof gold from mercury is quantitative

in presence of O.lN or more chloride.’This is the method used to

milk gold daughtersfrom the mercury fraction.

PROCEDURE 11.

RadiochemicalMercury Separationfrom PlatinumTargets

Source: W. W. Meinke. Chemical ProceduresUsed in BombardmentWork
at Berkeley,-ASCD-2738,p. 230. (1949).

Element separated: Mercury Proc@.me by: R. W. Fink and

Target material: Platinum D. G. Karraker

Type ofbbdt; 65 MeV a-particles Time for septn: 60 minutes

for 3 hours Equipmentrequired: Standard
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Yield: ’70 percent

Degree of purification: Excellent- factor of at least 100 from activities
present.

Procedure:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Remarks:

a.

Pt target dissolved in 4 millilitersof aqua regia in a porcelain

crucible. 50 pg Au and Hg

to expel HN03.

Extracted5 times with 1/5

of at leas’tO.lN HC1. The

free from mercury.

carriers added. The solutionis evaporated

volume of isoamylacetate in presence

isoamyl acetate layer containsgold

The aqueous layer has excess SnC12 added to ppt Hg2C12. The Pt is

reduced to a beautifulred Pt++ color. The precipitateis washed

until free of this

The precipitateis

mercury fraction.

color.

dissolved in dilute aqua regia and u=,edas the

Recyclingwill improvepurity, althoughthis method hasbeen shown

to give excellentradiochemicalpurity.

PRDCEDURE 12.

RadiochemicalSeparationof Mercury

Source: W. W. Meinke, ChemicalProceduresUsed in BombardmentWork
Berkeley,AECD-2738,p. 233, (1949).

at

Element separated: Mercury Procedureby: Prohaska

Target material: Au Time for sep’n: Two or more days

Type of bbdt: Neutron capture Equipmentrequired: Separator funnels,
in pile + ordinarybeakers, flask, etc.

Yield: ? probably 60-80 percent

Degree of purification: 95-98 percent

Advantages: Will separate 5-10 mg of Hg from 100 g of Au.
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Procedure:

1. Dissolve sample (assume 100 gms of Au) in 250 ml hot cone. HC1”and
minimum HN03 under (air cooIed) reflux condenser.

2. When sample completelydissolved,dilute to 500 ml (approx.6~H+).
Extract with four successive200 ml portions of ether.

3. Add NaOH to H20 portion until pH ~ 1. Add H2S and precipitate
AU2S3 + HgS. Centrifuge.

4. DissolveHgS + AU2S3 in (minimum)6N HC1 + drops of concentrated
HN03, volume of solution should be iess than 100 ml at this point.

5. Extractwith successive50 ml portions of ether until no yellow
color of AuCl~ can be observed in H20 portion.

6. Extract with 2 additional50 ml portions of ether.

7. Again reduce pH to Z 1 with NaOH and ppt HgS with H2S.

8. Repeat the solutionand extractionprocedure.

Remarks:

In the three ether extractions,an estimated20-30 percent of the HgC12

would be extractedalong with AuC13. Working up these extracts for Iigwould

probably increase total yield of Hg separated.

It appears doubtful that purity of Hg reported would be increasedby

furthersolution and extraction.

PRIXEDURE 13.

Preparationof Hglg7m2 and Hglg7 in High SpecificActivity

Source: Case et al., ORNL RadioisotopesProceduresManual, Oak Ridge
National LaboratoryReport, ORNL-3633 (1964).

Productionmethod: Half-life: Hg1gm2 24 hour

Hg196(n,y)Hglgm Hg197m IT Hg197 Hg197 65 how

7X10-9S

Cross sectian: Hglg’mz, 400 barns Radiations:

Hg197, 900 barns Isotope Beta Gamma

Target: HgO Hg197m2 None 0.133(97%)

Target weight: 1 g 0.164(97%)

Neutron flux: 1 x 1013 neutrons 0.191(3%)

cm-2 see-1 0.275(3%)

Other

EC (3%]

IT (97%)
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Irradiationtime: 3 days

Reactor yield: 1.6 curies

“Processingyield: 80%

Radiochemicalpurity: 98% (exclusive
of Aulg7m dauph-

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

203 -, and
fi%)

Prepare equipment

Hglg’ None 0.077 EC

0.191

Processingfacilityand shielding
required: manipulatorcell, 3 in.
leadequivalent

Hot off-gas scrubber

150 ml Pyrex beaker

unit (Figure46)

100 ml product bottle

Open irradiationcan and trans-
fer target material into beaker
under hot off-gas scrubber
assembly.

Add a minimum amount of 16M
HN03 and heat the solution
until target is dissolved.

Adjust volume to 50 ml with
distilledH20 and transfer to
product bot;le.

Sample ind analyze
Molarity of I-IN03
Total solids

for:

Hg197 concentration
Radiochemicalpurity

Overheatingmay result in a loss of
mercury.

Product solutionshould be clear and
water-white.
Nitric acid concentrationshouldbe
>lM since hydrolysismight occur at
lower values.

Refer to ORNL Master AnalyticalManual
(TID-7015)procedurenos. 9 0732005,
9 0731000,9 0732009,9 0733000,
9 073301, and 9 073302.

TYGON TuBE

GLASS FUNNEL

!50-ml BEAKER

5x7 PHOTOGRAPHIC

.-600 -ml SUCTION FLASK

HOT PLATE FRITTEO GLASS

Figure 46. Hot Off-Gas Scrubber Unit.
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Preparationof Hg203 in High

PROCEDURE 14.

Specific Activity

Source: Caseet al.,.ORNLRadioisotope;ProceduresManual, Oak Ridge
National LaboratoryReport 0RNL-3633 .(1964).

Productionmethod: Hg202(n,Y)Hg

Cross section: 3.0 barns

Target: HgO

Target weight: log

Neutron flux: 2 x 1014 neutrons
~-2 See-l

Irradiationtime: 5 months

Reactor yield: 100 curies

Processingyield: .S0percent

Radiochemicalpurity: 98 percent

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Prepare equipment

Open irradiationcan and trans-
fer target material into beaker
under a hot off-gas scrubber
assembly.

Add the minimum amount of 16M
HN03 necessaryto dissolve t~e
target.

Adjust volume to 50 ml of 5 to
6M HN03 necessaryto dissolve
product bottle.

Remove T1204 contaminantif

a.

b.

c.

d.

present.
EvaporateHg203solUtiOn to
near dryness under hot off-
gas”scrubberassembly.
Adjust volume to 100 ml of
distilledH20.
Add hydrazinehydrate drop-
wise until pH of ‘1O is
attained.

Allow -1 hour for finely
divided elementalmercury to
deposit on bottom of beaker.

Half-life: 45.4 days

Radiations:

Beta Gamma

0.208 0.279

Processingfacilityand shielding
required: manipulatorcell, 3 in.
lead equivalent

Hot off-gas scrubberunit (F@ure 46)
100 ml product bottle
Three 150 ml Pyrex beakers

Low heat will increaserate of dissolution.

Solution should be clear and water-white.

Concentrationof T1204 is determinedby
radiochemicalanalysis.
This removes HN03. Overheatingmay result
in loss of mercury.

Low heat will facilitatedissolutionof
Hg(N03)2.
Avoid violent reactionbetween HN03 and
hydrazineby stirringconstantlyand adding
hydrazinevery slowly. This step reduces
mercury to the element.
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e.

f.

g.

h.

Decant solution from elemen-
tal mercury and wash twice
with 50 ml portions of,dis-
tilled }120.
Evaporateuntil mercury
forms a single drop, but do
not allow beaker to become
dry.
Transfer elementalmercury
to a clean beaker and
dissolve in 50 ml of 5 to
6M HN03 under hot off-gas
scrubber assembly.
Adjust acidity of HN03 to
>lM. Transferproduct
solution to product bottle.

6. Resample for determiningT1204
concentration.

7. Sample and analyze for
Molarity of 11N03u
Total solids
HgZ03 concentration
Radiochemicalpurity

Ion Exchange Separationof
Partial Non-AqueousMedia

Source: E. W. Berg and J.

Allow sufficienttime for finely divided
mercury to deposit on bottom of beaker after
each H20 wash.

Overheatingwill result in loss of mercury.

Product solut
white.

on should be clear and water-

Refei.fa OkNL Master AnalyticalManual
(T’ID-7015),procedureno. 9 0733491.

PROCEDURE 15.

Zinc, Cadmium, and Mercury in Aqueous and

T. Troemper,Anal. Chem. ~, 1827 (1958).

Zinc, cadmium and mercury can be separatedas their anionic chloro

coniplexesby ion exchangeboth in aqueous and in partial non-aqueousmedia.

Dowex-1 resin is treated in a batch process with 0.5 M hydrochloricacid

to convert it to the chloride form and transferredas a slurry to a glass

column of about 1.2 cm inside diameter. The resin bed is then washed with

more 0.5 M hydrochloricacid to ensure completeconversionto the chloride—

form, and to remove any iron impuritypresent in the commercialproduct.

It is necessaryto use a dilute solutionof hydrochloricacid, because

solutionsof approximately22 M produce an anionic chloro complex of iron

which is absorbedby the resin. After treatmentwith the acid, the column

is washed with water and then with 150 to 200 ml of the sample solvent.
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A mixture of the metal ions prepared from standardsolutionsis

adjusted to 50 ml with the appropriatesolvent; and added to the column.

The eluant can be either 0.01 M HC1, 0.01 M HC1 + 10 percent by volume

methanolmixture, or 0.01 M HC1 + 25 percent by volume methanol mixture.—

The correspondingresin bed lengthsare 28 inches, 18 inches and 6 inches.

An additional10 ml of the solvent is used tb complete the transferof the

sample to the resin bed. The total sample volume is 60 ml. The sample is

then eluted from the column with the appropriatesolvent at a flow rate of

1.5 to 2.0 ml per minute.

The solutioncontainingZn‘, CdH, and Hg+ is bufferedwith an

ammonium chlorideammonium hydroxidebuffer to a pH slightlyover 10 and

titratedwith a standard solutionof versefie.A chelatingdye, Erfochrome

Black T, is used as end-pointindicator.

Mercury is determinedby precipitatingand

was chosen becaume mercury is eluted with 0.1 M

acid mixture from which H@ can conveniently.be

is heated to about 90 ‘C for 30 minutes to form

weighing HgS. This method

thiourea- 0.01 ~ hydrochloric

precipitated. The solution

sulfide ions by hydrolysis

of thiourea. After additionof an excess of concentratedammoniumhydroxide

precipitationoccurs. The HgS forms large aggregatesand is easily filtered.

The additionof dilute anmnoniumhydroxide results in a colloidalprecipitate

which is difficultto filter.

The ion exchangercan be readied for reuse in one step by washing the

resin bed free of thioureawith the eluting agent for zinc and cadmium.

PROCEDURE 16.

Separationof Tin, Mercury,

Source: A. A. Smales,
Peaceful Uses

One grsm of alloy

Zinc, and Silver in NaK Alloy by Ion Exchange

ProceedingsO* the International
of Atomic’’Energy,Vol. 9, p. 273

is dissolvedin 35 ml-methanol.

Conferenceon the
(1955).

Water is added and

the solutiontitratedwith standardacid to find accuratelythe amount of
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alloy taken. The calculatedquantity of

each of Sri++,llg++,and Zn
++

as chlorides,and, with stirring,10 mg Ag as

concentratedhydrochloricacid, 10 mg

nitrate are added and the solution is transfemed to a 250 ml flask and made

up to the mark with water. The clear solutionshould be exactly 2 M in—

hydrochloricacid.

25 ml are pipetted onto a 150 mm x

Amberlite IRA-400which has been washed

under its own head. The column is then

7 mm diameter column of 70-100mesh

with 2 M HC1 and is allowed to feed

eluted with 37 ml 2 ~ HC1, 85 m“l

2 M HN03 and 17 ml”7.5 ~N1140H successivelyat an avera~e flow rate of

0.44 ml/minute. TheHCl fraction is collectedfor-feedingto the second”

colmnn,“the first 25 ml of the HN03 fractioncontains the tin and zinc and

the remainder (60.ml)contains the mircurY. The NHQO1lfractioncontains

the silver.

PROCEDURE 17.

Polonium,Thallium.and Mercury Ion ExchangeSeparationfrom Neutron
IrradiatedMeteorites

Source: W. D. Ehmann
125 (1959).

and J. R. Huizenga,Geochim. and Cosmochim.Acts ~,

Solution and General Ion ExchangeSeparation

“me irradiatedmeteoritepowder is transferredto a small platinum

disc containing5 ml”of concentrated1{2S04,a Po20a spike,.and mercury

and thalliumcarriers. The slurry is wa~ed under & heat lamp with occasional

stirring for about 15 to 20 minutes. ConcentratedHF is then added drop-

.wisewith stirringuntil effervescenceceases. Finally-,an additiorial10 ml

of liFis added.an”dthe mixture is gently heated.undera heat -lampat a.

distance of at least 20 inches until the residue is reduced to a paste.

Care must be takell”to”preventthe mixtu?e from going to dryness at any

time. AdditionalHF is added, and the evaporationrepeated.
,.

ConcentratedHN03 (5 ml) is added to

slurry is transferredto a glass beaker.

the resultingpaste, and the

A small amount of concentrated
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HC1 is added, and after any evidence for reaction ceases, the solution is made

up to 50 ml with 9 ~HC1. Usually the solution at this point is clear. In

some cases, however, a very small black deposit settles out on standing.

Where this is observed,the ?esidue should be treatedwith aqua regia,

diluted to 9 M HCl and again added to the main portion.

The solution then is placed on an anion exchangecolumn containing

Dowex-1, X-10, 100-200mesh. The resin bed is about 1/2 inch in diameter and

5 inches long. After introductionof the

successivelywith 75 ml of 9 M HC1, 75 ml

distilledH20. This treatmentelutes the

the column,which may now be treated in a

WaS <<5 mr/hr at 2 inches).

sample, the column is washed

of 0.5 M HCl, and 25 ml of

gross amount of activity from

‘low-level!laboratory(column

The polonium is eluted from the column with 75 ml of 1 ~f12S04, thallium

is removed from the column with 75 ml of 1 ~ 1{2S04freshly saturatedwith S02.

Mercury Chemistry

hiercuryis eluteclfrom the column with 75 ml of 4 ~HN03. The eluant

is neutralizedto pH 6.5 with solid NaOIIand HgS precipitatedby addition

of 112Sgas. The tlgSis separatedby centrifuZation,washed with H20 and

dissolvedin a few drops of aqua regia. Iridiumcarrier is added, and the

solution evaporatedwith low heat to near dryness to remove excess HN03

after addition of 5 ml of concentratedHC1.

The small volume of solution is diluted to 10 ml with H20, and mercury

is precipitatedby the additim of several drops of freshlyprepared-SriC12

solution. The mercury precipitateis separatedby centrifugation,washed

with H20, dissolvedin aqua regia, and a~ain precipitatedas above using

iridium carrier and SnC12.

The final mercury precipitateis again separatedand washed and dissolved

in several drops of aqua regia. The resultingsolution is diluted to 10 ml

with H20, brought to pH 7 with NaOH, and HgS precipitatedwith H2S gas.
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The HgS is filtered on weighed paper, washed with 1-120and ethyl alcohol,

dried at 110 ‘C, weighed and mounted for countinq. Chemical yields generally

range from 50 to 30 percent.

PROCEDURE 18.

The Abundance of Mercury in Meteorites and Rocks by Neutron Activation
Analysis

Source: W. D. Ehmann
357 (1967).

Sample Preparation

and J. F. Lovering, Geochim. et Cosmochim. Acts 31,

Plercuryis a common contaminant in chemical laboratories. This,

compounded by its high vapor pressure at room temperature, makes the pre-

irradiation history and treatment of the sample to be analyzed of critical

importance. In the case of many meteorites analyzed in this work, the

specimens were originally in museum collections and the details of the condi-

tions of storage over the years are not available. Carbonaceous chondrites,

in particular, could act as scavengers for mercury, due to their content

of free sulphur.

Certainly specimens stored or powdered in the environment of a typical

chemical laboratory, or displayed in cases containing assorted terrestrial

minerals, may have picked up mercury contamination. In the case of the more

friable specimens this contamination may have penetrated into the interior

of even rather large specimens.

While the extent of this problem is fully recognized, it is still felt

that useful data on mercury abundances can be obtained by analyzing suffi-

cient samples from the various classes of materials and using all possible

care in the preparation of the sample once it is in the investigator’s hands.

In virtually all cases the specimen to be analyzed was first fractured in a

steel mortar and interior fragments selected. These fragments were finely

powdered in an agate mortar in an office area away from chemical laboratory
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operations. The powdered

bottles prior to weighing

s~les were stored in clean sealed vials or

into

The powdered specimens of

vials which had been boiled 5.n

acetone, and dried at 110 ‘C.

mercury or mercury salts being

The vials were then oven dried

quartz irradiationvials.

0.1-0.5 g were introducedinto weighed quartz

aqua regia, rins”edin distilled water and

Prior to this work there was no history of

used in the areas of sample preparation.

for several hours at 65 ‘C prior to sealing.

Weight losseswere generallyless than 1 percent. The quartz vials were

quickly sealed with a hydrogen torch. Initially,during the sealing

operation,the end of the vial containingthe sample was cooled with water.

With experience,the sealing operationbecame so rapid that water cooling

waa not required.

Flux Monitora and Carriers

Carrier solutions for mercury were

prior to use and in any case not stored

in most casea prepared

for &xtendedperiods.

solutlons were prepared by dissolvingtriple distilledmercury

immediately

These

iti1:1 nitric

acid and diluting with distilled water into volumetric glassware.

Flux monitor solutions were prepared by dilution of a freshly prepared

carrier solution. The flux monitor solutions were in all cases used within

an hour of their preparation to avoid problems associated with the stability

of very dilute solutions. The density of the flux monitor solution was

determined and an aliquot introduced into a weighed quartz vial containing

approxi~tely 5~ mg of Wecpure Sioz (JOhnson-~latthe~,.kndon, cat. No. J.M.

425, Lab. Control No. 23403). The weight of the flux monitor solution

added was immediately determined and the mount of mercury added (usually

10-20 Dg

derived.

days and

Two

for meteorite analyses and 5-10 pg for rock analyses) thereby

The filled flux monitor vials were oven dried at 65 ‘C for three

sealed like the sample vials.

flux monitor vials were packaged with five or six sample vials in

each irradiation can. The average

two flux monitors was used for the

specific activity of the mercury in the

calculation of the abundance of mercurv
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in the samples. The very small deviations

activities from their mean (average = *2.7

of mercury varied by more than a factor of

contamination, and preparative errors were

of the two flux monitor specific

percent), even where the amounts

two, suggested that self-shielding,

negligible.

It should be

flux monitors was

0.06 ppm mercury.

monitor vials was

monitor solution.

Irradiation

noted that”the Specpure Si02 used in the preparation

also analyzed in duplicate

Hence, the mercury

negligible compared

in the

to the

and found to contain less

50 mg of Si02 used in the

amount added via the flux

of the

than

flux

Sample and flux monitor viala were irradiated together in the Australian

Atomic Energy Commission HIFAR reactor in a flux of approximately 6 x 1012

n/cm2-sec. Irradiation times varied from 5 days to 2 weeks depending on the

expected levels of mercury abundance. Chemical separations were generally

started 36-48 hours after removal from the reactor and the samplea were ready

for counting in an additional 2-3 days.

Self-shielding problems were shown to be negligibleby the concordant

results obtained in meteorite samples

weight and flux monitors varying more

varying by nearly a factor of two

than a factor of two in mercury

content.

RadiochemicalTechniques

Consideration of the possible important radiochemical contaminant

resulted in addition of hold-back carriers for chromium (27.8 day Cr51),

gold (2.7 day Aulga), iridium (74 day Ir192), and a scavenging step for

silver (253 day Agll”).

While several steps in the procedures contribute to the elimination

of these impurities chromium appears to be largely eliminated in the 0.01 ~

HC1 anion exchange elution, iridium in the Hg2C12 precipitation, gold in

the ethyl acetate solveut extraction , and silver in the AgCl precipitation.

The bulk activity of the irradiated sample is removed in the anion exchange

step. In 0.5fl RC1 major contaminants such as iron, cobalt, nickel, alkali
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metals, and alkalineearths are not held on the column. Many other possible

contaminantsare also discriminatedagainst in this step.

In the processingof an irradiationunit.thesample vials were processed

first and then removed from the hot laboratorybefore the flux monitor vials

were opened.

A number of samples were recycled through these chemical procedures

after they had been counted. No significant.differences were found.

Detailed Separation Procedures

In these procedures the vials containing the rock or meteorite samples

and the vials containing the mercury flux monitors were procesued identically.

After the irradiation all vials were washed in hot aqua regia, distilled

water, and acetone prior to opening. The opened vials were emptied by

gentle tapping over a Teflon evaporating dieh, containing a few dropa of

distilled water. An aliquot of a standard solution of mercuric nitrate

containing approximately 50 mg of mercury, as well as hold-back carriers

for iridium (as chloride), gold (as chloride), and chromium (as dichromete)

were added to the sample in the dish

been discharged the interiors of the

aqua ,regia, using a transfer pipette

the broken vial. This waah solution

at a later step in these procedures.

The powdered sample in the dish

at this point. After the powder had

vials were individually washed in warm

to thoroughly flush both halves of

was combined with the bulk of the sample

was first treated with 20 ml of

trated HF plus one or two drope of concentrated H2S04. The dish was

approximately seven inches below an infrared heat lamp and heated to

the solution volume to approximately 2 ml. The HF addition was then

repeated @d the volume reduced to 1 ml. To the residue was added 5

concen-

placed

reduce

ml of

aqua regia and the previously mentioned vial wash solution. The solution

was then reduced to near dryness under the heat lamp. Loss of mercury occurs

if at any point in the dissolutionthe solution goes to dryness.

The salts in the Teflon dish were then dissolvedin 20 ml of 0.5 ~ HC1.

In the case of the chondriticmeteorite ssmplea a fine dark residuewas often
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observed at this point. In these procedures fusion steps or high temperature

dissolution had to be avoided to prevent lose of mercury. Therefore, this

slight residue was not further processed, but rather removed by centrifugation

and discarded.

The 0.5 ~HCl solution of the sample was then added to a pre-washed

Dowex 1, X-4 50-100 mesh; anion exchange column which was approximately

l/4 inch I.D. and 4 inches in length. Mercury was held on this column

while a large number of interfering ions were eluted with 40-50 ml of

0.5 ~HC1. The column was further washed with 25 ml of 0.1 ~ HC1 and

25 ml of distilled water which removed additional interferences.

Mercury wa8 eluted from the column with 40-50 ml of freehly prepared

0.1 ~ thiourea which was also 0.01 ~ in HC1. The eluent containing the

mercury waa heated to 80 ‘C for fifteen minutes to hydrolyze the thiourea

and treated with several drops of concentrated NH40H to precipitate the

mercury as HgS. The precipitate was separated by centrifugation and washed

with warm distilled water.

The precipitate HgS wss dlasolved h a few drops of warm aqua regia,

heated with a few drops of concentrated HC1 to remove excess N03-, diluted

to 20 ml with distilled water, and centrifuged to remove free sulfur. The

solution was then neutralized with a saturated solution of Na2C03 to the

point where a precipitate of Hg(OFl)2just persisted, and then made acid with

two drops of conceritratedHC1. To this slightly acid solution was added

10 ml of ‘afreshly prepared 50 percent by weight solution of phosphorous

acid. The solution was then warmed to 60 ‘C for ten minutes to initiate

precipitation and cooled in awater bath at 10 ‘C for at least one hour.

The white precipitate of Hg2C12 (further reduction cauaea the precipitate to

darken due to the formation of elemental mercury) was centrifuged and waahed

twice with 5 ml aliquots of 0.5 ~ HC1.

The Hg2C12 precipitate was dissolved in a few drops of aqua regia end

additional gold carrier added. T.hi.asolution was diluted with 10 ml Of

8 ~HCl and AuC14- extracted with two successive 10 ml portions of ethyl
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acetate. The aqueous layer which contained the mercury was reduced to a

volume of 2 ml on a hot plate to remove excess HC1 and diluted with 30 ml

of

of

distilled water.

A few drop~ of AgN03 were added as a silver scavenger. The precipitate

AgCl waa centrifuged and discarded.

The mercury containing solution was then adjusted to pH 6.5 with a

saturated solution of Na2C03 and warmed to 80 ‘C. A small amount of solid

thioacetamide(the size of the head of a match) waa added to the solution

with stirring to precipitate mercury as HgS. The precipitate was digested

at 80 ‘C for fifteen minutes, waihed several times with distilled water

and ethyl alcohol, and transferred to a weighed, rimmed, stainless steel

planchet,using absolute ethyl alcohol and a transferpipette. The preci-

pitate was dried at 105 ‘C in a drying oven for one hour, prior to final

weighing and counting.

Any extended heating of solutions containing both mercury and chlortde

ion, or evaporation to dryness greatly decreases the chemical y“ieldEof

these procedures. Using minimal amounts of aqua reg%a in the various

diaaolution procedures is advantageous. Chemical yie;

dures, varied from as little as 10 percent to as high

Countin~

The radionuclides of primary analytical interest

ds, using these proce-

ss 80 percent.

are Hglgn, Hglg7,

and Hg203. In meteorites, contributions to the Hg203 by fast neutron

reation products such as T1203 (n,p) Hg203 and pb206 (n,a) Hg203 are

negligible due to their low reaction cross sections, and the low abundance

of thallium and lead in the materials analyzed.

Ui!.!z
The intense 0.0776 MeV gamma-rays emitted

were easily observed in the spectra obtained.

data obtained from this radionuclide would not

by 65 hour half-life Hg197

However, it was felt that the

be superior to that obtained

by counting the longer-lived Hg203. First, any slight radiochemical contamina-

tion in the counting sample which would emit ionizing radiation would also
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generate mercury X-rays (Kml = 70.8 keV). Since this X-ray peak falls close

to the photopeek of the Hglg7 gamma-ray , some difficulty would be experienced

in this resolution and the interpolation of a proper base-line correction.

In addition,variable chemicalyields might require correctionsfor self-

abgorption and self-scattering in the use of such

@97m

There were also

rays of 24 hour half

several disadvantages in the

life Hglg7m as an analytical

low energy radiations.

use of the 0.133 MeV gamma-

radionuclide. The region

near 0.133 MeV in the experimental spectra contains an addition peak due to

the summation of two 0.0766 MeV gaunna-raysfrom the decay of Hg197. In

addition there are contributions to this region from the low intensity 0.19

MeV gamma-rayof Hglg7, and scattered radiation from the principal 0.28 MeV

gamma-ray of Hg203. Therefore, precise determination of mercury after

passage of up to five half lives by means of llglg~ may be impossible due

to difficulties in baseline interpolation and the relatively low intensity.

m

For reasons discussed above, Hg203 was chosen as the analytically most

important radionuclide. All counting was done by gamma scintillation

spectrometry. A 1-1/2 x 1 inch Na~(Tl) scintillation crystal with a thin

aluminum window coupled ’through a detector to a RIDL 200 channel analyzer,

or a Packard 400 channel analyzer was used. The front face of the crystal

waa approximately 3/4 inch from the sample plsnchet during counting.

Counting periods varied from two minutes up to 1000 minutes depending

on the level of activity involved. For most meteorite samples the integra-

tion of the Hg203 photopeak above an”interpolated baseline yielded more

than 104 counts. For

m“ercury,it was usual

Using the irradiation

could be expressed as

the rock samples containing the smallest amounts of

to accumulate 2500-7500 net counts above the baseline.

and counting conditions of this work, the sensitivity

ranging from 2 x 103 to 9 x 103 countsjminute per pg

of mercury, for the 0.28 MeV gamma-ray photopeak %ntegrated above the

inte~olated baseline..
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Radiochemical Purity

Checks on the radiochemical purity of the samplee counted can be made

by means of chemical recycling and determination via different mercury

activities.

PROEEDURE 19.

CelluloseColumn Chromatographyto Separate Mercury and Gold from RaDEF

Source: G. W. Warren. et al.. Search for New RadioactiveNuclides in the
Region of 12~-Neutro~s,U.S. Atomic Energy CommissionReport
AECU-3165 (1956).

General Procedure

A chromatographiccolwnn of conventionaldesign was comprised of a

3 cm pyrex glasstube, approximately125 cm long joined to a 29/42“ground

glass joint. The uppermostportion of the inner joint had been mended over

and 4 holes of approximately1 mm diameter were placed at random over the

oval surfacewhich was covered with a piece of IfhatmanNo. 1 filter paper.

The bottom portian of the inner tube had been reduced to about 7 mm diameter.

The rate of flow of solvent during packing of the column was adjustedby a
.,

pinch clamp attached to a rubber hose which had been placed over the 7 mm

tubing. To obtain reproducibleresults it was necessary to insure that the

cellulosecolumn packing was of maximum desnity and homogeneity,i.e., that

no bubbles or cavitieswere present.

The column is preparedby addition of a cellulose”solvent slurry to

the chromatographictube containingthe solvent. The slurry is prepared by

the additionof 1 part per volume of freshly screened (100mesh) cellulose

powder to 2 parts by volume of the solvent

solvent is stirred slowly as the cellulose

slurry does not contain lumps of cellulose

the column is maintainedat a minimum of 5

to be used as the eluant. The

pdwder is added so that the

powder. The solvent layer within

cm above the cellulose level.

Solvent is withdrawnconstantly-from the column until the desired or minimum

flow rate has been obtained. The initial rate of flow must be fairly slow
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in order to avoid cavity formationand bubbles, and to insure that the

cellulosepowderpacks evenly. The flow rate is graduallyincreasedas more

cellulosepowder is added to’increasethe column length, until the maximum

flow rate is reached approximately2 hours after the additionof slurry is

completed. After the rate of solvent flow is constant for a period of 20

to 30 minutes, the column is ready for”use. The mixture to be separated

is added in HC1 solutionand is containedin the smallestpossible volume.

The solvent just covers the cellulosesurface during and immediatelyafter

the additionof the sample. The band width is found to depend largelyupon

the volume of the solvent above the cellulosesurface; for this reason the

volume of the mixture and of the solvent above the cellulosesurface has

to be kept to a minimum in order to produce narrow zones. ,Nhenthe cellulose

surface is exposed to air while the sample is at the top of the column, some

cations, e.g., AU ~d pO are reduced to lower oxidationstates,which are

characterizedby differentRF values.

To produce a c“learseparationby use of the cellulosecolumn method,

it is necessarythat the desired speciesbe eluted first from the column,

so that the remaining ions follow at a RF value differingby at least 0.2

from the first cation eluted.

After collectionof each fraction,the receivingsectionof the column

is removed and thoroughlywashed in order to remove completelythe portion

of the preceding zone remaining.

The zones are identifiedeither by scanningwith a counter,spot

testing,or by identifyingthe characteristiccolor of the complex ion,e.g.,

red: PdCl~, yellow: AuCl~, and red: IrCl~. Mercury is identified by

use of a 0.5 percent alcoholic solution of diphenyl carbazide, which

results in a blue colorationof the band.

Separationof Hg and Pt from RaDEF

Sample consistsof,spend radon seeds in the presence of Au and Hg

1. Add 25 ml each of Pt, Tl, Bi, and Pb carrier.

2. Reduce solution to approximately 5 ml volume.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Element

Add 10 ml aqua regia.

Evaporate three times with added HC1 to expel HN03.

Hake solution 6~ with HC1.

Add 10 ml of ethyl ether (pre-equilibrated with 6 ~HCl).

Extract with stirring. Centrifuge. Ether Layer contains the

Au-T1 fraction;Aqueous Layer containa the Pt, Pb, Bi, Hg

and Po fraction.

Reduce aqueous solution to

Add solution to a standard

Band width = 5 cm, Elution

Eluant - Butanol saturated

a 2 ml volume.

cellulose colmn.

rate = 2.2 ml/minute.

with 3 ~ HC1.

Collect fractionslisted below. Identify the componentsand

discard the Au, Po, Bi and Pb fractions.

Hg Pt Au Po Bi Pb

% 0.8 0.7 1.1 1.0 0.6 0.3

11. Reduce Hg and Pt fractions toa 2 ml volume.

12. Add 25 mg of Pb, Bi, and Au carriers.

13. Add 5 ml of aqua regia.

14. Evaporate three times with added HC1 to expel HNC13.

15. Reduce solution to a 2 ml volume.

16. Repeat stepa (9) through (15) twice.

17. Identify Hg and Pt fractions and mount

PROCEDURE 20.

for counting.

Fast Separationof Cations Using Ascending Paper Chromatography

Source: G. W. Warren; Search for New RadioactiveNuclides in the
Region of 126-Neutrons, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission Report
AE&J-3165 (1956).

Separationsof microgram quantities

bismuth, and lead and of non-radioactive
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cobalt, iron, cadmium,silver, and palladium in from 2 to 20 minutes can be

achievedwith ascendingpaper-chromatographyusing acetone containingvarious

completingagents as developers.

The most suitablepaper for producing fast and reproducibleseparations

is Eaton-DikemanGrade 301, 0.1 inch thi?k, which had been purified by

do~ward percolationwith nitric acid, acetic acid and water. Whatman No. 1

paper without washing will give separationsnormally in 1 to 2 hours under

identicalconditions.

Separationsare carried out in 10 cm diameterglass tubes about 50 cm

long placed erect in a 1 liter beaker containingthe developersolution. A

rubber stopper containingboth a glass hook for suspendingthe paper strip

and two 6 mm glass vapor tubes is used to seal off the tube. Solvent vapors

are introducedcontinuouslyby passing a small stream of air through the

flask containingthe boiling solvent connectedto the vapor inlet of the

glass chamber.

About 10 microlitersof a solutioncontaining5 to 10 microgramsof the

cations to be separatedare applied to the paper so that, when suspended

in the chamber, the spot would be about 1 cm above the surface of the

developer. With mercury, thallium,bismuth, and lead, radioactiveHg203,

T1204, RaE and Pb210, respectively,are used either at tracer concentra-

tions or carrier-free. Prior to suspendingthe paper strip, the chamber is

supersaturatedwith solvent vapors. The chamber is ready for use about 5

to 10 minutes after the solvent vapors are first introduced. Under these

conditions,acetone ascends the first 20 cm of Eaton-DikemanGrade 301

paper in about 15 minutes, whereas 1-1/2 to 2 hours are requiredfor acetone

to ascend the same distance on Whatman No. 1 paper. After a distance suitable

for a separationis reached, from 5 to 20 cm dependingon the RF values for

the particulardeveloper system, the strip is removed from the chamber and

“eitherstreakedwith a suitablereagent to indicatethe presence of active

zones’or scannedwith a counter.
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Th”estreakingreagents used to locate the zones ate as follows:

diphenyl carbazide (0.05% in ethanol) for Hg+, Hg++, and Tl+g

potassitm iodide [5% solution)for Pt”+, Pal++,Au+++, Hg+, Hg++, Tl+,

T1‘++, Pb++, Bi .

sodium sulfide (5% solution)for Cd, Cu+, Cu++, Co, Ni, Pb, Au, Pt”+,

Tl+, Bi+++, Te++, Te+3, Ag

dimethylam@otzenzalrhodamine(0.03% in ethanol) for Hg+, Hg++; tid Ag.

rA9L3 X2.211, RF nlm far2mau-~ti 301 Papr.
— .

Cmtti Mvmlnpr 9ys~

1 H 111 Iv V.vx V31 VIII 1X x

P6 0.91 “0.82 0.98 0.92 0 0.95 0.94 0.64 0.63

AX o 0,40 0.44 0.43 0 0,27 0 0.23 O.m

C6 0.63 0.76 0.64 1.0 0.43 0.44 0.3s 0.7s

Pa(II) 0.76 0,60 0.24 0.s2 o 0.73 0 O.ax 0.01

Pa(III) 0.76 0.70 0 0 0 0 0 0.
0.1s

b 0.33 0.80 0.64 0.63 0 0.4Q 0.40 O.m 0.03

m o 0,62 0 0.17
0.

9 0 0 0.93

h“ O.M O.w o 0 0 0 .0 0.21 0.79

Bi 0.93 0,93 0.90 o.% 1.0 O.m 0.92 0.91 0.92 0

n 0.40 0.16 0 0.23 0. 0 0.25 0 0.11 0.7

n (II 0,11 0.26 0.26 0.00 0 o“ o 0 0.71 0.4

TI(lI1) 6 0. 0.26 0.45 0 0 0 4“ 0.70 0.4

~[I1j O.W. 0.00 0.83 0.13 0.77 0.74 1,0 0.3

RI!(III) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.71 0

Pt(lvy 0.09 1.0 1.0 0.92 1.0 1.0 0,88 0.00 0.89

The ~ value tabulatedin Table XLIII is the ratio of the di.ten.e

leading edge of a zone to the dietence of the solvent front, both meaaured

from the midpoint,of the original spot.

follows:

I. 50% of 6&Hc1.- 95% acetona

The developersyatezna”used are as

11 5% of 0.5&HCl - 95Z acetone

111 10Z of a 5Z tartaricacid eolution - 90Z acetone

IV 10Z of a 5Z tia2NP04solution- 90Z acetone

v 20Z methyl acetate - 80Z acetone

VI 5% of a 10Z antipyrane

VII 5Z of a 5Z eolutionof

Eolution- 95Z acetone

thioacetamide- 95Z acetone
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VIII 5% of a glacial acetic acid - 95% acetone

Ix 5% tartaricacid solution- (aqueous)

x wa’ter saturated with aniline

Percentages are by volume except with the case of solids where they are

by weight.

PROCEDURR 21.

Thermal Separationof Radiomercuryfrom Radiosodium

Source: Reaser et al., Science~, 198 (1949).

A number of physiological .phenomena can be studied best by the simul-

taneous administration of two or more radioactive isotopes.

Mercury, one of the oldest of therapeutic agents, combines with other

elemen”tsto form many compounds, usualIy organic, of definite biological

interest. Its organic combinations are characterized by thermal instability,

which is the basis of the following separation procedure.

Thirty samples of au aqueousMercuhydrinpreparationlabelledwith

Hg203 were accuratelymeasured onto filter paper discs end allowed to dry

at room temperature. Similarly,30 such samples of a solution of radioactive

sodium (Na22) chlori,dewere prepared, to which, after drying, was added a

known amount of radioactive Mercuhydrin solution. The papers were fixed to

tinned discs with rubber paper cement.

After being counted, all preparations were placed alternately in position

on a sheet of aluminum measuring 18” x 12” x 3/16” and heated in en oven to

250 ‘C for one hour and twenty minutes. Upon removal end cooling they were

again counted. Interference by the rubber

A mean of more

tion was driven off

preparation did not

than 99 percent of the

by heat, whereas under

ch=g.e significantly.
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PROCEDURE 22.

Trace Mercury Determinationin Liquid Metals

Source: A. A. Smales, Proceedingsof the InternationalConferenceon the
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, Vol. 9, p. 273 (1955).

Approximately1 gram of

accuratelywith standardized

the sample is dissolved in methanol and titrated

acid to a methyl“redendpoint. On the basis of

a 1:2 sodium-potassiumratio, the equivalentweight of the alloy samples

was taken as 33.732 grams. TiJthe titrated solution,add 30 mg of Hg++

carrier and 3 ml of concentratedHC1, then evaporatecarefullyto incipient

crystallization.

stannouschloride

fuge, discard the

hydrochloricacid

Dilute the sample to about 20 ml and add an excess of

to precipitateall mercury in the metallic form. Centri-

supernateand dissolve the metal in 3 drops of concentrated

and 2 drops of concentratednitric acid with the aid of

gentle heating. Diiute again to 20 ml and carry out two silver chloride

scavengesusing 5 mg Ag+ each time and digest the precipitates”for a few

minutes on a boiling water bath before centrifuging..Test for complete

removal of silver carrier by adding a furtherdrop of concentratedHC1 after

the last centrifuging. Discard the scavengingprecipitatesand add 2-3 small

drops of 6N stannouschloridereagent to the supernate. Centrifugethe

mercurous chlorideprecipitate, wash twice with 10 ml portions of water and

once with methanol. Discard all supernates. “Slurrythe mercurous chloride

with methanol and transfer to the bottom of a long cold finger condenser

packet (17 x 2 cm) using a long-tippeddroppingpipette for the purpose.

Evaporatethe alcohol with gentle heating. Cover the solid mercurous

chloridewith powdered iron, insert the cold

shield around the jacket about one-half inch

finger. Apply increasingheat from a bunsen

glowing red and maintain

onto the tip of the cold

the jacket and replacing

the flame for a few

finger, and adjust an asbestor

above the bottom of the cold

burner ,wtil the iron is

minutes to drive all mercury

finger. Allow to cool completely before removing

it with another having 7 drops of a concentrated
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IIC1-HN03mixture in the bottom. Gently distill the acid onto the cold

finger (water flow now shut off) until the gray film of mercury is dissolved.

Cool a~ain and dismantle,rinsing the cold fin~er thoroughlyas it is

withdrawn. Transfer the diluted acid washings to a 40 ml centrifugetube,

and add 2-3 small drops of stannouschloridereagent. The precipitate

should be white or at worst faintly gray. If an excess of stannousreagent

has made it gray, the precipitatemay be centrifugedoff, redissolvedin a

few drops of aqua regia.andreprecipitatedwith less stannouschloride.

Centrifuge, wash

weighed counting

the activity for

A Method for the

twice with water, once with alcohol and slurry onto a

tray and dry under an infra-redlamp. Weigh, and correct

chemicalyield.

PROCDDURE 23.

Separationof Mercuiy Isotopes

Source: W: Parker, Nucl. Instr. Methods ~, 354

from IrradiatedGoId

(1960).

The purpose of this note is to make known the constructionaldetails

of ar”apparatusdeveloped for the separationand consequentdepositionof

Hg isotopes from irradiatedAu. The apparatus,seen in Figure47, functions

as a vacuum evaporator and can be put together in a few hours by a machine

shop and, when complete,may be relied upon to give reproducible results.

Part of the apparatus forms a dewak flask constructed by placing a small

brass cup, A, within a larger one, B. Cup A has a diameter of 40 mm’s, the

larger cup, B, 70 mmts. .Thebottom of A is drilled and tapped to take a

threadedrod, C. Hard solderedto B are two half-inchstandardvacuum

connectionsE and D. The male counterpartof D is fitted with a quartz tube,

F, fastenedby means of thermal cement G, while the second vacuum connection

E, is for evacuatingthe system.

The operatingprocedureis as follows:

is placed in the quartz tube. A gold spot,
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Figure 47. Vacuum evaporationapparatusfor mercu”y separations.

depned on the source requirements,is vacuum depositedonto a suitablepiece

of mylar. The unthreadedend of the rod is smearedwith vacuum grease and

brou~ht into contactwith the uncoated side of mylar, the surplusmylar

being pleated along the sides of the rod. The rod and quartz tube can now

be screwed into their respectivepositions. Aft”erpumping for some minutes

the rotary pump is isolatedby means of a valve and the dewar filled with

either dry ice and alcohol or liquid air. A bunsen burner is suitableas a

heat source and only a small flame necessary.

Depositiontimes were from 15 to 60 minutes after which the mylar was

removed and stretchedover a suitableholder. Using the describedapparatus

efficientdepositionshave been carried out, and when necessary, 100% separa-

tion achieved.

PROCEDURE24.

Carrier-FreeSeparationof Mercury Isotopesby Volatilizationfrom Gold
or ThalliumTargets

Source: R. W. Fink and E. O. Wiig, J. Am. Chem. Sot. ~, 2457 (1952).
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A portion of the gold

stainlesssteel vaporizer.

to a stainlesssteel water

or thallium target is placed in the chamber of a

A clean platinum collectingplate is cemented

cooled cold finger. I%e bottom of the apparatus

is heated for about 5 minutes with a Fisher burner to not more than -400 ‘C.

The vapor pressure of pure mercury is 1572.1 mm at 400 ‘C, of pure

gold only 0.001 mm at 1292 ‘C, and of pure thalliumonly 0.001 mm at 413 ‘C.

This large differenceof vapor pressure between mercury and gold and thallium

at 400 ‘C affords a mercury volatilizationseparationprocedurewhich is

quick, carrier-free,and excellentwith respect to purity.

Radiochemica1

Source: W. W.

Mercury

Meinke.

PROCEDURE 25.

Separation

Chemical ProceduresUsed in Bombardment Work at
Berkeley,AE~D-2738,p. 232, (1949).

‘lement =ep=ated: !!szs2L Procedure by: R. W. Finkand
S. G. Thompson

Target material: Gold or platinum
Time for sep’n: from 1 to 5 min.

Type of bbdt: Protons on gold or Equipmentrequired: mercury volatilizer
a- particles on Pt, but not vice (see astatineboiler)
versa.

Yield: Enough

yield,

activityto work with but by no means quantitative. For more

heat longer.

Degree of purification: Extremelypure.

Advantages: For short Hg half-liveswhen quick samples are desired for

counting. Definitivepurity.

Procedure:

1. The target is introducedinto the chamber of the Mercury vaporizer.

A thin Pt collectingplate is put on the bottom of

cold fingerwith duco cement.

2. The Hg is then vaporizedby a bunsen flame, and is

high specificactivityon the plate.
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“Remarks:

a.

b.

Caution must be exercisednot to open the vaporizeruntil it has

thoroughlycooled, lest the hands become covered with unwashable

mercuy activitywhich spews forth when the vaporizer is hot.

The vapor pressure ofHg at only 400 ‘C is 1574.1mm of Hg, over

2 atm.; while that of molten gold at 1292 ‘C is only 0.001 mm. Hence,

at 1000 ‘C, a complete separationis attained.

T1 if present will follow the Hg in this procedure.

Steam D~stillation of

Source: J. R. DeVoe,

PROCEDURE 26.

Mercury

NAS-NS-31OS (1962).

Steam distillationof mercury in the presence of a reducing agent

was first proposedby Miller (W. L. Miller G L. E. Wachter: Anal. Chem.

~, 1312, 1950),who claimed quantitativerecoveries. In this procedure

the reducing agent (eitherSnS04 or SnC12)”was added in one step instead

of dropwise. A micro-Kjeldahlapparatuswas used. The distillation

process was monitoredwith Hglg7 - Hg203 tracer.

Procedure

Introducethe solution into the micro-Kjeldahlapparatusand add

H2S04 to make the solution 0.5N in acid. The total volume should not

exceed 20 ml. Add 20 ml SnS04 or SnC12 solution. Steam

carried ouc from

25 ml of a H2S04

Reagents

1. Concentrated

15 to 20 minutes,

- KMnOb solution,

the tip of the cooler

cooled in ice water.

2. Reducingagent:

H2S04 analyticalgrade.

a) 10 g SnS04 dissolvedin 100 ml H20 + 1 drop 36 N—

distillationis

plunging into

H2S04; filter

off residue;
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b) 125 g SnC12”2H20are dissolvedin 100 ml of 12 N HC1 and diluted—

with water to 1000 ml;

3. H2S04 - KMn04 mixture: 250 ml 3.5 ~H2S04 + 250 ml 0.8 ~KMn04.

PROCEDURE 27.

Separationof Mercury Deposit from Metallic Copper

Source: “J.R. DeVoe, U. S. Atomic Energy CommissionReport
December 1959.

Method

This method

mercury onto its

heated to remove

1. To a 50

tracer solution,

uses the well-knownfact that copper metal

surface from aqueous solution. The copper

the mercury.

AECU-461O,

will reduce

strip is then

ml round bottom centrifugecone, add carrier-freeHg203

in known amount for yield determination. If a decontamina-

tion factor is to be measured,use inactivemercury plus a radioisotopic

tracer of the contaminant.

2. Add sufficientacid to bring total volume to 2 ml of 0.15~ HN03.

3. Prepare an 8 mg Cu foil, 0.5 cmz (10 roilsthick), by washing in

1~ HN03 to clean the

centrifugecone.

4. Stir slowly

surface;rinse with distilledwater and add to the

for about 20 minutes and wash six times with distilled

water and once with acetone.

5. Transfer to a carbon rod furnace, and heat to 100 ‘C for three

minutes.

6. Collect the mercury on

collection occurs, and count in

Notes

1. The yield of the separation

Teflon film. Cut out the area where

a scintillation

with 76 p gm of

well counter.

Hg in 0.15N HN03 is 72 ~ 3%.

Error is standard deviation for 5 experiments.

2. Decontaminationfactors for a number af elementsare listed in Table XLIV.
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Remarks

Method was tested with Hg carrier in the 0.2 ug range. Q.5antitative

results were obtained for up to 78 pg.

AlternativeProcedure

Distillate is collected in two one ml portions of the HZS04 mixture

in 2 consecutive micro-traps.

TASLE MJV. Decon*.zminntionf.zccorsfor the separation of mrcury
onto copper and the distillation of ■emmy.

DscOntiminatiOn Factors
contaminant Ammlnt [us) chemical Redu. Distillation Total

As
110 200 1.2 2X104 2,4x104

~lko C.F. 3xl@[2.3x105) 3.3X102 105(7.6x107)*5

AU198 220 40 4X103 1.6x105*2

~-144-pr144 C.F. I.2X105 2.s 2.8X103

~dl15m 190 1.6x102 3.4 ●3 S.4X102

~so 7.4 ~Q5 5 5X105

cr51 5 2.sX103 6 1. 5X1O*

C-134 2.s 3X103 2.3 6. SX103

CU64 65 1. 2X102 1.4x102 1.7xlo~

Inllb 4.6 105(2X1O7)*4 102 107(2X1O9)

1=192 0.2 zxlo~ 1.4 2..sXloh

~95 n 3X103 10 3X1O’+

Pd109 50 1.4 1.7X103 2.4x105

Ru106 2 32 3s0 1.1X1O’+

Se75 3.5 6.5 2.8X103 l.sxlo~

sb]2b 0,6 2.81102 4.7 1.31104

Sn113 500 1.3X103 10 1.3X104

Ta102 4 --*1

7.~204 400 4X104 2.5 ~05

~n6S 180 4.3X103 4.7 zxlo~

~r95 8 2.7x103 14 3.8X104

●Notes: 1. Fluride completing agent for Ta interferes with the mercury yield.
2. Wermmy comes off nt 350 %.
3, Msrculy cams off at 220 Oc.
4. Start with S X 106 and (4 X 108) [C/M ~5p. )
5. Start with 1.9 x 106 and (1.9 x 109) (C/M resp.)

PROCEDURE 28.

Determination of Mercury in Biological Materials by Activation Analysis

Source: B. Sjostrand, Anal. Chem. 36, 814 (1964).

Sample and Standard Preparation

Because of the volatility of mercury compounds, samplea weighing 0.3-

1 gram must be sealed in quartz tubes before irradiation. The tubes must
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be carefully cleaned
.7.

should also be taken

before filling them with”the samples, and precaut-ione

to avoid contamination inEide the tube. A sealing

technique is prementeclin the Appendix I to this Procedure.

Mercury standards are prepared from an aqueous HgC12 solution and

should contain about 1 pg of the element. A known amount of the freshly

prepared standard solution is pipetted on a small filter paper circle. About

the same volume of saturated 112Ssolution is added to the filter paper. After

careful drying, the filter paper is placed in a quartz tube and sealed as

described in Appendix I. During neutron irradiation samples and standards

should be located as close as possible to each “other to minimize the effects

of fluw gradienta and flux depression in the reactor. After irradiation

the samples should be allowed to cool for at least ten days.

In breaking the tubes, precaution must be taken to avoid loss of gaseous

components of the sample formed by the heat in the reactor. The tubes

should therefore be opened in nitric acid in the following way:

After careful cleaning of the tube to remove surface contamination, it

ia inserted in a piece of plastic tube, sealed at one end. The plaatic tube

is then filled with oxidation mixture to cover the quartz tube completely.

The open end of the plastic tube is then sealed with a Hoffman clamp.

Pressure is applied to the tube with a pair of tongs to crush the quartz

tube. The sample is then immediately mixed with the acid and the gases

are absorbed by shaking the tube. The plastic tube is then opened and

the sample transferred to the distillation flask. The plastic tube should

be carefully rinsed with a few milliliters of the oxidation mixture. It

</
ia not necessary to separate the sample from the crushed quartz tube.

Radioactivity Measurement !,
i

The gamma spectrometry is performed using a multichannel analyzer

and a 3 x 3 inch NaI(Tl) detector? The Ug197 activity is determined by

measuring the area under ita 77-keV peak. Standards are counted in

exactly the same geometry as the samples.
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Digestion of Sample

Transfer the sample to the flask after breaking the tube aa described.

Add carrier fiolutionsof HgC12 and AS203, 20 mg of each element. Add

oxidation mixture to make 15 ml. Connect the flask to the Bethge apparatus.

Pour a few milliliters of water into the splash head.

Close the tap aud heat the flask until the nitric acid ilasdistilled

into the reeervoir. Allow the temperature to rise to over 300 ‘C and boil

the sample in the sulfuric acid remaining.

When cold, run the distillate back into the flack.

Repeat the heating cycle until the solution is completely clear and

colorless when boiling under reflux.

Separation of Mercury

Add a mixture of 5 ml of 70 percent percilloricacid aud 0.5 grams of

glycine in 5 ml of water to the dissolvedsample.

Apply heat to the flask. When the solution is boiling’under reflu,

close the tap end collect the mercury fraction in the reservoir. Interrupt

the distillation when the temperature exceeds 250 ‘C.

Tap the distillate into a 600-ml glasa beaker. Dilute the distillate

to about 300 ml with water. Deposit mercury on a 1 x 3 cm, 0.02 mm thick

gold foil in 15-20 hours of electrolysis at 4-6 volts and a current of 0.3-

0.5 amps. When the electrolysisis completed, neutralizethe electrolyte

with ammonium hydroxide, using phenol red as an indicator, before the

current is interrupted.

Rinse the gold foil with distilled water and transfer the foil to a

beaker containing ethyl alcohol, where it is stored until the weighing can

be performed. Leave the foil to dry in the air for a few minutes. Do not

dry the foil by heating. Determineweight increaseof the foil aud
\

calculate the chemicalyield by comparisonwith the amount of mercury added

as carrier. Seal the foil in a plastic bag. Measure the Hglg7 activityby

y-spectrometrym
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APPENDIX I

Method for Sealing Quartz Tubes.

Since the sealing in quartz tubes in the case of mercury-containing

materials may not be trivial, our method for this will be described shortly.

The tubes used “weremade from ordinary quartz glaas tube, available

here in 0.5 m lengths. The tubes were cut to about 60 mm, sealed at one

end and carefully cleaned (chromic acid, distilled water, alcohol, annealing)

before inserting and weighing the samplea. “The tube length, of course,

depends on the size of the irradiation can used but should be at least 40 mm

to insure that no radiant heat damage of the sample occurs during the

sealing process. For the same reason, samples should be placed only in the

lower part of the tube.

tube’s sample region by

(>1700 ‘C). Up to now,

The sealing waa made under water cooling of the

meana of some kind of high temperature burner

we have used an ordinary welding burner (acetylene-

oxygen) for this purpose but a hydro~en-oxygen burner might be still more

effective. The sealing must be done rapidly (in a few seconds) to prevent

heat from,apreading to the tube’s sample region.

The apparatus shown in Figure k8 has been used for sealing several

hundreda of samples without any indication of serious heating effects. The

aPParatus conaiata in ita simplest form of a small water-filled can with a

hole”in the cover fitting the tube or, still better, some kind of spring

system fitting a certain range of tube diameters to keep the tube”in the

center of the can. The can is mounted vertically and rotated slowly (20-30

~m) around its axia by meana of a small motor. The tube la inserted in the

Figure h8. Sketch illustrating the quartz
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can (4/5 of the tube under water)

should be changed frequently when

and is then ready for sealing. The water

sealing a number of tubes in series.

APPENDIX II

Decomposition and Distillation Apparatus

The decomposition of the organic material must, because

of the mercury compounds, be carried out in a closed system.

of the volatility

The decomposition

and the distillation should therefore be performed in the apparatus shown in

Figure 49.

This apparatua, described by Bethge,214 consists of a 150-ml distillation

flaak,

C, and

A, a reservoir, B,

a splaah head, D.

with a two-way tap and a bypasg, a reflux

With the tap in the position indicated in

condenser,

the

D

decomposition of organicFigure 49. Apparatus for controlled
materiala, also used as distillation apparatus.

Bypass insulated”with aabestos yam.
All medsures in millimeters.

See Pz-ae 201 forcawrishtc ltatlon.
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figure, the apparatua will function ss

is turned

condense,

the flask

exception

through 90°, a liquid heated

and collect in B, from where

or out through the side arm.

an ordinary reflux device. If the tap

in A will distill through the bypass,

the distillate may be run back into

The apparatus consists, with the

of B, of”easilyavailablestandardparts.

Method for Destruction of Organic Matter and the Recovery of Flercury.

The oxidation mixture consists of concentrated nitric acid containing

5 to 10 percent of concentrated sulfuric acid. Fifteen milliliters of the “’

mixture should be used for samples weighing up to 1 gram. The sample is

mixed with the oxidation mixture in flask A. The tap is closed and heat

applied to the flask until all the nitric acid has distilled into the

reservoir. The temperatureis raised to over 300 ‘C, and the sample is

boiled for a few minutes in the sulfuricacid remainingin the flask, before

the distillation is interrupted. When cold, the distillate is run back into

the flask and the heating cycle is repeated until the solution is completely

clear and colorless when boiling under reflux. The temperature rise ‘atthe

end of.each heating cycle seems to accelerate the destruction of organic

matter, so that the destruction can be completed within half an hour or less.

The splash head at the top of the Bethge apparatus should contain a few

millimeters of

A mixture

water.

Distillation of Mercury
.,

of perchloric acid and a water solution of glycine is added

to the dissolved sample in the flask. The flask is heated and the liquid

distilled into the reservoir. As seen from Figure 50, the distillationmust

not be interrupteduntil the temperatureexceeds 250 ‘C. The distillate,

representingthe mercury fraction, ia r~ off through the aide arm and

treated “separately. The role of the glycfne added is to reduce the perchloric

acid to produce hydrochloric acid, which then reacts with the mercury to give

a volatile compound. Aa this formation seems to take place mainly at

temperature above 120 ‘C, addition of hydrochloric acid would not produce
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volatile mercury compounds when heated, because

distill over before the temperature is attained

compounds are formed.

the hydrochloric acid would

at which volatile mercu~

MlU.IL&

Figure 50. Distillation curve fOr mercury.

(O% of mercury distilled, X Temperature of Fumes)

From Figure

removed with the

S6e~201 forcopyright citation.

50 it is seen that only 10 percent

first 20 m-lof liquid distilledin

of the mercury is

the temperature range

below 125 ‘C; about 80 percent of the mercury distills between 190 ‘C and

210 ‘c. The volume of liquid distilled in that temperature range is about

4 ml and the distillation of mercury is 100 percent complete between 220 0

md 250 ‘C. From these results the importance of not interrupting the

distillation too early is obvious.

PROCEDURE

Radiochemical Method for Determination

29.

of Arsenic, Bromine, Mercury,
Antimony, and Selenium in Neutron-Irradiated Biological Material

Source: K. Samsahl, ilnal.Chem. 39, 1480 (1967).

Neutron activation analysis of trace elements which form volatile

compounds may be simplified in many matrices by introducing a distillation

etep. The distillate may then be analyzed by gamma spectrometry, either
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directly or after further chemical

below is based on the simultaneous

Aa, Br, Hg, Sb, and Se.

Apparatus

separation atepa. The procedure given

distillation as oxides or bromides of

The distillation apparatus, shown in Figure 51 is made of borosilicate

glass, and ungreaaed B 14, B 10, or spherical joints are used as connection.

The neck of the distillation flask, A, is surrounded by three turns of a

coil with an inner diameter of 5 mm. This coil, which reduced spray during

the distillation, forms the direct connection to the receiver, B.

Reagents for flask A are added to a small funnel, H, and then sucked

in through a capillary tube which continued along the walls and ends near

the bottom of the flask. The distillation flask ia surrounded by a boro-

silicate glass tube in order to ensure sufficient isolation during the

distillation. The flask is heated with hot air from a Bunfienburner.

h’-— —

Figure 51. Distillation Apparatus
Seepage ZOl forcopyright citation.

A. Distillation flask, 15-ml volume, 175 mm long,”B 14 joint

B. Receiver flask, 30-n-11volume, 120 mm long, B 14 joints

c. Reflux condenser, 150 mm

D. E. Trapa for 2 and 5 ml,

long, B 10 and B 14 joints

respectively, B 10 joints
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F. H. Funnels, 10 x 100 mm

G. I. stopcock

J. Borosilicate tube, 45

K. Arrow points to water

L. Bunsen’burner

M. Compressed Air

X 380 =

suctionpump

The receiver flask, B, is

C, two U-tubes, D and E, and a

into the flask via funnel F.

Procedure

comected in its turn to a reflux condenser,

water-suctionpump, K. Reagenta are sucked

The following method is suitable for soft animal tissue samples and

MSY also be used ~thout modification for hard animal tissue containing

maximally 6 to 7 mg of Ca. However, it has not been sufficiently tested with

plant samples rich in silica.

Preparation”and Irradiation. Maximally 200 mg of a dried, koft animal

tissue sample is sealed in a small quartz tube and irradiated together with

standards of As, Br, Hg, Te and Se for 1 to 2 da”yswith a thermal neutron

flux of 2 x 1013 nicm2.sec.. The high radioactivity of the sample is then

allowed to decay for 2 to 3 days before starting the chemical separation.

Further details about the preparation of samples and standards as well as

the irradiation are given in reference 215.

Decomposition and Distillation

To flask B are added 1 ml of 1 to 1 H2S04 and 1 ml of 30% H202. To

trap D is added 2 ml of 1 to 10 H2S04 and to E, 5 ml of 6~ NaOH. A faint

stream of air is now maintained through B, C, D, and E.

The quartz tube with the sample is rinsed with acid and water and

placed in liquid nitrogen for a short time. The smpoule is then innnediately

broken. The sample is transferred to the distillation flask, A, care being

taken

Fifty

+5
As ,

that glass pieces from the broken tube do not accompany the sample.

microliters of a 48% HBr carrier solution containing 50 Ug each of

Hg+2, Sb
+5 +4 .

, and Se LS then added and the flask is closed. If non-
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distillableelementsare to be dete~ined simultaneously,furthercarrier

additionsshould be made at this juncture.

Through funnel H is now added, with auction, 2 ml of 30 to 33% fuming

H 2S0+ StopcockI is then clo.9edand G opened, thus maintaininga slow

stream of air through the receiver

The mixture is very carefully

centimeters below the lower end of

tion flask. This critical initial

system.

heated with a small flame placed a few

the glass tube surrounding the distilla-

heating”stage must be watched and

regulatedto obtain an even release of gases without exceesivespattering

of material into the flask coil. After about 10 minutes the excess of

S02 end S03 has been transferredto the receiver. During the next 10 minutes,

heating of the contentsof flask A is successivelyincreasedto the boiling

point. The carbonizationis then finishedby a short vigorousboiling of the

mixture in order to bring down any material Spattered around in the flask.

The heating is then interrupted and the contents of the flaak are cooled to

room temperature by means of a blast of compressed air (1 open, G closed).

One milliliter of 30% H202 is added to the flask through tube H. When the

reaction has ceased (G open, I closed), the mixture is heated to incipient

fumes of S03. Without interrupting the heating, the straw-yellow solution

is made completely clear by slowly adding in small drops through tube H about

0.75 ml of 30% H202. Finally, the solution is cooled to room temperature

with compressed air. To the wet-ashed sample solution is

48Z”HBr. TO receiver flask B is added 1 ml of 30% ~$02.

followed by strong heating of the solution until boiling,

just begins to distill (I closed, G open). After cooling

added 0.5 ml of

The additiona are

concentrated H7_S04

and addition of a

new portion of 0.5 ml of 48% HBr to the flask, the distillation is repeated

in the same way for a second and a third time. After the third addition

of HBr the solution is heated until 0.5 ml of H2S04 is left in the flask.

The distillation procedure is now finiehed. The 0.5 ml of H2S04

solution remdning in distillation flask A contains the greater part of

the trace elements present in biological material. The subdivision of
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. . .

the distilledtrace activitiesas Aa, Dr, Hg,”Sb,

differentgroupH im describedbelw.

Separationof Bromine. Ithilemeintabiinga faint

B,.C, D, and E the contenteof flack B are heated

“andheating ia continueduntil the aolutionaIn B

and Se into four

etreem of air through

to”the boiling point,

and D are Completely

colorless. This takes 5 to 10 ❑inutes. At .thimpoint 95 to 99 percent of

the Bre2 activityham been expelledand quantitativelyabaorbed h trap E.

Separationof Antimony.Arsenic.Mercury aud Seleniw. The trace activities

of antimony,arsenic,mercury, =d selenium remainingin flask B after the

volatilizationof bromine are subdividedinto thr~ differentgroups by

selectivesorptionsteps in a eeries of three”smellauion-exchangecolumno.

The separationim performedatiultaneoualy.and automatically with a propor-

tioningp- apparatue. The ayatem la ecbemeticallyshown in Figure 52.

r;
![fi*
i .:{:. .. ...

IO

r ..;,..
.......

t I

tl

Figure 52. Scheme of the anion-exchangeseparationeyetam.
SapmwZOlfar~rWrt dmtlom

A. Piston barrel, 28 x 150 w“

B. C. Pinton barrels, 20 x 150=

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

5 X 50-, Dwex”2 (W4-, 200 - 400 mesh)

7 x 50m, Dwex 2 (Cl-,2C9 - 400 meah)

18 x 50 mn (Br-,Cl-, 200 - 400 mesh)

Mixing wile, 5 turns, 15- outer diameter

Piston with rubber mopper

Perepex plate, 15 ~ thick
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The working

machine has

principle as well as the constructional details of this kind of

been described in reference 216.

The anion-exchange column, D, is prepared with a few milliliters of

3.6~H2S04, column E with 4.5~HCl, and column F with a mixture containing

equal volumes of 4.5X HC1 and 48% HBr. The piston barrel, A, is filled with

48% HBr and B with 9~HC1. Barrel C, finally, contains both the sample

solution and a washing solution. The sample solution is prepared by

adding to the mixture of the acid distillate in receiver B and the contents

of trap D 0.25 ml of 8~ HC1, followed by dilution to 20 ml with H20. This

solution, about 3.5~ in H2S04 and O.1~ in HC1, is transferred to barrel C

above its upper piston, H, vhile the washing”solution consisting of 10 ml

of O.l& HC1 occupies the space between the two pistons of the barrel.

Plate I is now forced upwards at a predetermined, constant speed

corresponding to the delivery of the sample solution to column D at a rate

of approximately 1 ml per minute. The amounts of acid between the columns,

injected simultaneously via barrels A and B, make the influent solution

about 4.51 in HC1 for column E and 2.3& in HC1 and 4.5X in HBr for F,

respectively. When the sample solution ha~ been forced out of C, a small

glass rod in the bottom of the barrel automatically pushes out the rubber

stopper in pfston H, thus

solution. After about 30

passed through the system

After the drainingof

giving free passage for the subsequent washing

minutes the sample and the washing solution have

of ion-exchange columns and the machine stops.

the columns, the resin.phases are transferred to

polyethylene tubes, homogenized by means of the corresponding influent

solutions, and counted with gamma-ray spectrometry. The Bre2 activity in

trap E is “measuredafterappropriate dilution with water. Quantitative

results are obtained by comparison with the standards.

A peristaltic pump may also be used for these separations.

The main disadvantage of the pre”sentmethod, and of distillation

procedures in general, is’the’difficulty of introducing automatized

operations. In the serial analysis of strongly irradiated biological
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samples this ia a drawback, owing to the highradiation levels, among

other things. Some improvements on the present method along”this line

might include the fast destruction of organic matter with Na202 fusion

and aub~equent distillation of bromides frm acid solution with a

continww stream of dry HBr gas.

PROCEDURE 30.

Determinationof Trace Elements in Stone Meteoritesby ActivationAnalysis.
I. Selenium,Arsenic, Antimony, Tin, and Mercury.

Source: W. Kiesl, Z. Analyt. Chem. ~, 13 (1967).

After irradiation with thermal neutrons in a reactor, traces of

selenium,arsenic,antimony,tin, and mercury are separatedfrom their

respective meteorite or mineral matricea

Standards

Selenium. Anhydrous Na2Se03 (Fluka) was

by’distillation of the halides.

dissolved in water. The Se

concentration was determined in two ways: gravimetrically by precipitating

metallic”Se with S02 from a stronglyhydrochloricacid solutionand by

iodometric titration in 1.5 ~ HN03.

Mercury. Analytical grade HgC12 (Merck) was dissolved in water, slightly

acidified with HC1. The

known excess 0.1 ~ ZnSO~

with 0.1 & EDTA solution

mercury concentration was determined by adding a

solution, adjusting the pH to 10 and back titrating

using EriocliromeBlack T as indicator.

Arsenic. A weighed amount of AS203 (Merck”)was dissolved in NaOH.

Antimony. .-lytical grade SbC13 (Merck) was dissolved in HC1; its concen-

tration was determined by titration with 0.1 ~ KBr03.

Tin. Metallic tin of a purity of 99.9995 percent (Unterharzer Berg-und

HiittenwerkeGmbH, Goslar) was diseolved in HC1 which contained some free

chlorine.”

Activation

Samples and standards

irradiated for 60 hours in

were sealed in

a thermal flux
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Before analysis, mmplea and

Separation by Distillation

atendarde were allowed to cool for 10-15 hourB.

After opening the quartz ampoules, the samples, measured volumes of

carrier solutions , and 10 ml of concentrated H2S04 were placed in an

all-quartz distillation apparatua. Nitrogen was passed B1OW1Y through the

apparatus while the temperature waa raised to about 200 ‘C. Through a

funnel 20 ml of a 3:1 mixture of HC1 and HBr was added dropwise to the

asmple. The distillate pasaed through a condenser and was collected in

an ice cooled solution of dilute HC1 in which a few crystals of KBr03 had

been dissolved. After the addition of the HC1-HBr mixture was complete,

heating was continued for another 15-20 minutes or until S03 fumes were

given off. All volatile components of the samples now had been volatilized

and were in the distillate. At times metallic Se deposited in the condeneer.

In this case, the Se was dissolved by placing a few XBr03 crystals inside

the distillation head and washing with 7 &HC1.

Separation of Se and As from Sb, Sn, and Hg

In the distillate which now has

precipitated with S02 after adding 5

The solution with the Se precipitate

The Se need not be reprecLpitated if

a volume of 20-30 ml seleniunis

ml of 7 ~ HC1 and heating to 70 ‘C.

is allowed to cool, then Se is filtered.

the concentration of Sb and Hg in the

distillate ia below 10 pg, and the concentration of Sn below 100 ~g.

The filtrate is adsorbed on Dowex l-X8. The anion exchange column has an

id. of 7 millimeters and contains”2.5 grams of 100-200 mesh Dowex 1-X8

which had been converted to the chloride form by waahing with 7 ~ HC1.

ATsenic is eluted with 3 ~ HC1 and precipitated as b2S3. Antimony,

tin and mercury remain adsorbed on the anion exchanger.

Separation of Sb, Sn, and Ha

Two ion exchange method8 for separating SIJ,Sn, and Hg from each other

are given below.

a. Ascorbic Acid Method. The distribution coefficient of Sb as a function

of normality of UC1,shows a characteristic minimum of 3.5 at O.h ~ Hcl in
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presenceof 10 percent ascorbicacid. Thus, Sb is eluted at 0.4 ~ HC1.

At this molarity, the distributioncoefficientof Hg is not different

from that in pure HC1 of the same aciditywhereas that of Sn is displaced

toward

eluted

enough

lower values. Tin and mercury remain adsorbed. Tin can now be

with 22 ~ H3P04. The distribution coefficient for Hg is still high

that this element is retained on the column. To elute Sn completely

from the column, about 60-70 ml of 22

then is washed with 3-4 ml 1 ~ HC1 to

eluted with 7 ~ HN03.

~ H3P04 are necessary. The column

remove H3P04. Finally, mercury is

The disadvantage of this separation method is that the volume of 0.4 ~

HC1 (10 percent ascorbic acid) required to elute Sb is about 130-150 ml.

Since the rate of elution should be one drop in about 4 seconds, the separa-

tion takes rather long. Furthermore, the elution of Sn ia almost as time

consuming.

b. Ammonium Fluoride ?lethod. The distribution coefficient for Sb can

be decreased appreciably in NH4F-HC1 solutions over that

hence the volume of HC1 to elute Sb can be reduced to 10

eluant. The optimum elution conditions are 0.4-0.5 ~ in

in HC1 solutions,

to 15 ml of

HC1 in 10 percent

NH4F. The distribution coefficient is 1.7. Tin is eluted with 22 ~ H3POq

and Hg with 7 ~ HN03.

The dependence of the distribution coefficients for Sb, Sn, and Hg

on the various eluants used in the two methods described are summarized in

Figure 53. A flow chart for the separation of As, Sb, Sn, Hg, and Se is

given in Figure 54.

PROCEDURE 31.

Activation Analysis of Mercury in High Purity Bismuth

Source: J. I. Klm and J. Hoste, Anal. Chim. Acts 35, 61 (1966).

Displacement of mercury ions by more electro-negative metals has been

applied by several authors.
217,218,219 With regard to the sample solution,
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As,Sb,Sn,Hg,Se

I

7~HCl[HBr,H2SOq]
S02

& 7N HN03
>Hg+[Cu a2][HgJq]

22~ H3P04
~ Sn—

(10% NHqF)
10.%Amcorbic Acid

>B~ .$bzss
0,4N Hcl
(O,~~HCl)

71 licl

f
As — AS2S3—

Figure 54. Flowchart for the separation of As, Sb, Sn, hg and Se.

copper wae chosen, since the bismuth matrix may contain impurities which are

more electro-negative than copper. With the latter, only the more electro-

positive elements can be deposited, such as mercury, silver, gold, platinum,

etc.

The deposition can be performed in hydrochloric217 or nitric acid

218*219 the ~tter being preferable as the former h rather time-solution,

consuming for a complete deposition. With nitric acid, ,good results are
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obtained in the concentration range of.O.01-l.5”~. .An acid concentration

lower than 1 ~ favora the deposition.of undesirable elements such as antimony

and bismuth itself, whereas aconcentration higher than 1.5.~ causes a quick

dissolution of the copper. Therefore the use of 1.0-1.5 ~nitric acid is

believed to be appropriate.

Preference was given to copper powder (200 mesh) over metal foils as

the surface is larger. The copper pwder was plaed on a microfiltering

unit, and the sample solution sucked throughth”ecopper powder at a rate of

2-3 mlfmin. It was found that one passage gave a complete deposition of up

to 100 mg of mercury on 1 gram of copper. This procedure was still insufficiently

selective for the separation of mercury from other interfering species as

gold, silver, etc. The obtained metallic mercury was therefore further .

purified by distillation, the distillate being collected on a silver foil.

Distillation

For the recovery of mercury, amalgamation with gold or silver foil

ia often used in conventional analytical procedures.

Accordingly, after the previous separation technique, the copper

powder was transferred to a nickel crucible, innerted in the circular

opening of an iron plate placed on an asbestoa board,,just large enough

for the crucible to fit snugly and protrude by about half ita height. This

prevented the flame from heating the upper portion. The disc of the silver

foil was cooled by contact with a cylindrical brass condenser, through which

cold water circulated, as ahown in Figure 55. The bottom of the cruciblewas
4. k

&

-*

Q
I -W 01~m

2
35

L 0

Figure 55. Apparatus for Hg distillation. 1, cooler: made of brass
(o.d. -3 cm, oh. -5 cm); 2, Ag plate (thickness ‘0.05 mm, diam.
.-3 cm); 3, nickel crucible (id. -2.7 cm, height -2.5 cm); 4, sample
deposited on copper powder (Cu ‘lg); 5, iron crucible-supporter;
6, asbestoa.
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graduallyheated with a small bunsen burner, being carefulnot to overheat.

To avoid the escape of mercury vapor, which might be due to overheating

as well as to leakage between the silver foil and the crucible, a circular

incision was made on the bottom surface of the condenser, to the edge of

which the cruciblecould be matched, tliusmaking a tight joint. All

portions of the crucible were readily brought above the boiling point of

mercury (375°) while the silver foil was kept at 10-50°. lIeatingfor 30

minutes was sufficient to distill all the mercury deposited on the copper

powder. The apparatuswas then allowed to

disconnectingthe condenser. The increase

to mercury.

cool for 10 minutes without

in weight of the foil was due

Before starting this procedure, the sample containing the mercury

depositedon the copper grains should be washed with alcohol and ether,

otherwisethe moisture in the copper grains will condenseon the foil and

cause a poor amalgamation.

The result$ of this procedure

and reliability. Gold and silver,

copper grains, did not interfere.

were found to be satisfactoryin accuracy

depositedtogetherwith mercury on the

Experimental

Sampling and I~adiation

Approximately1 gram samples of high purity bismuth were taken from 3

differentkinds of.matrices: certifiedpurity of 99.999 percent (B-1) of

unknownbut high purity (B-2] and of certifiedpurity of 99.999 percent

(B-3). The samples were washed with dilute

sealed quartz ampoules. The insides of the

washed with concentratednitric acid, water

nitric acid and packed in

quartz ampouleswere also thoroughly

and alcohol,then dried, as they

might contain mercury impurities.213 The mercury contained in the quart7-

would not be removed by this procedure;“thewashing of the inner surface

was only intendedto avoid any accidentalcontamination.
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For the standard,high purity mercuric oxide was used, dissolved in

6N nitric acid and diluted to a 10 ~g/ml; 100 V1 were taken and sealed in

a quartz ampoule.

The samples were irradiatedfor 3 days in the BR-1 reactor at a flux

of 4.1011 n/cm2/sec. The quartz ampouleswere placed in liquid air before

opening to condenseany mercury vapor that might be formed during

irradiation.

RadiochemicalSeparation

Place the irradiated

quartz ampoule. Add 18.5

sample in a 150-mlbeaker togetherwith the open

mg of mercury carrier (18.5mg/ml) and 5 ml of 7N—

nitric acid. Cover with a watch glass and dissolve on a

heating.

Dilute to 30 ml with cold water and transfer

in which about 1 gram of copper ponder is placed.

nitric acid and add to the sample solution. Pass

to the

hot plate by gentle

reducing apparatus,

Wash the beaker with 1.4 N—

the solution at a rate of

2-3 ml/minute

copper powder

transferto a

through the copper powder and repeat this step. Wash the

under suction,with water, alcohol and ether and carefully

nickel crucible set in the distillationapparatus. Insert a

silver foil between the nickel crucible and the brass condenser,adjust

the crucible and condensertogether in the circular incisionon the bottom

surface of the condenser,and tightenwith spring holders. Apply increas-

ing heat to the bottom

to overheat. Allow to

condenser.

Remove the silver

of the crucible during 30 minutes, taking care not

cool for 10 minutes without disconnectingthe

foil, wash successivelywith alcohol and ether and

dry in a desiccator. Weigh the foil and pack in a thin plastic bag for

counting.

Standard samples are processedby the same technique.
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Count h~

Counting “wasperformed

NaI (Tl) crystal coupled to

measurementsthe photo peak

for 5 minutes, starting.1.5

with a y-scintillationspectrometer(31!x 311

a 400-channel’analyzer). For the quantitative

in the 68-77 keV region was selectedand counted

days after the end of the irradiation. When

mounting the sample“onthe scintillation”detector,the silver foil,packed

in the plastic bag; was placed flatly,the amalgamatedside toward the

detector. It is obvious that this way of mounting gave rise to a somewhat

better countingefficiency,since the silver foil absorbedthe weak-energy

y-rays, i.e. ~ 15 percent of the 68-77 kc%’region by 0.05 mm silver foil.

All the samples and standms were counted alternatelyand resultswere

ca~culatedby comparisonof the obtaineddata.

PRDCEDURE 32.

Separationof Small Quantitiesof Mercury
Nitric Acid Solutionby Displacement

Sotmce: B. M. Maude and K. L. Wilkinson,
EstablishmentReport AERE-M 2008

1. Introduction

from Gross Amount$ of Silver in

Atomic Energy Research
(1968).

Stable mercury isotopes as produced by the electro-magnetic

are collectedin silver pockets. Thesepockets are then leached

separator,

with strong

nitric acid to give a solutioncontainingmg quantitiesof the mercury

isotope togetherwith several EMISof silyer,

A chemicalprocess was requiredwhich would q~ntitatively separate

and recover this mercury, the final product to be in the form of mercury

metal, or mercuric nitrate solution.

2. Procedure

Pure copper turnings were

concentrations,containingthe

added.to nitric acid solutions, of varying

silver and mercury mixture until no further
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reaction occurred, and subsequent additions of copper remained bright. The

treated solution was filtered through a glass sinter, and the spongy CulAgjHg

alloy washed thoroughly with water, and then with acetone before sucking dry.

The dried alloy was loaded into a quartz tube which was sealed to a glass

trap and vacuum line via a quartzip~ex graded seal as shown’inFigure56.

The apparatuswas evacuated,liquid nitrogenplaced around theglass

trap, and when the pressure was down to <1 torr the systemwas isolated

SILICA WOOL CHARGk

Figure 56. Apparatus for heating the IigiAg/Cualloy.

beingfrom the vacuum pump. The charge was then heated, the temperature

raised to 700 ‘C over a pericwiof severalhours. Mercury was sublimed.in

the reactiontube just outside the hot zone of the furnace,and was flamed

along the tube into the cold trap. When no more mercury was seen to sublime,

the furnacewas removed,the reactiontube allowed to cool, and the apparatus

slowly let down to atmosphericpressurewith argon, with the liquidnitrogen

trap still in place. AS soon as the system reached atmosphericpressure,

the liquid nitrogenwas removed,and the cold trap allbwed to warm up to

room temperature,the apparatusbeing open to the atmosphereduring this last

operationvia the vacuum tap. The whole trap assemblywas then broken from

the quartz tube and the mercury content determined.

In the naturalmercury trials,the collectedmercury was dissolvedin

nitric acid and estimatedas mercuric zinc thiocyanate. In the isotopic

mercury runs, the mercury was carefullywashed into a weighingbottle. After
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rinsingwell, the bulk of the wash water was *moved by suction,and the

final drying done in a P205 desiccator. After weighingto constantweight,

the isotopicmercury bead was kept under distilledwater.

This method was found to give a good separationand a good yield.

After several successfulexperimentswith naturalmercury it was used for

the isotopicmercury processing.

The followingpoints are very importantwhen carryingout this method:-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Thoroughwashing of the Hg/Ag/Cu alloy until free from

ions.

Making sure the alloy is dry before loading.

Heating the charge for a sufficientlength of time.

Heating the charge to a sufficiently high temperature.

the mercury is released below 500 ‘C, but some heating

at 700 ‘C to remove the last traces.

nitrate

Host of

is required

Leaving the liquid N2 trap in place when lettingthe apparatus

down to atmosphericpressure.

Failure to observe any one of these conditions was found to give low

yields.

PROCEDURE 33.

Determinationof Mercury Vapor in Air

Source: L. Magos, Brit. J. Industr.Med. ~, 230 (1966).

Materialsand Methods

Mercuric acetate-potassiumchloridereagent: 2.5 x 10-”~ mercuric

acetate and 0.25 M potassiumchloridein glass distilledwater. Weaker

solutionswere preparedby dilution. The mercuric acetatewas labelledwith

Hg
20 3++

solutionobtained from the RsdiochemicalCentre,Amersham. The

increasein mercury concentrationcaused by labellingwas always less

than 1.0 percent.
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Determination of Mercury Concentration in the Solutions

Excess penicillamine (Koch-Light Labs Ltd.) was added to the samples,

and the penicillaminenot bound to mercury was determinedwith 5.S-dithio-

bis-2 (2-nitrobenzoicacid).

Radiochemical Measurements

0.5 to 2.0 ml of the solutions were counted in a well-shaped NaI

scintillationdetector (DetectorN664B) with a scaler (N61OA,Ekco Elec-

tronics, Ltd.), having a countingefficiencyfor Hg203 of LIO percent with a

backgroundof 600 counts/100seconds. Specific activities

counts/100second/ugHg.

was countedby inserting

detector.

Absorber

The

(Beckman

(Hopkins

The activity of mercury absorbed

the absorber into the well of the

were expressedas

by the absorber

NaI scintillation

absorberswere Polyallomertubes 5/8 x 3 inches (15.8x 76.2 mm)

Instruments,Inc., Spinco Division)containingactivatedhopcalite

and Williams Ltd., a solid mixture of

Inlet and outlet tubes were sterivacpolythene

copper and manganese oxide.)

iannulae,size 4, bore 2.0 mm,

Figure 57. The absorber.

wall thickness 0.5 mm (Allen 6 Hanburyts, Ltd.), led through a rubber bung

with a close but a sliding fit. The inlet touched the bottom of the tube

and its end was cut and splayed (Figure 57). The absorber was filled by
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holding the splayed

tube; introducing3

the tube by sliding

end of the inlet canqula firmly to the bottom of the

g hopcalite;coveringwith cotton wool; and stoppering

the bun~ down the inlet cannula.

Saturation of Air with Mercury

The saturationsystem is shown in Figure 58. Compressedair was passed

through a Flostatminor (G. A. Platen Ltd.) to regulatethe air flow; a

Rotameter (RotameterManufacturingCo.) of 5-150 ml/min capacity to measure

the air flow and five 50 ml and one 250 ml. Quickfitwash bottles, their

bottoms covered with metallicmercury; and a coil condenserwith 14 coils,

every coil containingone droplet of mercury.

In the majority of the experiments”saturationwas carried out at room

temperature. In some experimentsair was saturatedwith mercury at room

temperaturein the wash bottles and subsequentlydesaturatedat O ‘C. The

coil condenserand a 250 ml gas washing bottle filled with glass wool were

connectedin series and immersedin ice. The outgoing air was passed through

an invertedQuickfit stirrer guide containinga thermometerwhich was

SUppOTted by

not shown in

At O ‘C

a pad of glass wool and stoppered. (Thesemodificationsare

Figure 58.)

the saturatedair was assumed to contain 2.24 Pg Hg per liter,

the concentrationused by Thorpe and Marriott (1957)for calibratingultra-

violet mercury vapor meters. At room temperaturemercury concentrations

were calculatedfrom the simplifiedequation:

Ug Hg/liter = 200.6x (V.p.) X 106
760 x (mol. vol.] (1)

where 200.61 is the atom weight of mercury; v.p. is the vapor pressure of

mercury given by the Handbook of Chemistryand Physics (1951)and mol. vol.

is the molar volume of mercury at saturationtemperature. Changes in

atmosphericpressure influencemercury concentrationinsignificantlyso the

mole volume was not correctedfor them.
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Figure 58. Details of the system for producing and samplingknown concen-
trations of mercury vapor. (1) Flostatminor to regulate the air flow through
the saturation system; (2) rotameter to measure the volume of the saturated
air; (3) Quickfit wash bottles having mercury layer in the bottom; (4) coil
condenser having mercury droplets in the coils; (s) Totqeterto measure the
volume of mercury-freeair; (6) lead shield; (7) midget impinger; (8) absorber.

To obtain lower concentrationsthe saturatedair was mixed with a

mercury-freeair by a Y piece. Mercury-freeair was taken from the

laboratoryatmosphereby filteringit through hopcaliteattached to the

inlet of a rotameterof 0.5-5.0 liters/minutecapacityand its flow rate

was regulatedwith a Flostat.

Method of Dperation

The air, with or without added mercury, was sucked through a

impingercontaining20 ml of reagent and then through one ormore

The flow rate was 1 liter/minuteexcept when stated otherwise.

30 ml

absorbers.

1 pg Calibration

A plastic syringewith a horizontaltube connectedto its eccentric

orifice was used for 1 Bg of calibration(see Figure 59). The sYringe

consistsof an outer cylinder,an inner cylinder,and a piston. The inner

cylindercan be rotated in the outer cylinder. When the orificesof the inner
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and outer cylinders communicate, the piston provides the means of adjusting

the chamber volume and of filling ‘or emptying the chamber. The volume of

the inner cylinder is graduated in ‘C in such a way that when it is filled

with mercury-saturatedair to the mark of the room temperatureit contains

1 Pg mercury vapor. The syringewas made airtightwith silicon stopcock

grease (Edwardnigh Vacuum, Ltd.). To fill the syringe the horizontaltube

was connectedwith the saturatingsystem and with a water pump giving 75 to

100 ml/minute air flow. After two to three minutesl flow to ensure satura-

tion in the tube the piston was slowly pulled to the correct mark. The

syringewas then closed by turning the inner cylinder. The horizontaltube

was disconnectedfrom the saturatingsystem and 0.5 minutes later from the

water pump. It was connectedwith the inlet of the midget impingerwith-

out interruptingthe 1 liter/minuteair flow. The syringewas opened by

turningback the inner cylinderto the originalposition and the piston was

pushed in.

The syringeprovided a way of introducinga

vapor”into the air stream in a high reproducible

which may attend mixing two air

standardizing the apparatus and

the exchange reaction depended.

streams. It was

small quantityof mercury

way without the errors

thereforeuseful for

for investigatingthose factorsupon which

OUTER CYLINDER
ii,

,:,
,,

PISTON l~NER ULINER

-s

-,:--_–i–_---_ -_: : :,:.-.-r-- –----=-:

~. ..;: :k-, --,,;,+~ __ ~;’------- ------
,, ~,

-_-_-_-__-_-l_-J_- J;---- ------ ------ - _

hlEPCiRf—__
CONTAINER

Figure 59. Plane (uppersketch) and side view (lowersketch) of the
1.0 Pg calibrator.
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The syringe was also designed so

be producedwithin it without the use

lower part of the syringe (Figure59)

which can be filledwith mercury, and

that the mercury-saturatedair could

of an external saturatingsystem. The

has a removableattached container

the,inner cylinderhas an aperture

which can be lined up with this so that the air in the syringe”can become

saturated. In 40 to 45 minutes 98 to 99 percent saturationwas achieved.

Before injectingthe saturatedair the mercury containerwas always replaced

by a solid stopper to avoid the risk of merc&y vapor escapingfrom the

container through the grease into the air stream due to the negative pressure.

Disposal of RadioactiveWaste

The reagents usually contained less than 2 IJc/20ml. This low radio-

activitymay be disposed of as no-l laboratorywaste down a sink. The

hopcalitecontainsmuch less Hg203 than the reagent and can be disposedof

as normal solid waste.

PROCEDURE 34.

Mercury Analyais by Isotopic Dilution

Source: J. Ruzicka and J. Stary, Talanta ~, 535 (1961).

This method permits the determinationof mercury in amounts of

10-6 to 10-7 g/ml with an average precision of +0.5 percent and in amounta

-8
of 10 to 10-9 g/ml with an average preci~ion of *2.5 percent.

Apparatue required:

Scintillation counter with a well-type NaI (Tl) detector,

Mechanical shaker, and

Glass test tubes, 25 ml volume, with ground stoppers.
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Chemicals:

Water, redistilled,

Carbon Tetrachloride, analytical grade,

Dithizone, analytical grade,

Sulfuric acid, analytical grade, 50 percent and 5 percent solutions,

purifiedby extractionwith a CC14-dithizonesolution.

Radiomercurysolution (46.9-dayHg203). A solutionof a specific

activity of 30

with 5 percent

mClg was diluted to an appropriate

sulfuric acid.

concentrateion

Procedure

To .10ml of the solution of non-active mercury (10
-6

to 10-7 $/ml)

which may contain a large excess of other metals; an amount of the same

order of magnitude of radiomercury is added. To this solution 4 ml of

50 percent H2S04 and 1 ml of 10 percent NH20HoHC1are added to reduce

oxidizingagente,which may be present, and wh,ichwould decompoeedithi-

zone. The eolution thus prepared is extracted by 1.5 ml of 2 x 10-5 M

dithizone solution in CC14. After shaking for 10-20 minutes which is

“sufficient to reach equilibrium, the organic phase is separated, and the

activity A2 of 1.00 ml of the extract is measured with a scintillation

counter. At the same time, a solution which contains only radiomercury,

4 ml of 50 percent H2S04 solution, 1 ml of a 10 percent NH20HoHC1solution,

and”about1.5 ml of the dithizone eolution, is extracted. The activity of

1.00 ml of this extract, Al is meaeured in the Fame way.
;..

The a&ount of non-active mercury is determined from the relation:

[1Al

‘=y~- 1

In determiningsmaller amounts of mercury

followed, again adding amounte of radiomercury

the same procedure is

of the same order of magnitude

and less dithizone than corresponds to the amount of mercury present. The

moat aatiafactory ratio of active and non-active mercury is 1:1. Becauee
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a more dilute solution of dithizone is used, the solution to be analyzed

should be less acid; therefore a smeller amount of sulfuric acid (4 ml of

4 percent H2S04 solution) is used.

Radiometric

Source: J.

PROCEDURE 35.

Determination of Submicrogrem Amounts of Mercury

Stary and R. Milosevic, Talanta~, 521 (1967).

The radiometric method for the determination of

with silver-nom dithizonate given below permits the

mercury by exchange

determination of as

little as 5 x 10-10 grams of mercuryfml. Gold is the only element

interfering seriously.

Exchange reactions between a metal to be determined and a complex of

another metal with lower stability or extraction constant are often used

in analytical chemistry. With the use of radioisotopes the sensitivity

of determinations of this type can be greatly increased. From the extrac-

tion constants of the metal dithizonateszzo~ zzl it follows that silver is

completely exchanged by mercury according to the equilibrium:

2 Agllom (~Z)
(erg)

+ Hg2+# ‘g (~z)2(org) + 2 Agllofi
.

Preliminary experiments showed that equilibrium for this reaction is reached

within 1 minute. The amount of mercury present can be found from the

decreaae in the radioactivity of the silver-llOm dithizonate in the organic

phase or from the increase in the radioactivity of the silver-llllmcations

in the aqueous phase.

General Procedure

To 8 ml of the test solution (PH 1-2) containing 0.01-0.10 pg of mercury,

and 1 ml of 5 percent urea solution and 1 ml of 10H acetic acid (previously

purified by dithizone extraction). Transfer the solution into a separate

funnel, and add 1.00 ml of 10-6 ~ silver-nom dithizonate in carbon tetra-

chloride. The dithizonate solution i~”prepared by shaking 10-6 ~ dithizone
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solution in carbon tetrachloride with an exc”essof silver-nom nitrate

solution containing 0.5 percent of urea and 1 ~ acetic acid. Thus prepared,

and kept in the dark, the solution is stable for at leaat two daya.

Shake the funuel for 2-3 minutes, transfer 0.50 ml of the organic phaae into

an aluminum planchette, evaporate to dryness and measure

a Geiger-Muller counter.

alope of -1400 cpm silver

For determination of

silver-nom dithlzonate.

permits the determination

precision. The method is

A typical calibration curve is

activity/lO-O g of ❑ercury/ml.

the activity with

linear and has a

-5mercury in amounts ten times as great, use 10 ~

The specific activity of silver-nom available

-10
of mercury down to 5 x 10 glml with sufficient

rather selective; only palladium, gold, silver,

and large amounts of copper and bismuth interfere, and these must be removed.

Procedure in the presence of palladium, copper and bismuth

To 8 ml of the test solution in 2~ aulphuric acid, containing 0.1-1.0

pg of mercury and 20 times aa much palladium or 100 times as much copper and

bismuth, add 1 ml of O.0~ 8-hydroxyquinoline solution in 10~ acetic acid.

Extract palladium (and partially copper and bismuth) an the 8-hydroxyqulnolinate

several 5 ml portions of chloroform. To the aqueous phase, still containing all

-5
the mercury, add 1.00 ml of 10 & silver-nom dithizonate in carbon tetra-

chloride, and test the solution as previously described. The amount of.mercury

la found from the calibration curve.

Procedure in the presence of silver

To 8 ml of the test solution (PH 1-3) containing 10-100 times as much

silver as mercury , add 1 ml of 5 percent urea solution, 1 ml of 10 ~ acetic

acid and 1.3 g of solid sodium chloride so that the total concentration of

chloride ions ia now about 12.5 percent). Extract the mercury quantitatively

with an excess of dithizonesolutionin carbon tetrachloride(for 0.1-1.0 ~g

of mercury uae 2.00 ml of 10-5~ dithizonesolution),leaving the silver

completelyin the aqueoua phaae. Transfer 1.00 ml of the organic extract

into another separating funnel, and shake it for 2 minutes with

silver-llOm nitrate solution containing 0.5 percent of urea and
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acid. Transfer 0.50 ml of the organic extract to a plancliette,evaporate

it to dryness and measure the activity with a Ceiger-Muller counter. The

amount of mercury in the test sample is determined from a calibration curve

prepared under the same condition as before.

PROCEDURE 36.

Simple and Rapid Determination of Mercury in Urine and Tissues by
Isotope Exchange

Source: T. W. Clarkson and M. R. Greenwood, Talanta 15, 547 (1968).

Principle of Method

Current methods for the determination of mercury in urine and other

biological materiale require that the organic material should be removed

by chemical oxidation, either partially or completely. Aa has been atreeeed

by other~,222*223the chief problem lies in the digestionprocedure. Too

vigoroueoxidationresults in losses of mercury by volatilization,too

little leads to incompleteextractionby the completingagents (e.g.,dithi-

zone). If the chemicaloxidant is not completelyreduced after the digeetion

procedureother complicationsresult.

The method describedhere avoids these difficultiesby making use of

an entirely new procedure. Sufficient quantities of cyateine are added to

the biological sample to complex all the mercury preeent. Trace quantities

of radioactive mercury, Hg203, are added, which rapidly equilibrate with

the non-active mercury in the cysteine complex. The biological sample, now

containing labelled mercury complexed to cyeteine, is exposed to non-radi-

active mercury vapor. A rapid isotopic exchange takes place resulting in

the transfer of radioactivity to the vapor phase. Experimental conditions

are adjustedto that the half-timeof the

portionalto the”concentrationof mercury

exchange procese is directly pro-

in the eample.
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Experimental

Reagenta

Cysteine hydrochloride. Sodium hydroxide, l.O& Sodium chloride,

0.9 percent Bolution. Octyl alcohol. Hg203 ieotope as mercuric nitrate

at a .apecificactivityof approximately1 mcfmg (CambridgeNuclear Co.,

Cambridge,Maas.).

Apparatus

The general arrangementof the apparatusia ahown schematicallyin

Figure 60.

.S$W’LI)di
WIIAT

I

Figure

Mercury vapor

240 ml/min through

Michigan Model No.

m

60. Schematicarrangementof apparatus.

waa generated by passing nitrogen at

a midget impinger (Celman Instrument

7202) containing a small quantity of

The impinger waa immereed in

a second impinger containing

tained at roam temperature.

water at 45 ‘C.

a similar amount

The nitrogen gas

The vapor

a flaw-rate of

co. , Ann Arbor,

metallic mercury.

was paased through

of metallicmercury but main-

emergingfrom the second

impingercontainedalmoat the saturationlevel of mercury (20 mg/m3). The

vapor then passed to the exchange veaael where it bubbled through the

aqueous phaae containing the radioactive mercury. The vessel, ahown in

Figure 61, conaiatedof a vertical pyrex glass tube, length 52.5 cm,

internaldiameter 1.9 cm, atopperedat each end by rubber bungs and had a

nylon inlet-tube(Mbtician Products,Hollie, New York, 0.096 in. bore,

0.125 in. outside diameter)extending to the bottom, the lower end of the
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nylon

nylon

vapor

tube being heat-sealed and

outlet-tube paesed through

perforated with small holes. A short

the upper rubber stopper. me issuing

was paaaed through a watertrap consisting

plastic test-tube, 12 x 75 mm (Falcon Plastics,

a similar tube containing about a l-inch length

of a small disposable

California) and then through

of activated Hopcalite.

The Hopcalite tube was placed in a NaI well-crystal to record Hg203 activity.

The counting equipment consisted of a decade counter (Radiation Instrument

Detection Laboratories, Des Plaines, Ill., Model No. 49-51), a rate-meter

(Packard Inst., Co., La Grange, 111., Model No. 280 A) and a pen-recorder

(Leeds Northrup, Philadelphia, Pa. Type G.).

10 PUMP

Figure 61. The exchange and counting

Nitrogen gaa was drawn through the eystem by a mall

(Universal Electric Co., OWOSSO, Michigan, Model No.

recorded “by a flow-meter (Brock Inst. CO., Hatfield,

aaeembly.

electricpump

3) and the flow-rate

Pa.) .

Procedure

Pour 70 ml of urine into a 10&ml

3.15 gram of cysteine hydrochloric aud

Add a trace quantity of Hg203 isotope to give at leaat 10,OOO cpm and a

final mercury concentration of 10
-8 ~

_. Dilute to the 1OO-M1 mark with 0.9

graduated cylinder containing

22.5 ml of 1.OM sodium hydrokide.
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percent sodium chloride solution and add 1 ml of octyl alcohol to prevent

foaming. Mix the contents of the cylinder and pour them direccly into the

exchange vaseel. .Start the nitrogen flow (containing mercury vapor at

17 mg/m3) at a rate of 240 rnllmln. Record the radioactivity in the Hopcalite

absorbent as a function of time and atop the exchange run when the activity

in the Hopcalite has become eteady., At this point all the radioactivity in

the exchange vessel is completely transferred to the Hopcalite, so the

fhal trace on the recorder represents the initial radioactivity tn the urine,

and the differencebetween the final pen-recordingand the pen-recordingat

any given time during the exchangerun is the amount of activity remaining

in the urine. This value is plotted on semi-log paper (Figure 62) against

time and yields a straight line from which the half-time can

The amount of mercury originally pres~nt in the

from the half-time by referring to the standard

urine sample

curve.

be calculated.

iscalculated

70

10

Figure 62. (a) Recorder tracing. (b) Semi-log plot.
The radioactivity remaining in the solution at any time was calculated

from the pen-recording as described in the text.
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To u?aeure the =rcury in kidney,or 14ver, l.gram wet+eight of tissue

is chopped and homogenizedin 0.9”percentsodium chlorideeolutionwith a

tlesue grinder,made up to a volme of 70 ml with 0.9 percent eodim chloride

aolutionmemd then treated identicallyto the ur.ti eemple.

A etandardcurve ie prepared by applyingabo~” procedureto 0.9 percent
.,

eodium chlorideeolutionecontainingk mumts of mercuric chloride”in

the concentrationrange 10-7 to 3 x 10-6 g smd plotting tl/2

concentrationof mercury added.

Discussion

Flow of mrcuzy vapor ,andcarrier gas

As indicatedby the6zy and confirmedby experiment,the

time is inverselyproportionalto the vapor.flow-rate. This

againet the

exchangehalf-

fact allows

the exchangehalf-the to be set for any given value of the mercury”wncen-

tration. When dealing with low Concefitrationsof mercury, it is convenient

to reduce the mercury vapor concentmtion so thnt the half-time falls.with-
. .

in the response time of the recording equipmentand yet is not too large to

tie the measurementvery time-con9uming.

Nitrogen was used as the camier gas in order to remove oxygen from

the system. ‘I%erewere three reas%ns for this:. to prevent fo~ation of

any oxide layer over the metallicmercury in the vapor generatOr;to prevent

any oxidationof qsteine in thk exchangevessel; to avoid any conversionof

merc~ vapor into mercury “ionsin the aqueousphase, which is known

to require oxygenm”224 ,“.

In the principle it is bust to makethe flow of nitrogen as rapid as

possible so that the transit time of mercury in the plastic tubing is brief.

In practice the flow is limitedby the rato at which bubbles will pass

through the exchangerwithout spillage or excessivefoaming. A flow of

240 ml/min is close to”the practical

an antifoamingagent when biological

mnximum and this requires the use.of

samples are being analyzed.
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Cysteine, 0.2M, pH 7.4

In order to measure

two conditionshad to be

non-radioactivemercury present in biologicalsamples

met: first, that the non-radioactivemercury would

immediatelyequilibratewith trace quantitiesof Hg203 isotopeadded to

the sample, and second that the total mercury in the labelledsample

should be converted into one chemical species capable of undergoingrapid

isotope exchangewith mercury vapor. The use of the monothiol compound

cysteine achievedboth conditions. This compoundwas chosen because it

had previouslybeen shown that tiercbrycomplexedwith cysteineunderwent

npid isotopic exchangewith mercury vapor2=5 and that concentrationsof

monothiol compoundsgreater than 10-2H were capable of removingmercury

from tissue homogenates;226 other monothiol compoundsmay also be used, but

cysteine is the cheapestand most readily availablecommercially.

The pl{of 7.4 was used because’thereaction is not sensitiveto small

fluctuationsin pllin this region. The exchangerate is reduced in acidic

solutionsof cysteine,and, on the other hand, cysteine is readily oxidized

at very high pH values.

Antifoamingagents

These are necessaryto prevent excessivefoamingwhen urine and tissue

homogenatesare present in the exchangevessel. However, octyl alcohol

reduces the exchange rate. Complete isotopicexchange in the exchangevessel

is indicatedwhen the slope of the plot of tl ~ against
/

[Hg]aq agrees with

the theoreticalvalue. This occurs only with solutionsof

or cysteinebuffer. In the presence of octyl alcohol,the

90 percent of the theoretical. However, this slope is the

both with standard solutionsand biologicalsamples.

The constructionof the exchangevessel

mercury in saline

slope is about

same and reproducible

Complete isotopicequilibrationbetween vapor and aqueousphases

was achievedby adjustingtwo variables: the surface area of contact

between the phases was made as large as possible by generatingsmall bubbles,
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and the aqueous phase was encased in a narrow vertical

time of rise of the bubbles from the bottom to the top

The absorptionof mercury vapor on hopcalite

tube so that the

of the sample was long.

This material was chosen because it is efficient,absorbent,cheap and

commerciallyavailable. When hopcalite is present in the absorbenttube to

a depth of 1 inch, all the radioactivityis collectedin the lower 25 percent

of the column. When a second hopcalite tube was placed in series with the

first, no radioactivitywas ever found in the second tube. An average of

98 percent of the radioactivityremoved from the exchangevessel was recovered

in the hopcalite. Small losses can

the exchangevessels is excessively

is very low.

Plastic tubing

Plastic tubes made from tygon,

occur if the plastic tubing

long or if the flow-rateof

polyethyleneand nylon have

leading from

carrier gas

been found

to be equally acceptable. The length of tubing was kept as short as possible

to avoid potential loss of mercury by diffusionthrough the plastic or by

adsorptionon surfaces of the tubes.

Vacuum pump

The purpose of the pump was to maintain a alight (l-5 cm of water)

negative pressure throughout the vessels and tubing so that, in the event

of a leak, radioactive or stable mercury would not be released into the

laboratory. A.cheap electrically operated pump waa used but a water pump

ia equally effective.

Radioactive detection end display equipment

The essential items are a NaI(Tl) g-a detector with a well large

enough to accept the Hopcalite tube, a suitable tube and a suitable scaler

to record the activity. The rate-meter and the recorder are a convenience

in that they allow a graphic recording of the rate of build-up of radio-

activity in the

rate ia rapid.

counts are made

Hopcalite end can give accurate recording when the exchanger

However, a manual instrument can be used when l-minute

at appropriate intervals, but tne half-time of exchange has
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to be 5 minutes or more. If the very low

the half-time can be adjusted by lowering

andfor the rate of flow of carrier gas.

Applications and limitations

concentrations are being measured

the concentration of mercury vapor

The great advantage of this technique is that it is both rapid and

simple. It avoids the tedious procedures involved in the removal of organic

material from biological samples by oxidation, with all the attendant

uncertainties. This method is ideal for checking urine or tissue samples to

see whether higher-than-normal concentrations of mercury are present, and

if there has been exposure to inorganic mercury (vapor or salt.). However,
— —.

mercury present in urine or tissue as an organic mercury compoundwith at

least one covalentlink vith a carbon atom vill not undergo rapid isotopic

exchange,for example the mercurial diuretics.

The method has been tested for samples containing2.0 Ug or more of

mercury. The theoretical limit to the sensitivity of the method is

determined by the specific activity of the Hg203 isotope. With the specific

activity commercially available (5 mclg) snd very 10V ca”centrations of

the vapor passed through the exchange vessel, the lower limit of detection

should be approximately 0.025 pg of mercury.

Spectrophotometric

PROCEDURE 37.

Determinationwith Dithizone

l%is method is adapted from the method of S. S. Yamamura, Anal. Chem. &
1896 (1960).

Source: E. F. Norton, Chemical Yield Determination in Radiochemlstry
NAS-NS-3111 (1967).

Reagents:

HC1 - 2X

NaCl - solid

KC103 -

NH40H -

solid

“concentrated.
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EDTA : ammonium chloroacetate buffer - 0.002~ EDTA:C1.1~

ammonium chloroacetate. Dissolve 4.7 g of chloroacetic acid

in about 400 ml of water and adjust the pH to 2.7 with concen-

trated NH40H. Add 0.37 g of disodium ethylenediamine tetra-

acetate and stir for several hours. Filter, if solution of the

EDTA is incomplete, and dilute to 500 ml.

Dlthi.zone- about 10 micrograms per ml in CHC13. Prepare a solution

containing about 0.5 mg of dithizone per ml in CHC13. This

solution is stable for at least a month if kept in the

refrigerator. Dilute the concentrated solution before use to

give a solution containing 10 to 12 micrograms of dithizone per

ml in CHCl~.

Procedure:

1) Mercury is generally counted as HgS or as fig2C12. Transfer the sample

to a 50 ml beaker. Add 10 ml of 2F HC1 and a few crystals of KC103.

Warm to dissolve the sample. Boil until all the C12 is expelled.

Dilute to volume with water.

2) Into a SO ml beaker take an aliquot containing less than 20 micrograms

of J1g(II). If the sample

no chloride, add about 10

NH40H, using a pll meter.

tube.

is an acid solution of Hg(II) which contains

mg of NaC1. Adjust the pH to about 3 with

Transfer xhe solution to a stoppered centrifuge

3) Add S ml of EDTA: ammonium chloroacetate buffer. Dilute to 20 ml with

water.

4) Add 5.0 ml of dithizone solution (10 to 12 micrograms per ml).

5) Stopper”and shake for 15 seconds.

6) Centrifuge. Withdraw and discard the aqueous phase

and suction.

7) Measure the absorbance of the CHC13 phase at 510 m~l

cell. Subtract a blank

from step 3. Prepare a

using a capillary

in a 1 cm stoppered

which has been carried through the procedure

calibration by taking known amounts of Hg(II)
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through the procedure from step 2. The calibrationshould

for each new dilution of dithizone solution.

Interferences: See Sande11212pp. 158-163.

Other methods:

llercurycan be determined polarographically by measuring

current at a constant potential (-0.1 volts vs. the saturated

be checked

the diffusion

calomel

electrode) of Hg(II) in 1~ HC1 containing 0.005 percent gelatin.

Mercury can also be determined by atomic absorption.
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All presently

from Dowex-1 anion

VIII . APPENDIX 1.

available data on the elution behavior of mercury (11)

exchangers as a function of type and concentration of

the anion are stumnarizedin Figure 63.

The curve marked NH4F refers to hydrochloric acid solutions which

contain 2 to 10 percent by weight of hW4F.227

data were taken from reference 101 for the HC1

for

for

has

the HBr system, from reference 108 for the

The mercury distribution

system, from reference 106

HF system, from reference 111

the HN03 system, and from reference 227 for the H3P04 system.

The elution behavior of mercury (II) from Dowex-50 cation exchangers

been summarized in Figure 23.
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Figure 63. Elution behavior of Hg(II) from Dowex-1 as a function
of acid molarity and anion.
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